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". . . the great theories of government which the British race

devised and which the English-speaking people have adopted are

closely associated with the system of religious ethics, and are the
foundation upon which civilisation stands, and without which
it will fall."

From an address by Sir Winston Churchill to the l'Focus fo'r the

Defence of Freedom and Peace".
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INTRODUCTION

Trrr Footnote to the History of the Thirties here recorded by
lVfr. Eugen Spier lives in my memory as a ray of light on one of
history's darkest pages. I welcome the opportunity of writing
these few intro'ductory words, if only beciuse it enables me to
pay my grateful tribute to its author and to the vital part he
played both in the inception of Sir Winston Churchill's "Focus
in Defence of Freedom and Peace" and in all its zubsequent
str:uggles and activities. It was due to his generosity and srngle-
minded devotion to our cause that we were able to go into imme-
diate and effective action.

We had at the outset no material and little moral backing. We
were a small group of like-minded individuals swimming a[ainst
the tide-not only of government policy but of the pi.ritirrg
public attitude and mood. Our national leaders, Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald and Mr. Baldwin, reflected and expressed the general
desire for a quiet life at ho,me and (if possibL) abroad.

Tranquillity, Safety First, Appeasement-these were the
watchwords behind which the British people marched, or rather
crawled, throughout the Thirties. Translated into practice,
Tranquillity meant the passive acceptance of great social evils
such as ma$s unemployment in our midst; Safety First was the
policy which led us so blindly and so, unp,repared into the
Second World War; Appeasement was the pursuit of peace at
any price which o,ther people could be made to pay.

Sir Winston Churchill was in the shadows, ut odds with his
own party and with all the powers that be. It is revealirg, that
a bare three months before the outbreak of war, The-Times
refused to publish a letter in which I made a plea for his
inclusion in the government unless I consented to excise the sen-
tence which contained it. Under the banner head,line .Is Winston
worth it ? Truth commented on "the factitious, interested and
altogether contemptible campaign over his inclusion in the
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IO FOCUS

Cabinet" : and added, "Why no,t make a job of it and have Vic
Oliver in too ?"

Such were the Thirties. Th.y have been described as "the

years that the locusts have eaten", "the years when England
slept". No one who did not live through them can imagine the

agonisirg vigil of those few who were awake and resolved to
*uk.r, oih.o. We recognised in Winston Churchill the spearhead

of our salvatior, the voice which could arouse the sleeping con-

scien,ce of our people both to their honour and their p'eril. It was

our aim to make thrt voice heard f.ar and wide, to' set his light
upon a candlestick, to open the eyes of the blind and make the

ai4 hear, to bring home to our government o,f (so.called) realists

the stark realities which stared us in the face. This may seem to

have been an ambitious goal fo,r sixteen individuals gathered

round. a table at the Victoria Hotel, without funds, o,rganisation

or arry visible means of support either from press o'r public. 
-We

were armed only with a burnirg sense of urgency and an abso'

lute faith both in our cause and in our leader.

We naturally incurred much criticism and contumely- We

were denounced as "war-mongers" and also, paradoxically, as

"Geneva gas-bags"; "blood-thirsty pacifists" conveniently com-

bined the two. We were rebuked by Elder Statesmen as unPrac-

tical idealists who wished to involve our country in "a quarrel
about ideo,logies". "Butr" replied Winston Churchill, "surely we

must have an opinion between Right and Wrong ? . . . There

must be a moral basis for British foreign policy. . . . It is this con-

flict of moral and spiritual ideas which gives the free countries

a great part of their strength. . . ." And, in a speech to the House

of-Commons, "There is no high explosive so, powerful as the soul

of a free people". It was this "high explosive" that we were

trying to igniie. At a great Focus meeting in the Free Trade

Hail Manihester he thus declared our aims : "Arm and stand

by the Covenant. In this alone lies the assurance of safety, the

defence of freedo,m and the hope of p'eace."

One of our most serious handicap,s was the refusal of the press,

with a few honourable exceptions, to report our meetings. Mr.
Wickh am Steed has given a clue to the reasons fo'r this boyco'tt in
his book The Press: "Certain large advertising agents had

warned journals for which they provided much revenue, that

advertisements would be withheld from them should they 'Pluy



INTRODUCTION I I

uP' the internatio,nal crisis and cause an alarm which was bad
for trade." This muting and muffiing of the facts of international
life prevailed not only in commercial but in social circles, where
to mention disagreeable subjects like Hitler, concentration camps
or the persecution of the Jews, was considered rank bad form.
Perverse optimism or deliberate escapism was the order of those
days. It was as though a fireproof curtain had been dropped
between our people and reality. We strove against desperate odds
to make a breakthrough.

It may be said, ffid with some justice, that we strove in vain.
Although I believe we helped to turn the tide of public feefirg,
it turned too late to keep pace with events or to arrest their
course. We realised that we had lost the race with time &s, one
by one, we passed the milesto,nes to catastrophe. Air parity gone

-the 
Anglo-German Naval Treaty signed-Italy's invasion of

Abyssinia-the false dawn of sham sanctions and their abandor-
ment, which spelt the League of Nations' dpom-the occupation
and remilitarisation of the Rhineland in breach of the Treaties of
Locarno, zrrd Versailles-Mr. Chamberlain's refusal o,f President
Roosevelt's offer to convene a conference, described by Winston
Churchill as "the rejection of the last frail chance to, save the
world fro,m tyranny otherwise than by wa^r."

The tempo quickenrAustria is subjugatedl, Czechoslovakia
is threatened, Litvinov pledges Soviet Russia to defend her if
France is loyal to her o'bligations, Muirky visits Winston
Churchill and sugges,ts a Three Power Declaration by France,
Russia and Great Britain-the chance to forge the Triple Alli-
ance, dreaded by Hitler, it rejected-Chamberlain's three iU-
starred flights to plead with Hitler-the agony of Czechoslovakia

-the 
final betrayal of Munich.

Two scenes are seared upon my memory. One is the meeting
of the Focus at seven o,'clock on Munich night at the Savoy
Hotel. We had already lunched together, and during the after-
noon a telegram had been drafted, addressed to the Prime
Minister at Munich, adjuring him in the strongest terms not to
betray the Czechs. Winston Churchill suggested that it should be
signed by himself, Mr. Eden, Lord Lloyd, Lord Cecil, Mr. Attlee
and Sir Archibald Sinclair. Cecil, Lloyd and Sinclair were eager
to sign, but Anthony Eden refused on the ground that it would
be interpreted as an act of hostility to Chamberlain. Attlee, with
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whom Noel-Baker pleaded urgently, refused to srgn without the
approval of his pafry, who were meeting at some watering-place
a fortnight hence. (A fortnight hence-whilst every minute the
sands were running out, and a free people's fate and our pledged
word hung in the balance !) Leaden despair descended on us as

we realised our helples,sne$s; and when we parted there were
tears in Winston Churchill's eyes.

Another unforgettable experience was Jan Masaryk's visit to me

early the next morning when the terms were known. He to,ld me
that our Minister in Prague had presented them to, Benes, and
demanded an acceptance within two hours. Benes and his goverll-
ment were resignirg. I can still see the anguish in Jan's eyes and
feel my own burning shame at our dishonour and defeat.

From this last "awful milestone" onward, the Focus gathered
ever-increasing strength, and new allies and suppo'rters jo'ined our
ranks. Fierce passions raged throughout the country, dividit g
parties, families and life-long friends. Yet when the final hour
struck, our peo,ple rose to meet its challenge, calm, resolute,

united. That hour at long last enabled Winston Churchill's
fellow-countnrmen to see him plain. For some of us the last years

had been darkened by a fear even greater than the f.ear of war,
the fear of another "Peace with Honour", which to some had
brought no Hono,ur and for none had purchased Peace, the fear
that we might not stand. To these it came as a relief to know
that the retreat was over, and that our country, which through-
out its history had held the line of freedom, wffi true to its
traditions and itseLf.

It must here be recorded, to our shame, that on the outbreak
of war, when Mr. Spier hastened to offer to our government any

service he could give, h. was arrested without charge or warrarrt,
and thro,wn into an Internment Camp where he found himself
surrounded by prominent Naeis. (One o{ the first to greet him
was Hi,tler's play-boy Dr. Putzi Hanfstaengl.) In thils company
he spent the next two yea^rs in five different Internment Camps,

was deported to Canada, and finally returned to, England and
released in r 94 r. Such was the reward he received from a free
country for his selfless service to the cause of freedotn.

,f

b, U -Br\,lo-. 
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FOREWORD

InananpIATELy after the Second World War I b.gu, to co,llect
material that I could use in writing the histo,ry of the Fo,cus. It
had acco,mplished a great task, and I did not wish it, nor those

who had contributed so much to its success, to be forgotten.
Eventually I consulted some of my Focus co,lleagues about pub-
lishing my manuscript. Th.y all agreed, indeed urged me to
publish it as an important footnote to history. But Mr. Churchill
was an exception. He did not favour the idea and, because o'f
my great resp;ect for him, I bowed to his wishes.

But my former colleaguss went on pressr"g me to publish. Thry
could no,t understand Mr. Churchill's reluctance, and the only
explanation that occurred to them was the one given to me by
Lady Violet Bonham Carter, namely that at the time I
approached him he was still in o,ffice. After he had given up the
premiership I wrote to him a,gain but neither this nor subsequent
requests could make him change his mind. Finally he wrote to
me that he would prefer publication after his death, but would
not insist.

After long deliberation I felt that I ought not to wait, and
that it was important that this story should be recounted now
when similar issues face us.

The work of the Focus has never been publicly recognised.
That is partly due to the fact that it never was a hfihly organised
body. It had a membership but no officers, save a secretary---
and no subscription. Members defrayed expenses as they saw fit.
The second reason is that being a loose association of like-minded
people working for a common pu{pose, we made no publicity
for the Focus as such. Later on it was easy to fo,rget the part it
played in creating a platfo,rm fo,r Winston Churchill at a time
when he was in the political wilderness. To create such a plat-
form in the f.ace of much opposition was a task of extreme
difficuLty, but events justified us. In the first volume of his
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war memoirs The Gathering Storm (pp. 195-6) Churchill
wrote :

". . . the culmination of the campaign was to be a meeting in
the Albert Hall. Here on December 3rd wel gathered many of
the leading men from all parties, strong Tories of the Right Wing
earnestly convinced of the national peril, the leaders of the
League of Nations Peace Ballot, the representatives of the many
great trade unions, including, in the chair, my old opponent Sir
Walter Citrine, and of the Liberal Party and its leader Sir Archi-
bald Sinclair. W el had the feeling that wer were upon the
threshold of not only gaining respect for our views but of makirg
them dominant."

There are some minor errors here, probably slips of memory.
The meeting was not the culmination, but the beginnirg of the
campaign, and the tpe was the Focus, and only the Focus, which
had with much difficulty assembled the distinguished audience to
which Churchill refers. Prominent among the speakers and in no
small way responsible for the meeting were Lady Violet Bonham
Carter and A. M. Wil, secretary of the London Trades Council.
Wickham Steed, Sir Robert Watey-Cohen and Sir Norman Angell
also p,layed an important part in bringirg about this meeting, and
their good wo,rk should not be forgotten. It is time that the
credit for the work accomplished should be given to those to
whom it is due, i.e. the Focus. Hence this book.

Eugen Spier

POST,SCRIPT

In the years that have passed since the Focus undertook its
work I have reflected much on the deeper causes of the crisis
through which we passed and have come to the conclusion,
which has becorn e a passion ate conviction, that the root cause of
the crisis and of our failure to grapp,le with it in time, was the
divorce between our ethico-religious standards and the practical
conduct of our policies. Until that rift di*rppears and until
civilised men conform in public life to,those standardt by which
the best of them govern their private conduct, there can be no
peace in the world, nor can freedo,m and our civilisation be

preserved. The world is in a state of rapid and deep-reaching
change. In many ways the situation today is akin to that which

t My italics.
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confronted us between rg33 and rg3g; it requires the same
effort of cornprehension and enlightenment and also, the same
burning convictions as were required then. At that time it wa^s

my deepest feeling that material rearmament was of little avail
unless there was also an intellectual and spiritual re-awakening.
I feel that jus,t as deeply today, and I am also convinced that no
military disarmament should take place until we have achieved
a high level of ethico-religious armarnent, thereby doubling our
vigilance and defence against the enemies of true democratic
freedom and pea,ce.

E. S.
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CHAPTER I

FIRST CONTACTS

Hevnvc been resident in Britain for many years, yet maintaining
personal and business ties with Germany, the country of which
I was technically a subject, I could follow developments in the
latter co,untry with a critical eye. If its moral and material
disintegration and the moral, political and econo,mic burdens
impos,ed on the German people began with the Versailles Treaty,
the decline was intensified by the refusal of the Allied govern-
ments to give adequate support to that democratic nucleus in
Germany which believed in the princip,les of freedo,m and justice.
In these circumstances it was easy for Hitler, who promised sal-
vation from crisis and the rehabilitation of Germany, to obtain a
followirg. He managed to convince a very large number of
Germans that all their sufferings were due to, the actions of
morally bankrupt enemies who posed as the champions of
democracy. Relentless war was declared on democracy as such
which was openly depicted as the a,rch-enemy.

Hitler never concealed his aim. F or some three thousand years
the Jews had been known to,stand for religious freedom, freedom
of conscience and democratic principles, and as such to be consis-
tent opponents of dictatorship and tyranny; therefo,re they were
singled out for extermination in the name of a purely Aryan
Germany. That campaign had been waged long before Hitler
trsed the democratic process to, seize and then usurp power, but it
was only when persecution was in full swing that it began to
beco,me obvious to people o,utside Germany. There were also
many innocent people inside Gerrnany who became caught up in
and dared no,t resist the ruthless and deafenirg l{azi propaganda
of lies and falsifications.

NaturrJly the first reaction came from the Jews who were
faced with the problem o,f refugees abroad, while the communi-
ties inside Germany were exposed to vile brutalities. Jewish

7
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sufferings roused the sympathy of clear-sighted liberals in all
countries and much was done to help them.

But I felt that it was wrong to co,ncentrate on the sufferings
o,f the J.*s, and that more was needed of the British people than
mere qnnpathy and indignation. Hitler had other aims beyond
the extermination of a hated race and their religion with its deep=

rooted ethical teachings and laws. His propaganda, which for a
time was very successful, rep,resented what was happening in
Germany as a necess ary political purge of citizens who were
fundamentally hostile to his godless state, and as a purely do,mes-

tic affair. Therefore it was of no concern to the governments and
people of other countries, despite the fact that the Nazi state did
not recognise the accepled European conception of either law or
justice.

It seemed to me that what had to be brought home to those
governments and individuals was not the suffering of individuals,
but the doctrine that Lr-y behind that persecution. Here, as often
before, antisemitism was being used as a veil to cover an attack
on all God-fearing people in general and upon democracy in
particular. Here again the world aI large failed to comprehend
that antisemitis,m is not only a Jewish pro,blem, but more a no'n-

Jewish problem, a problem for all those who, believe in a law-
abiding society. Hitler was planning a greater Germany which
would ultimately embrace all Europe and possibly beyond, an
empire to be achieved if necessary by war and to be governed by
men who, were hostile to everything that Western Europe held
sacred, religioo, humanity, culture, the churches, the universities,
and every democratic institution. And it should be maintained as

an atheist totalitarian state by methods of sheer brutality. The
wo,rship o,f God and the rule of law were to cease, and freedom
would go down into bloody darkness in which free men would
not be allowed to live.

I was grateful for the kindly help given to the refugees in this
country, but felt ever mo,re strongly that only the emotions were

being stirred. The British government, under Ramsay Mac-
Donald and Stanley Baldwin, was entirely ignorant o,f the real

issues at stake. It either did not know, or preferred to ignore, the

menace to Britain and the Commonwealth of an abso'lute state

resolved on conquest and freed from opposition at home. The
government either did not intend or was unable to create a sense
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of alarrn in the public; no real effort was made to open their
eyes to the dangers, moral, political and material, that threatened
their very existence as a free and democratic people. On the
other hand Nazi propaganda flooded the country, md the rrn-
challenged lie appeared to be the truth. It was high time for the
average British citizen to realise what was at stake, not just the
existence of a persecuted minority but his own safety, and maybe
his own survival.

About this time groups embracing members of every religious
and political body were being organised up and down the
country to bring help to victims of Nazi brutality. Fro,m 1933
onwards I was being continuously approached to assist in fighting
antisemitism. Among those who came to see me was a Mr. A. ff.
Richards who sought my co-operation both in combating Hitler's
propaganda and in helping his victims. M*y prominent
people had already promised to help. I told him that I would
certainly suppo,rt any such effort, but in my view it should not
be devoted exclusively to the Jewish cause. The real issue affected
every one of us, J.* or Gentile, every one, that is, who believed
in a law-abiding society that acknowledged God as the supreme
authority and the divine origin o{ the laws governing our moral
cond"uct in every sphere of life. This was the fundamental con-
cept of our way of life, and that way of life was now being
threatened by the atheist Nazis. The threat was not to the Jews
alone, but to every democrat and to every democratic institution.
They hoped to eradicate democracy completely, and what faced
us was at once a religious-ethical and a military issue. We could
not with impunity separate the one from the other. Together they
imposed on us a duty and the fulfilment of that duty would be
the strongest and best guarantee of the establishment and main-
tenance of a peace based on freedom and justice.

Richards was much excited by my views. They represented,
he declared, just what he and his friends were thinkin$, but he
had not felt it wise to make his first approach to me in such
terms. He had been given to understand that I was deeply
affected by the sufferings o{ my fellow-Jews and he had there-
fore raised antisemitism as the primary issue.

He then disclosed the names of some of the people with whom
he was associated. To my joy they included Winston Churchill,
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Lady Violet Bonham Carter, Wickham Steed, Commander
Locker-Lamps\ Sir Robert Mond, Sir Robert Waley-Cohen
and Sir Archibald Sinclair. He could no,t give me further details
as everything was in its initial stages; there was no real organisa-
tion as yet, no literature and no defined programme. But if I
wanted to learn more about it, I should co,me to their next
luncheon meeting, a confidential affair to be held in a private
roo,m at a West End hotel. I accepted gladly with a happy feel-
ing that I was co,ming nearer my Sod, but I did not think then
that Richards and I wo'uld work together until his death sorne
twenty years later.

A few weeks later the invitation arrived fo,r the middle of

June, rg35, together with a list of the other guests; Churchill
was to be in the chair. I made a po,int of gettirg to the appointed
place well before time, so, that Richards could introduce me to
the organising secretary and tell me about my fellow-guests.
Richards warned me not to call the assembly u group, and when
I asked if it was not a group what was it, he shrugged his
shoulders and said that so, f.ar they had not been able to agree

on a narne. He promised to discuss this and other difficulties with
me later.

Richards made a special point of introducing me to Sir Robert
Mond, the brother of the first Lord Melchett, who was giving
the lunch. Then I was introduced to Lady Violet, to Churchill
and to Wickham Steed. In all we were some sixteen. Churchill
was at the head of the table with Lady Violet beside him at his

special request. I was seated between Mond and Richards. The
atmosphere was pleasant and the conversation stimulating, aI-
though I felt that as an unkno,wn quantity I w'as being carefully
scrutinised. Churchill appeared to be enjoying a lively conversa-

tion with Lady Violet, but looked alternately grim and cheerful,
cheerful abo,ut the gatheritrB, grim about the po,litical situatio,n.

After lunch, armed with a cigar, he rose to address us. He
began with some general references to the unsatisfactory state of
our defences compared with the all-out effort being made by the
Nazis. The government was just shutting its eyes to these dis-

quieting facts. Virtually the whole population of Germany was

being tumed into a single gigantic war-machine, and the indivi-
duat German was being denied every personal right and freedo,m,

reduced to a mere cog in the wheel of destruction. For Great
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Britain rearrnament was now a matter of life o,r death. At this
Sir Archibald Sinclair muttered his disapproval, but Churchill
would not give way and emphasised his point with even greater
vigour. f admired the way in which he convincingly brushed
aside Sinclair's opposition and how in the end Sinclair smiled
approval.

Looking aro'und to malce certain that no waiter or other out-
sider was listening, he said to us : "You will understand that
this meeting is private; no no,tes are to be taken and no info,r-
mation whatsoever must be given to the press." Thereupon he
gave us some figures about the shortcomings o,f our reaffnament
effort, particularly about the Royal Air Force, figures that were
gravely disquieting when compared to what the Nazis were
doing. "fn this democratic countryr" he went oo, "it is fo,r the
members o,f Parliament to brirg their influence to, bear on the
Cabinet. And it is for us here to keep the public adequately and
continuously informed so as to offset the damage done by
German propaganda. At present the British public and press are
very much the victims of the Nazi Ministry of trnformation and
its lies; it has collared the pre$s, the radio and every other instru-
ment fo,r spreadirg news. The task of this assembly is thus as

difficult as it is indispensable and urgent. We must make an

all-p,arty effort, create a source from which unbiased and objec-
tive information will constantly flow to, the government and to
the whole country. We must spare no effort to enlist the support
of men and wo,men fro,m every section of our co,mmunity
irrespective of party, creed and class. I fully realise that this is
a task as difficult as it is worthy. I am also aware that this task
is made mo,re difficult on account of the most regrettable pro-
Nazi attitude of a considerab,le section of the national press. I am
therefore greatly pleased and much encouraged to see already
here, in this modest but truly representative meeting, a very
promising omen for our future. For this I arn most grateful.
But it is only a beginnirg. We must march forward with faith
and determination in order to overcome alt the many obstacles

which stand in our path."
He then went on to say that, in order to get o,urselves suffici-

ently organised, we should start by framing our policy in the
form of a manifesto setting forth our aims, and on this basis enlist
members and supporters from every section of the public. F{e
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Proceeded to outline that policy in general terms and the sort of
manifesto we should issue. We must ourselves be determined to
resist, and to join others in resisting, zrry aggression, armed o,r
unarmed, which threatened our way of life in freedom, justice
and peace, and to make it clear that Britain and the Commo,n-
wealth were prepared to stand for the defence of human rights
and for the rule of law arnong nations. "British leadership and
action may yet save Europe and our grand civilisation whose
very existence is being threatened by the Nazis."

Churchill then suggested that the details of such a manifesto
should be wo'rked out by uspecial drafting committee, which was
immediately established with Steed as chairmarl. Waley-Cohen
and Lady Violet agreed to serve on the committee and pro,mised
their full assistance and co-operation. T-Le secretary was in-
structed to take the necessary steps to meet the requirements of
the cofirnittee, and to make arrangements for the next meeting
at which the draft manilesto would be discussed.

The secretary agreed, but asked where the money to defray
expenses was to come from. His bald request came like the ex-
plosion of a bomb. Expressions of ernbarrassment appeared on

lvery side, and Churchill himself looked displeased, even angry.
For a moment it looked as if the who,le effort was about to co,me
to grief. To avert catastrophe I took Richards aside and asked
him to announce that all our requirements had been taken care
of. The tension was immediately eased. Churchill seemed greatly
relieved and the other guests were clearly delighted.

When they left I stayed behind to have a word with Mond to
thank him for his hospitality. I asked him if the secretary who
had dropped this brick was his no,minee, &s I had been informed.
Sir Robert denied this; in fact he personully had no use for the
gentleman in question. I suggested that we ought to have a full-
time secretary and, provided that he and the others agreed, I
would put forward Richards as very suitable for the post. Sir
Robert thought this a very good idea and volunteered to reco,m-
mend Richards to the others; he was sure that they would
approve.

On the basis of this assurance I asked Richards to come to
my office where I made such financial arrangements with him
as would leave him free to devote himself entirely to the work.
Then I hurried home, for my wife was very anxious to hear
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abo,ut my first meeting with Churchill. I told her the who,le

story, about the guests and our future activitio, adding that
everything was extremely confidential and that we must not
breathe a word to anyone. So as to avoid a leak age of informa-
tion, if a casual remark were to be overheild, we vowed never

to mention Churchill's name in this connection, and for added

secrecy we agreed to refer to him in conversation as Oscar. Oscar

means "the spear of God".



CHAPTER II

EXTENDII\G OUR RANGE

h'r due course Richards was unanimously confirmed as full-time
secretary, and we lost no time in organising our future work on
the lines Churchill had indicated. First, we had to produce a
draft of the manifesto defining our aims and principles. The
credit fo,r doing it was mainly due to Steed, Lady Violet, No,rman
Angell, Waley-Cohen and, no,t least, to Richrrdr, who was never
discouraged despite depressing setbacks. The draft was discussed
and amended in the light of further suggestions and, once agreed
upo,n, was sent to, Churchill, who gave his approval without
making any alterations of substance. We then proceeded to, make
contaqt with a number of prominent and representative indivi-
duals, and soon had a list of about a hundred names. Each had
to be apProached privately and in great confidence. Our first
members were very helpful, and Churchill himself was always
availab'le for guidance and interviews. No,t a day passed without
some interview or conference; it was encouraging to see how
readily ngarly everyone responded to our aims and principles.

But when it carne to gettirg public support we dir.orrered to
our distress that most o,f those who had expressed their ag"ree-
ment with us, drew a sharp distinction between their personal
views and an official statement with which they would be pre-
pared to be publicly associated. Such an association might ltad
people to believe that these were the views of the party o,r &sso.
ciation to which they belonged. And this had to be avoided. But
it was our whole object to co,me before the public on the broad-
est basis possible. So we were now compelled to accept the f.act
that we could no,t obtain a binding cornmitment to co-ope rate
publicly even after a satisfactory initial meeting in privati, and
that the matter had always to be referred to the party or associ-
ation. This meant new interviews, fresh modifications and the
manifesto itself reviewed and redrafted to, meet new require-
ments. Yet another difficulty appeared. Some individuals were

4
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willing to be associated with us, but under rlo conditio,n would
they become subscribers to a new group until thgy had approved
our articles of association. Finally we decided not to, form a
regular association with a membership,, but simply to call our-
selves a "focus" for defence o,f freedom and peace, and to have
neither rules no,r members. After much discussion this was agreed
to. So the Focus originated, both as a name and as an acting
body.

There was yet another dfficulty. Our future associates whole-
heartedly approved our aims, but were by no means prepared to
appear with each other o,n a public platform. There wffi, for
instance, great difficulty in getting Sir Walter Citrine to appear
together with Churchill, mainly on account of their diflerences
during the General Strike, and even to get them to meet infor-
mally to discuss the matter needed the utmost patience. In the
end we dd, however, succeed. I should make it clear that
Churchill was never the cause of such delay or argument. He
put the cause of democracy above party obligations and a:ry
personal grievances frorn the past.

Nor did Lady Violet ever make difficulties. On the contrary,
she was most helpful in removing obstacles, for she was the very
embodiment of freedom and peace, although she preferred to
transpose the wording to "peace and freedom". Churchill rightly
called her the brain of the Asquiths, but I felt that she was the
body, soul and very incarnation of everything for which freedo,m
and peace stood. Her co,urage, her love of freedom, her integrity,
her eloquence and her wonderful personality would have quali-
fied her fo,r the highest office. She much admired Winston
Churchill in those days, regarding him as a real genius. Once I
to,ld her how much I admired his extraordinary memo,ry, which
I thought was a pre-requisite o,f genius. Lady Violet disagreed;
she thought a man could be a genius without having a good
memory. That I contested, for we know only what wc remem-
ber; what ones does not remember one does not know. Although
we never reached agreement on this point, we did see eye-to-eye
on the more important issues, those confronting the Focus and
all of us.

We had collected enough evidence to make it clear that a
majority of the British people was unwilling to support or accep,t
the Nazi way of lif., which to them was akin to lunacy. The
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more they learned about it, the more they detested and resented
it, and the more hateful the Nazis seemed. We could, therefo,re,
with greater confidence work out a more detailed programffie,
of which the rnain feature was a great public meeting in the
Albert HaIl.

While we were busy on all this Hitler, i, accordance with his
programffie, marched into the demilitarised zone of the Rhine-
land (March 7th, r 936) in defiance of the Locarno Treaty.
France properly protested against this breach. Churchill told us
that he had no doubts about the duties of the member states of
the League of Nations, includirg Britain; they were uncon-
ditional and absolute. He wanted the League's authority to be
upheld; the case was clear and the League was capable of
action; ind'eed Britain alone or France could provide it with
the necessary strength. Steed agreed with this view and Angell
argued with great emphasis and conviction that the League had
no\ r its greatest opportunity to, justify both collective security
and its own existence. However, this was not the view of the
government which more than ever spoke in terms of appease-
ment. It lightly dismissed the Rhineland incident as unimportant;
nor did it share the view that Hitler's unopposed and arbitrary
action was decisive for the consolidation of his power and pres-
tige inside and outside Germarly. The moderate elements in that
country and liberals all over Europe were shocked and disheart-
ened by the British government's attitude and the impotence of
the League. The statements made in support of the government's
ppli.y were irresponsible, and a frivolous and flagrant betrayal
of our commitment to uphold and defend the rule of law.
Richards was asked to obtain the views of other }-ocus members,
and in particular their reaction to Lothian's statement that after
all Hitler was only going into his own back-garden, a remark
which Austen Chamberlain regarded as most damagirg.' My
personal reply was as follows:

"I am not in a position to comment on the treaty implications
so far as the purely territorial issues are concerned, which I think
are of second ary importance. What, however, is of extreme
importance is that the laws governirg our international relations
have been callously ignored and indeed ridiculed. To illustrate
my point I would like to propound an imagin ary situation.

1Cf. Churchill, The Gathering Storffi, p, r53.
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fmagine I had 85,ooo standing to my credit in the bank; the
assumption is, I repeat, hypothetical. I go at night, break into
the bank and take away my 85,ooo. Could such an action be
deemed legally right and not treated as a punishable offence ? Or
suppose I went to the bank during office hours, and presented a
properly drawn cheque and, upon the cashier's refusil to let me
have my money, jumped over the counter and took it, would
such an action be considered law-abiding and not liable to
punishment ? Is it not agreed by all the standards of civilised
countries that, on not obtainirg the payment due to me, I have
to take the matter to court and abide by a judge's decision.
Otherwise we abandon accepted legal principles and return to
the law of the jungle, by which the physicalty strongest can get
away with anything, even murder. In my humble opinion, I feel
confident that we can rectify the position without resorting to
war or any other form of direct military conflict. We should
warn Hitler unconditionally that if any other breach of treaty or
pledged word occurs, we shall immediately and without further
conference or meeting withdraw our ambassador from Germany,
ask all British citizens to leave Germany and require the German
ambassador and all Nazi German subjects to leave this country at
once. And, unless and until the breach of law has been completely
rectified, there would be no change in that position. We should
leave Hitler in no doubt that this time we intend to do exactly
what we say, and that we have the whole nation behind us. We
should act immediately, whether or not other members of the
League act with us, for any conditioning of our action would
mean delay-and delay is what we are determined to avoid."

We all took a very serious view of the Rhineland occupation
and were no,t to, be tricked by Nazi propaganda into believing
that this was a purely local issue. On the contrary, we realised
only too well that this was an issue of paramount and fundamen-
taL importance, a challenge to our mo,ral conception of treaty
obligations and honourirg the pledged word. The belittling of
this issue, as the Nazis attempted, was a severe blow to the
prestige and existence of the League of Nations. The Focus saw
in the Nazi challenge a supreme opportunity fo,r testing and
asserting the moral and physical strength of the League of
Nations.

The views of the Focus were made known to the government
in various ways. Sir Robert Vansittart, the perrnanent IJnder-
Secretary at the Foreign Office, commented on Steed's view that,
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unless effective measures were taken, such as the Focus advo-
cated, the Nazi government, perfidious and totally indifferent to
moral or any other law, would break any and every treaty and
pledge given or to be given in the future. But t}le British goverrr-
ment ignored' its obligations towards the League, and this started
a serious deterioration in the League's authority, which the
Nazis succeeded in fatally undermining. A new treaty wo,uld only
be a new trap for the gullible.

Daily events urged us on and enabled us to increase the rum-
ber of associates who agreed to the terms of our proposed mani-
festo, as set o,ut below :

"These systems, Communist, Fascist and Nazi, are equally
founded upon the denial of freedom, and were established by
civil warfare. Pitiless oppression by secret police and armed
bands, omnipresent spying and compulsory tale-bearing, un-
truthful propaganda and one-sided education sustain them. All
suppress that free public opinion which is the safeguard and
instrument of democratic liberties. By destroyirg combination
among wage earners and by placing the liues and property of
their citizens under unf ettere d state control they impede the
economic and political advance of workers by hand and brain.
These systems preach and practice racial and religious intoler-
ance and persecution and have built up a formidable war
machin e at tremendous cost to us free citizens of a self-governing
democracy. Communist, Fascist and Nazi systems are equally dis-
tasteful. Such well-beirg as our people enjoy has been won in
freedom. It must be steadily increased and extended by the free
co-operation of all classes and parties under democratic institu-
tions. We recognise no inequality of. citizenship, oo inferiority of
race or creed, no curtailment of the ancient rights our fathers
bought for us through centuries of struggle. These rights, this
freedom, these safeguards of our social welfare and progress,, we
are resolved to uphold. Not less firmly do we uphold the safe-
guards of peace among the nations. The propaganda and actions
of these 'totalit arian' systems, which cherish aggressive designs,
must bring on war unless they are met by unflinching deter-
mination and readiness for joint defence on the part of peoples
still free. We believe that this defence can best be organised
within the framework of the League of Nations and the Kellogg
Pact, and that it must be strengthened by the force of enlight-
ened public opinion. In Parliament, on the platform, through the
press and by every modern agency for spreadirg knowledg.,
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public opinion must be informed. The fate of free civilisation is
at stake. Therefore we call . . ."

The arrnament plans of the German Nazis pro,ceeded at high
speed and they adopted a systematic programme of literally
exterminating their opponents, actual as well as potential, as well
as their institutions. Syrusogues were burned to the ground;
cemeteries were desecrated; humanitarian laws and custo'ms were
set aside, while every type of illegality, persecution, murder and
arbitrary imprisonment, became the rule. Loyalty to parents was

officially branded as archaic I love and charity were denounced
as Jewish inventions, to be replaced by shameless treachery and
the fantastic expression o,f hate as the most dynamic sources of
strength and power.

In the early days of the Nazi r6gime peop,le in democratic
countries stilled their consciences by saying that revolutions are
not carried out in kid gloves and that, once the Nazi revolution
had been co'mp,leted by the party a^$sumirg the role of goverrl-
ment, normal civilised methods would gradually be re-estab-
lished. Wishful thinking at best, this distorted view of things
could not be maintained in face of the intensification of oppres-
sion and brutality. It daily became clearer that Hitler was
passionately convinced that only ruthless ferocity and contempt
fo,r moral laws could enable him to hold and conso,lidate the
power he had won by the same policy of infamy. In spite of all
the evidence to the contrary, Hitler had the insolence to pro.
claim in the Reichstag on Mry 2rst, 1936, that Germany had no
intention of embarking on war, that she had no, intention of
interfering in the internal a"ffairs in Austria, of concluding an
Anschluss or of annexirg that country. Follo*irg that declara-
tion he signed an agreement to that effect with the Austrian
government on July r rth, prornisirg especiully not to give active
support to, the Austrian Nazis.

Such perfidy and insolence was not at all surprising in Hitler.
What was surprising was that the governments of the democratic
countries accepted his declarations at their face value, and did
not see how they were being tricked. Hitler despised the democ-
racies, and all the reports from Germany which reached mem-
bers of the Focus showed the derision with which Hitler greeted
the gutlibility of the press and politicians of this country. With
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Britain gulled into a false sense of security, Hitler felt that he
had all the d'emo,cracies in the hollow of his bloodstained hands,
and that he would succeed in dominating the world in the same
way and by the same criminal methods as he had used in
obtainit g and maintaining his hold over the German people.

This was a f.atal threat to the very existence of a free Europe
and to the British Commonwealth. Fear of his physical strength
would silence any opposition and ma-ke us surrender one a^fter
another to his Nazi wo,rld empire. It was, therefore, essential for
the Focus to be strengthened immediately and its sphere of
activities enlarged so that, when it became clear that Hitler was
about to break his pledge on Austria, the British government
and people sho,uld be ready and willing to a,ct so as to, terminate
his po'li.y o{ lawlessness and treachery. Each member was asked
to recruit fresh supporters and to disseminate even more widely
our knowledge of the realities of the situatio,n and the dangers
of Nazism. Our numbers began to grow rapidly.

At the same time those of us in the Focus were getting to
know each other better. For my own pa,rt I wanted to know
more about what my colleagues thought, how they thought, and
through them to understand the people whom it was our aim to
influence. I was able to meet some of them in relative privacy;
these meetings I shall reco,rd as they occurred.

The first was with Wickham Steed. He was the Focus's most
active member md, when he told Richardb that he would like
to have a, long talk with ffie, I at once responded by inviting him
on Jrly Bth, 1936, to lunch with me and my wife. We bo,th
eagerly looked forward to this occasiorl. Steed was as well known
on the Continent as at horne; he had played a considerable part
in the formation of the New Europe that emerged after the
war; he was an expert on Central Europe and; as a convinced
enemy of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, had helped to
shaps history at Versailles; he had been a very successful editor
of. The Times; he knew kings, statesmen, politicians and most of
the prominent personalities in non-political spheres. His position,
like his experience, was unique.

During luncheon Steed talked incessantly, telling us sto,ries of
his experiences abro,ad, of people whorn he had met and how he
had fared. He told us of his days at Marienbad when he rode
with Edward VII in an op,en cariage, and maf,ry a tale of the
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Versailles negotiations, and he made us laugh at his sto,ries o'f the
ignorance of the foreign missio,ns on matters of good food and
the cult of wine as practised in France. I was rather relieved
that his reminiscences of pre-war days did not touch on politics,
for I had never seen eye-to,-eye with him on the treatment of
the old Austria, and the breaking up of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy into small po,litical units. Nor did I feel it advisable
to discuss the Versailles Treaty. Steed, I knew, was a fervent
anti-Nmi, but he also detested Germans in general; and the few
exceptions he made only proved the rule. Also,it was not the past
that f wanted to discuss but the present and future.

My wife talked abo,ut our travels to Jugoslavia, saying how
much she liked the country and the people with their wond'er-
ful hospitality. Two of our best friends, she added, were J,rgo-
slavs, Dr. Posilovic and Dr. Mazuranic, the latter being Minister
o,f Commerce when we first met him. Of course Steed knew a
lo,t about him and was delighted to hear more; he was particu-
larly amused by my wife's stories of Dr. Mazuranic's musical
parties. I added that Mazuranic was greatly imp'ressed by the
Focus and intended to, come to London to meet its members,
Churchill in particular., He regarded Churchill as the great
leader o,f the future, who would conduct not only this country
but all Europe to safety and redeem the subjected peoples from
the helI of Nazism.

Steed was satisfied that we had made a good start with the
Focus; he was particularly pleased with Richards the secretary
and gave me credit for his appointment. My wife mentioned
that she had ordered his book Vital Peace, but had been told by
the booksellers that she would have to, wait a fortnight as the
book wo,uld have to be obtained frorn the United States. Steed
was considerably perturbed at this and said that there was more
in it than met the eye. He was aware that certain big newsagents
and booksellers tended to discriminate against books in which
Nazism was denounced or even criticised. At least one of the
chapters in V,ital Peace could be held to do so. He went on to,

say that it was the government's weak policy which caused this
sort of thing, and the attitude of the press. Still more could it
be seen in the co-operation of the City with Nazi Germany. He
was unrestrained in his criticism of the City, whose conduct he
denounced as "a monstrous betrayal of all moral standards". I
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ventured to suggest that the City was less blameworthy than the
government, since the City had no policy of its own as opppsed
to that of the government. Admittedly the City was not made up
of saints, but its moral standards were f"ar above those of any
other financial centre in the world.

Steed then passed o,n to, dis,cuss the United States. If American
morals were as god as American money, h. said, Nazism and
Cornmunism would disappear overnight, and we would really be
on the way to the millennium. "That r" I said, "would not be true
of this country : our sterling is much to,o weak." Steed agreed
and went on to condemn wholeheartedly the conception of
"neutrality" towards the aggresso,r. He thought that a British
declaration of non-neutrality on a moral basis would appeal to
our people and to maf,ry o{ our friendis elsewhere. "I could not
agree with you morer" I said, "and that comes fro,m the bottom
of my heart. The guiding principle in the work of the Focus
should be the need to create such a moral basis and bring to an
end the present moratorium in ethics and silence on moral
issues." Steed asked me to go into mo,re detail about what I
thought should be the Focus's task and how that task should
actually be carried out.

"In the first instance," I said, "we must inform the public and
the government about what our Nazi enemies are doing and
what they intend to do, but even more on what we in this
country ought to do and why. The Focus can only be effective
in protecting freedo,m and justice as the basis of peace if public
opinion supports us. We have to, create public opinion by *ppeal-
irg to the moral sense of our people, in contrast to the Nazis who
appeal only to the basest instincts of the Germans. I think that
this rallying of our spiritual fo'rces will be decisive, but it must
be acco,mpanied by military rearmament."

Steed agreed and said that if the League of Nations had had
any teeth, Hitler would not have managed to re-occupy the
Rhineland. I could not accept this and replied that the League
had all the teeth it needed to restrain Hitler, but lacked the will
to bite. This will was lacking because o,f our spiritu aL apathy. In
the whole constitution o,f the League of Nations the name of God
was not mentioned once. I was convinced that this religious.
ethical inditrerence in the sphere of politics would surely become
the gravamen of the League, but not of religion. Arms by them-
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selves could decide nothing unless they were used by the un-
quenchable power of the spirit for such a great caus,e as that of
freedom, justice and peace.

I suggested that we should endeavour to create the moral will
to organise and generate our spiritual forces. At the same time
we should press the government by every means in our power to
take immediate steps to create a Ministry of Supply in order to
accelerate military rearmament and also a Ministry of fnforma-
tion with which to fight a moral rvar against gangsterism and its
crimes. fn the First World War our moral campaign had con-
tributed more to the final victory than was generally known.
Hitler, like Ludendorff of the German High Commmd, knew this
better than anybody. He was well aware that an information
service could perform exactly the same process as an artillery
"softenirg up", namely preparing the ground fo,r the coming
physical combat. In Hitler's view o,ur psychological preparations
were even less advanced than our military preparedness, md
even though there was a remote chance that we might catch up
in artnaments, there was no possibility of our doing so in the
psycho'logical sphere. H., or rather Goebbels, would see to that.
The mere piling-up of arrns was never enough; and I went
on:

"ft is the moral issue that must be stressed and passionately
at that. We must stir up the religious conscience, for religion
is the basis of all mo,ral action. ft is to the heart and soul of the
people that we must appeal. We must o,rganise public meetings
in London and the provinces, affange public debates and make
use of publicity in every form, i, the ho,me and in the factory, in
buses and in pubs, we must reach the employer and the em-
ployee, religious bodies and the three political parties. At the
same time we must bring forward the name and personality of
Winston Churchill as the man who, has placed the greater cause
of freedom and justice above party loyalties. Churchill is the one
rnan who is capable of putting our case fo,r strengthening our
military and spiritual forces to our own government and public,
and to the governments and public of other countries."

I told Steed that I had derived my greatest inspiration and
guidance fro,m Pro,fessor Bentwich's book , The Religious Founda-
tions of Internationalism, which every statesman should study.
"ft also reflects the true character of Professor Bentwichr" I
2-F
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said, "who practises what he preaches irrespective of conse-
quences." Steed agreed and said, "Bentwich is indeed a very
good man; I should say a great man and o,utstanding fo,r his
toleration".

Steed was interested in knowing which co,untries I had especi-
ully in mind, and I told him that in my view we should maintain
the closest contacts with the United States and with Jugosl avia.
I suggested that Churchill and he should visit both those
countries.

"America has a great attraction for mer" said Steed, "and
does, I think, offer great ppssibilities, but I could not se,e rrry way
to visit Jugoslavia. A visit fronrr me might cause demonstrations
which would embarrass the present government in Belgrade and
cause it great difficulties which I am anxious to avoidn"

"On the military issuer" I resumed, "r would suggest that we
immediately establish bases and airfields o,n the continent with-
out worryitg abo,ut what effect this might have on Hitler. If we
succeed in quickening the pace o,f our spiritual and military re-
armament we shall be strong enough to face Hitler's fury and
oppose his next aggression, which will be Austria; he is already
at work, organising disturbances and working on the people to
clamour for their 'return' to the Reich."

"What do you suggest we do when Hitler marches into
Austri a?"

"As I explained sorne time ago the government sho,uld at once
recall our ambassadors from Berlin and Vienna and request
British subjects to leave bo,th Austria and Germany. At the same
time the German ambassador should be handed his passport and
Nazi nationals o,rdered to leave Britain."

"That might mean w'ar."
"Never. On the contrary, the moderate elements, i.e. demo-

crats in and outside Germaoy, would take new heart, while
Hitler's nearest associates would not be unhrppy to see that for
once he had made a mistake and not had things all his own way.
Hitler has no,t yet got the support of the majority; otherwise why
the host of Gestapo agents, the muzzlirg o,f the press, the control
of every utterance, every movement of the citizens ? Besides, we
have no alternative unless we a.re prepared to embark on a

policy of appeasement towards the Nazis; if we do that we will
eventually lose all our friends and leave ourselves and the Com-
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monwealth at Hitler's mercy. ff on the other hand we succeed,
Britain will regain the leadership of Europe, and a growing
multitude will follow her."

Steed said that he agrebd with many of my suggestions. He
wanted to think about the idea o,f co,ntinental military bases and
would write to me later.

As we were about to leave the ho,tel, Steed turned to my wife
and said : "You must realise, Mrs. Spier, that we have an uphill
task ahead of us, and a great deal of pensuasion will be needed
to get party politicians to sign the siune declaration and appear
on the same platform."

"If it com,es to persuasionr" replied my wife, "yo,,, need have
no worries. My husband po$sesses a frightenirg power of
persuasion."

Feeling that I would be interested to know what impression I
hail made on Steed, Richards sent me Steed's summing-up of
our conversa,tion; he also sent copies to other members including
Churchill. I{ere it is as I got it :

"Mr. Spier made a good impression . . . he is very shrewd . . .
he does not yet think in English dimensions . . . j*t as he pre-
seryes a foreign mind in thinking... very able man... in
talking he needs an interpreter to other English people . . .

structure of his mind is German . . . he sees a thing in a definite,
system atic, hardheaded way . . . the approach in England has to
be different for our people are afraid of systematic, hardheaded
thinking . . . may be very useful in the work to be done and to
the government . . . must be shepherded and interpreted . . .

work can be done when he has person ally seen ceriain people
and judged for himself and gone thoroughly into things . . . if he
can help to organise the intellectual sources of information
which we have here it might be the beginnirg of somethirrg
extremely useful."

In his full repo,rt, which he prepared later or, Steed said that
much of what I had said ought to be impressed o,n every minister
and member of Parliament. He had no criticism to offer on arLy
of the major points, but took issue with me on the military
proposals :

"The suggestion that we should at once make arrangements for
defence on the continent needs very careful consideration. The
measures required could not be carried through in secrecy, and
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the fact that they were being taken might be urged as a pretext
by Nazi Germany for a devastating attack before we were ready.
I do not know what is actually being done in France and Bel-
gium, or exactly how f.ar the conversations between the general
staffs went last summer. I imagine, however, that they contem-
plated, if they did not actually provide for, the use of our
afucraf.t on any French or Belgian aerodrome in case of need.

"Then there is the very pertinent question how far our people
would go in giving way to Germany so as to avoid the risk of
'war. My own fear is that they will go a long wdy, fatally far in
fact, and that they may find themselves at a hopeless disad-
vantage when the critical emergency actually arises.

"We must remember that, before Germany decides to strike,
this country will be swamped with German propaganda in the
City, the press and in society. Whatever demands Germany may
decide to make in earnest would be described as matters of minor
importance to us, as not worth fighting about if German friend-
ship could be secured by granting them. And the people of this
country are unlikely to be unanimo'us upon any concrete issue
unless that issue is seen to involve a principle that appeals to
their moral emotions.

"That is why I have always sought to place the question on a
moral basis, and to insist that we must be prepared to stand ,rp
fo,r our own freedom and for the freedom of other peace-loving
nations in the same way that we, as citizens, are required to
stand up for law and not to be neutral towards law-breakers. A
reasoned and well-founded British declaration of non-neutrality
would counteract l.{azi propaganda and upset German calcula-
tions without giving adversaries a handle against us by claiming
that our precautions were provocative.

"I am fully convinced that a policy of concessions to Germany
would be what the Germans call etne endlose Schraube, an
Archimedean screw. The only way to resist is to offer impene-
trable resistance to the first turn of the screw.

"This also applies to German requests for a loan. We must
consolidate and strengthen our position, as Mr. Spier says, before
making offers and stretchirg out our hand; and we must
strengthen our position not only militarily but in open co-opera-
tion with other peoples for peace.

"I look upon the financial collusion of the City with Germany
as little better than treason. I agree also that steady and care-
fully considered propaganda is indispensable both in order that
our own people may know the truth, and that Germans in
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Germany may gradually be brought to understand that we do
know it.

"As having some bearing on this point, I enclose a suggestion
which has reached me from one of the leading German authori-
ties in this country on international armaments, and should be
glad to have Mr. Spier's opinion of it.

"The weakest points in any afiangements for the enlighten-
ment of our people would be reached when we outlined the
offer we might make to, Germany on condition that there would
be disarmament and that Germany abandon the system that has
been built up so swiftly during the past few years. This system is
not only a Nazi system. It embodies and develops the whole of
the old pan-German scheme. If only for reason of this it will be
hard to overcome, since it has the open or secret support of
German industry, finance and foreign policy. We should have to
be very careful not to be bamboozled or to give up something for
nothing.

"That is why I think that the organisation of an international
front against the war-method of dealing with international prob-
lems is the first requisite, and that this front can be formed only
on a basis of non-neutrality, coupled with the understanding that
the principle of non-neutrality does not involve any obligation to
intervene actively wherever a conflict may arise. There must be
regional limitations of obligations to intervene activeln but no
limitation of the obligation not to aid or abet any aggressor
indirectly by claiming neutral rights that could only operate in
the aggressor's favour."

On the point on which Steed had said that "he should be
glad to have Mr. Spier's opinion", I told Richards that I had no
special sources of information beyond what were available to
the government o,r indeed to any individual. I read and studied
a number of German papeffi, mainly fro,m the p,rovinces, reports
and circulars from German Chambers of Co,mmerce, and the
balance-sheets and repo,rts of German banks, finance houses and
industrial concerns. From these sources I had been able to con-
clude that Germany was spending more than fToo,ooorooo
annually on rearrnament, and that she was very greatly increas-
irg her imports of strategic material, whose use was now forbid-
den to civilians. The lines of German propaganda with regard to
this country were designed to inspire a feeling of fear on the one
hand and a desire for friendbhip on the other, o,r both together,
in the hope of weakening Britain's support of democratic coun-
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tries and undermining its own resistance both militarily and in
the field of pub,lic discussion. In this way, and in particular by
instilling a fear of the Nazi fo,rces, Hitler was determined to
achieve his objective, namely world do,mination, without having
to overcome the resistance of the weak democracies which ir, *y
case he considered incapable of taking action.

Another meeting I had was with Sir Norman Angell, the
author of The Great llluston, at a lunch in his flat. This time I
did most o,f the listening, for my host already knew'from Steed
my views and the suggestions I was making. It was a wonderful
experience to hear his clear and logical exposition of collective
security and the abandonment of diplomatic secrecy. He made
a special point of refuting those critics of collective security who
said that by increasing our obligations we increased our liabili-
ties. He argued at length to the contrary, comparing the position
with that of a life insurance comp:an1l which does not weaken
itself by increarirg the number of its clients. I thought the
analogy misleading, and respectfrlly submitted that an insurance
company discriminates severely between a healthy and not so'

healthy applic ant, between an applicant with so'ber habits and
one with habits so,mewhat mo,re bibulous, and between an appli-
cant who, is known to be capable and willing to meet his obli-
gations and one with a defaulter's reco,rd. On that basis I con-
tended that neither the present Germany nor Italy-nor Russia

-were 
eligible, for the simple reason that they did not recognise

our established moral law as valid and binding in national and
international affairs. Law was the foundation of the League of
Nations; dictators were the death-watch beetles in the building
which had been so patiently erected. With the dictato,rs in it the
League would simply become a platform for Communist and
Fascist propaganda; their position would be strengthened and our
efforts to avert the threat of war would be weakened. If we let
the world know that we really meant business, if we stood firmly
for the defence of our mo,ral standards, we would go a lottg way
to,wards realising the League's aims.

Angell was strongly opposed to any reduction or limitation of
the League's membership for a number of reaso,ns which I could
no't follow: so I kept silent. My silence incensed him and he said
that I was too dictatorial and dogmatic, but I refused to algue
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and did not pre$e the matter. fn spite of this I very much liked
what he had said, and told him that I hoped to publish it one
dry in the cause of freedo,m and peace. I felt that my dynamic
arrd passionate approach to the issues was not at all to his taste;
it seemed to remind him of Prussian aggressiveness. He preferred
his own methods of advocacy, believing in a logical and gradual
develop,ment of his case. In that he was a past master and a
real asset to the Focus. I am glad to think that we were in com-
plete agreement on the important issues with which the Focus
was concerned.

Richards and I went through all the suggestions that had been
made and the information that we had collected fro,m many
sources so that we could make a repont to the next meeting of
the Focus. We agreed that a surlmary o,f the long memorandum
written by Steed on the situation should be circulated to all our
members. Here it is :

is#"s'*"":j#:,i,",T[LX1t":il1',yi:::,ff TXlTffil
stand today war in Europe is inevitable unless (o) a firm British
policy is framed to prevent it, or (b) the states and peoples
menaced by Germany )reld to German threats and acts with the
passive assent of Britain. Acute and not unfounded alarm is felt
in Czechoslovakia and in Denmark. One of these two is likely to
be the next victim of Hitler's aggressive designs. Poland under
her present leadership has agreed, or is about to agree, to Nazi
measures for the suppression of the anti-Nazi minority in Danzig.
When all local resistance has been suppressed and the authority
of the League of Nations successfully flouted, Poland's access to
the sea will depend entirely on Germany's goodwill. Germany's
military and naval preparations against the mainland of Denmark
and its southern islands are being pressed forward so as to secure
complete control of the Danish straits and bottle up the Baltic.

"f have been informed from what ought to be a trustworthy
German source that the subjugation of Czechoslovakia originally
fixed for next spring is to be undertaken next September. This is
not, or was not until recentln the view of Dr. Benes. A fortnight
ago he was convinced that war was inevitable and that it would
come either this autumn or in the course of ry27 unless some-
thing was done; that could only be a thorough understanding
between Britain and France and the announcement of a joint
anti-war policy. In the event of war Dr. Benes did not think the
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first attack would be made on Czechoslovakia. He did not say in
what direction he thought the attack would first be made."

"Within the past few weeks," Wickham Steed continues, "f
have been informed from trustworthy sources that annaments
are still being feverishly increased in ltaly, and that submarine
and aeroplane construction is especially being pushed fonvard by
d.y and night. Prominent Italians in London have been warned
to liquidate their holdings in British securities and to transfer the
proceeds to the lJ.S. for safety. The managing director of the
London branch of the Banca io**erciale Italiina has acted, or
is acting, on this advice. ft is supposed-though this is at present
only surmise-that behind Mussolini's assent to the recent Austro-
German arrangement lies an understanding that Italy should go
ahead in the Mediterranean while Germany does the same in
north-east Europe and makes herself undisputed mistress o,f the
Baltic and the Baltic States.

"If aggressive plans have matured up to this o,r any approxi-
mate point, the question arises : what should British policy be ?

In all conceivable policies the safety of this country is the fore-
most consideration. A secondaty, though hardly less important
one, is that any policy should be such as to command the assent
and active support of the majority of the people. To this end the
policy must be clear and intelligible as well as firm, and must
involve what people feel to be a moral issue.

"A policy of isolation, even if it were feasible and likely to
safeguard our national and imperial securitn while Germany
went ahead in the east with the aim of contro,lling the Baltic,
encirclirrg or suppressing Czechoslovakia, securing Rumania's oil
wells and over-running the Ukraine, might appeal to some
sections of the Conservative Party and to sundry City financiers
who would see in it at once a safety valve for German expansion-
ist ambitions and a safeguard against Russian Communism. On
the other hand, it would not command the assent of far-sighted
public men and it might arouse strong opposition in the Labour
Party and the trade unions.

"I think the only sound policy would be for us to take our
stand frankly, and this time sincerely, upon the League Coven-
ant, to declare that, in our view, the only reform the Covenant
needs is for member-states to pledge themselves not to be neutral
towards, or otherwise to aid or abet, any aggressor. Seeing that,
under the Kellogg Pact, the only lawful functions of armaments
are self-defensive, the economic and fighting strength of w&r-
renouncing states constitute elements of an international police
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force. ft should, therefore, be the duties of such of those states as
are members of the League both to renounce their neutrality
towards an aggressor, and to share in upholdirg the security of
legions where their police action could b" *ost -swiftly 

effe.iir".
Regional 

_pacts within the framework of the League Covenant,
reinforced by declarations of non-neutralitR shouTd be the aim
of British foreigt, policy. The obligation of non-neutrality should
be general; the obligation to join in active police work should
be regional..

"fn order to frame and announce this, or an equivalent policy,
the present British administration would need "ith.r to be ,"-
placed by u stronger combination representative of all parties, orit would need a thorouSlqoing reconstruction to *uk. it truly
national. Ilj.Iirg this I leave out of account the question of
leaderslip. Jo{ty thg greatest possible measure of unity and
unanimity should be the aim. A reconstructed government would
make a profound impression upon Europ. ard the world.,,



CHAPTER III

DISCUSSIONS AT THE SAVOY

PanrreMENT was due to reassemble on October 29th and we

arranged our next luncheon for that duy. About thirty Pgople
were present with Churchill in the chair once again and Lady

Violef by his side. He was obviously pleased and said that the

presence of so many distinguished people, representing eve,rY

section of British public life, encouraged him greatly in the

political wilderness in which he found himself. Ffe referred briefly
[o the horrible spectacle presented by the Civil War in Spairr. Hg
was sure that we should adopt a policy of strict neutrality and

sincerely hoped that France would take the same line. Monstrous

as this civil war was in itself, it was made even more monstrous

and bloody because of the help which Communists on the one

hand and Fascists and Nazis on the other were giving to the

opposing sides. Naturally any chance to join in savage butchery
*ur wefcomed by the dictators. The British government was in
close contact with the French, and our two countries had to be

more alert than ever in our own defence. If we acted with deter-

mination now, we ought to be able to recover the ground lost

when we let Hitler march unchallenged into the Rhineland.
Churchill said that he was f.ar from satisfied with what the

government was doing about rearmament and criticised its slack-

ness in utilising the latest scientific discoveries. Things were, how-
ever, now moving with somewhat greater speed. The government

was at least doing somethhg, but it was not doing enough and

moving far too slowly. Even less satisfactory was our diplomatic
activity; the government was too weak and seemed to be tamely
acquiescing in Hitler's most outrageous actions. In spite of
Hitler's record of broken pledges and callous betrayal of his own
friends, the government still accepted the Nazi reports at their
face value, though we had provided unassailable evidence that
such reports were entirely untrustworthy.

After reminding us that this meeting like all our meetings was
42
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strictly private, Churchill then called on Richards to, report on
the Progress made in completing the statement of the Focus's
principles and objects, md on the affangements fo,r our first
public meeting. Richards announced that most of the po,ints in
the statement had been agreed, but that there were thiee items
which the meeting ought to consider. The first was Steed's view
that the moral issue should be given greater emphasis, indeed
should be given pride of place. Steed's views were well known
to us all, but that afternoon they were somewhat lukewarmly
supported, and remitted fo,r further consideratio,n. The second
was my own suggestion fo'r a Ministry of Supply and a Ministry
of Information. That met a similar fate, although not dismissed
altogether, and our manifesto was whittled down to a general
expression o{ good intentions. Churchill, however, made it clear
that he at least was in favour of my proposals and said that they
should be brought up again after the Albert Hall meeting. He
also wanted to hear more about organising the spiritual fories. I
was comfo'rted with the thought that it was a real achievement
to have reached this stage successfully. It had always been my
view that we should be bold fro,m the outset; that, however, was
ro't the view of the meeting. In their opinion we had to go
cautiously at the mo'ment and beco,me bo,lder as we progre*ri.

The third point was my suggestion that Churchill's name
should figure prominently in the manifesto as the leader of the
Focus, and that he should be presented as the one man who
could lead the nation, and indeed Europe, out of its present
confusioll. This was strongly supported by Lady Violet. Nobody
directly opposed it, but at this stage very few favoured it.

Sir Robert Waley-Cohen said that he felt strongly that ways
and means ought to be found to give the go,vernment first-hand
information about what we were doing, the principles for which
we stoo'd, and the aims we sought to realise. Steed replied that he
was constantly in personal contact with Vansittart and kep,t him
fully informed on those very points which Waley-Cohen had
raised. Finally Richards suggested, at my instigation, that while
Steed's contact with Vansittart was most valuab,le, the Focus
should send a representative deputation headed by Churchill to
the Prime Minister and directly inform him of o,ur activities.
The deputation would give him all the hpprtant data we had
collected on Nazi reannament and propaganda, information
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that was causing great anxiety not just to members of Focus, but
to the electorate at large. Churchill strongly suppo,rted this, as

did Steed, Austen Chamberlain, James de Ro,thschild, Waley-
Cohen, Locker-Lampson and Mond. Lady Violet thought any
such move was premature since we had not yet achieved alr
importance that would impres the Cabinet. We would have a
much greater chance of success if we waited until we had held
our public meeting. Personally I saw no ppint in waiting. The
Prime Minister and the Cabinet were obviously in great need of
more information and of co,rrect interpretation of what they
already had. The Fo,cus was just the body to provide such addi-
tional information and to interpret it. After all we had evidence

that many of the electorate recognised the accuracy of the
interpretation of events provided by the Focus. Wall of
the London Trades Council asked me if I could explain why the

government was much less anxious about the situation than the
public. I answered that it seemed obvious to me that the com-
mon sense of the British public exceeded the wisdom of the

govemment, a remark which arnused the meeting generally and

Locker-Lampson in particular. Churchill was heard to remark,

"very refreshirg, very refreshirg".
This was made possible thanks to the untiring suppo,rt given

by John Eppstein, Lord Cecil's SecretaU, who was the sPear-

head of the League of Nations Union.
Richards then gave a detailed report about the arrangements

for the proposed meeting in the Albert Hall. It would be held

on December 3rd, 1936, at 7.4b p.m. under the auspices of the
League of Nations Union; Sir Walter Citrine had agreed to
preside. Four prominent speakers had consented to appear on the

platforffi, but confirmation from some of them was still awaited.

About seventy-five o,ther people, representing all sections of the

public, had also agreed to be p,resent on the platform. Large-

scale distribution of pamphlets was well in hand and could be

proceeded with as soon a$ approval was given. Satisfactory

arrangements had been made for the sale o,f tickets and we were

certain to have a full ho,use. The press, including American
newspapers, would be well represented. Richards suggested that
we should hold a final meeting on November 5th and this was

agreed.
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Churchill closed the meeting with a few words of encourage-
ment and the guests began to leave. But Steed, Richards, Gued-
alla, Waley-Cohen and myself stayed on for a chat over a cup of
coffee. Steed began by attacking the City, saying that it was only
because o,f its helping hand that the Germans could rea^rm at

lheir present rate. He accused it of putting profit before patriot-
i*m, certainly befo,re the safety of this country. f saw r,o particu-
lar pornt in defenditg the City, but thought the government
deserved the greater share of the blame. ft was true that by
collaborating with Schacht, the City had enabled the Nazis to
meet their financial obligations, but it was the government's
action, or failure to act, that had given the Nazis a sort of
ethical moratorium in which moral obligations went unfulfilled.
Here luy the root of our trouble, and until the situation was
changed, we should make no progress.

Guedalla said that no progress was possible unless we ma.de
progress in tolerance; the Nazis fo,r lack of tolerance had put
back the clo'ck. Mond agreed with Guedalla. Tolerance seemed
to be out of favour: spiritual tyranny in one quarter, political
tyranny in another. How shabby we looked today after the
tolerance of the past. He told us a beautiful story of a Chinese
emPero'r in the days when the first Christians came to China.
They had no p'lace of worship and the emperor ordered a
Christian church to be built at the state's expense, for : "truth
does not corne to all of us in the same form. Nor is the inspira-
tion of heaven always recognisable in the guise in which it comes
to us. Religion varies and all religio,ns look to the salvation of
mankind." That, said Sir Robert, wffi tolerance on a very high
level. But what had we come to today ?

Waley-Cohen agreed with Mond that progress in the true
sense could best be measured by the advance we made in toler-
alrce. He thought that the story of the emperor's action should
be sent to Hitler, but I answered that Hitler would neither
believe nor understand it and would belittle it as another Jewish
fo,rgery.

Guedalla asked me whether I could suggest an explanation o,f
the extraordinary fact that leading men in Germzfry, such as the
Kaiser and now Hitler, fostered extravagant designs in the
arrangement o,f the hair on the uppsr lip. I quoted the saying of
the poet Heinrich Heine, that the pigtail which used to hang at
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the back of their he,ads had moved to a place below their noses.
Der Zopf der ehemals hinten hing, der haengt jetzt unter der
Nqse. I thought it was a manifestation of a kind of inferiority
co,mplex.

Steed, whom I asked fo,r his impressions of the meeting, said
he had not been very satisfied, but added : "I did not think that
you did too badly. Certainly you carried all your points as far
as Churchill was concerned." The rest nodded assent, and I was
immensely please,d when Richards gave me a message fro,m
Churchill saying that he very much appreciated what I was
doing and would like to discuss with me later and in private the
points I had raised, &s well as others; he would ask Richards
to arrange a mutually convenient date.

Steed and the others left, leaving Waley-Cohen and myself.
We were standing by the large window fro,m which one gets a
magnificent view of the Thames and the Embankment. Sir
Robert remarked that it was amazing how peaceful everything
looked and how the terrible things which were happening in
Germany could be talked about in so detached an atmosphere.
I thought it was good that such an atmosphere did exist, since
it might enable us to, find the strength to mitigate suflering and
save lives.

"You are a very religious marr" said Sir Robert.
"I try to be, but, alas, I often fail to live up to, the standard

to which I aspire."
"That should not tro,uble you over much, very few of us do

live up to our own standards. But how do you reco,ncile the Nazi
success and the affiictions of our brethren-in-faith with God's
love and mercy ?"

"f think I would be foolish to, imagine that my ignorance
could be used as a yardstick with which to, measure the actions
of the Almighty."

"Have you still any relations in Germany ?"
"Three sisters and my bnother and his family are still there;

another sister is in Czechoslovakia, but I hope to get them o,ut
very soon."

'iYou do realise, o,f course, that your activities with the Focus
will soon give your name publicity. Nazi agents here will watch
the Albert Hall meeting and all subsequent o,nes very closely. It
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is more than possible that your relatives, you too perhaps, will
be in grave danger."

"We are all in the hands of Godr" I answered, "r have
thought it all out and made my choice. To fight Nazism witho,ut
thought of the sacrifices that may have to be made, is now the
very meaning of my faith and life."

He was silent for a moment, and then said : "f think, and so'

do the others, that you are doing most excellent work for the
Focus. But you should realise that, once Churchill is back in the
government in whatever capacity, he will forget all abo,ut you
and us, and give no credit for the work now being done to
mobilise support for him."

"r am not working fo,r Churchillr" I replied. "r am working
with and through him for the cause of freedom, justice and
peace."

"Well, ?s long as you realise the position, it is all right. I just
wanted to warn you lest you foo,l yo,urself."

"rn this caser" I said, "Churchill would be no exception. For
instance, I o,ften find that politicians are prompted by a desire
for self-glorification and self-justification when writing books,
rather than an urge to, maintain strict accuracy in their records."
Sir Robert replied that I should not confuse a politician with a
true historian. The one deals with an immediate, very personal
experience and with impressions, whereas the other has to deal
impersonally with facts that gradually become available to him
after many years of search and sifting of material.

Sir Robert then came back to Steed's attack on the City.
"Steed's got his teeth well into it," he said. "f was glad you
challenged hirn."

"Steed, like many o,thers, exzggerates the shortcornings of
sorne people in the City, and tends to generalise by talking of
"the City", just as people tend to talk about "the Jews" when
one J.* does somethirg unpleasant. It is universally recognised
that the moral standards o,f the City, and here we can rightly
generalise, are well above those of any other financial centre in
the world. Such offences as there are) are often greatly exag-
gerated and given f.ar too much pro,minence. They should not
be taken too seriously. What should be taken much more
seriously are the moral offences in international affairs,, where
every mo,ral standard is abandoned with impunity. Look at the
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statements made to the public in order to catch vo,tes so as to
secure the continuance of this government. They are tantamount
to fraud, for they take advantage of the ignorance of the public
to inflict damage upon it. Such action should surely be pinish-
able at law."

"That is just day-dreaming. You seem to be asking the culprits
to start proceedings against themselves."

"On the contrary, it means no more than that we should insist
on the strictest observance and application of monal principles,
not only in our own personal lives, b,ut even more in the cond.uct
of our national and international affairs. ft should be part of
the Focus's policy to foster this, and all our effo,rts should be
energetically directed to that end."

"f'[ certainly suppo,rt you wholeheartedly, though I doubt
very much if it will get us anywhere."

"ff only we could bring to an end this bargaining by our
statesmen, who are wande.irg hopelessly and helplessly in a
spiritu al vacuum ! The primary task of the proposed Ministry of
Information would be to give an effective spiritual direction to
the nation, so as to make its citizens more "cause-conscious".
Organising our spiritual fo,rces would mean the beginnirg of a
moral war or, if you like, a moral blockade, esp,ecially against
Nazism."

"These are pretty bold conclusions. What are the premises on
which you base them ?"

"Ilitler, as yo,u know, has repeated over and over again that
it is far less easy to, fight against faith than against material
forces."

"That may be, but I can't for a moment imagine that you'll
get any results, logical and well-intentioned as those proposals of
yours may be. Certainly not fo,r years to, come !"

"f don't agree. It seems to me to, be of supreme importance
that it should be done now. It is rather late to start when war
comes, if it ever does corne. Think of the encouragement it
would St the British people and those of the other democra-
cies !"

"You'te a real optimist and persuasive too."
"Of course f'm an optimist. I believe in the need for a

renaissance of religious ideals in our home life, as well as in our
national and international affairs."
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"I admit the necessity, and what you're aiming at is very

desirable. I'11 certainly sup,port you in the Focus."

In our endeavours to make available to the British govern-
ment, and in particular to the Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin,
all the info'rmation which came to the notice of the Focus, I
sought the co-operation of Commander Locker-Lampson, who
was closely associated both socially and politic ally with the Prime
Minister and other prominent members of the Cabinet.

We met over lunch and discussed the hopeless and indeed
dangerous attitude of the British government towards the Nazi
gangsters and. law-breakers. Locker-Lampson, who had on re-
peated occasions fearlessly attacked the Nazis in the House of
Commons, to'ld me that so far these attacks had produced no
positive results, except to make him unpopular with the govern-
ment and discredit him with his party. Nevertheless, h. was
determined to continue his fight by every po,ssible means. He
emphasised that Baldwin was at heart a very pious man, of
which he had given practical and generous erridence on many
occasio,Ils. He was determined that there must b,e no war, and
no large-scale arunament or armament race. Baldmrin had re-
peatedly expressed this policy in public and he was not going to
deviate from it. I argued that if such a policy was unconditional,
as it seemed to be, it was openly p,laying into the hands of any
aggressor. Locker-Lampson insisted that Baldwin could not be
moved to take any action against the Nazis. This I refused to
believe. I suggested that if the case were put before Baldwin in
its true perspective, he could not honestly reconcile his religio,us
views with a policy of appeasement towards the Nazi atheist
dictators, who rejected and ridiculed every moral conception and
teguJ obligation. Baldwin should not compromise his religious
principles for mere party considerations. Locker-Lampson said
that I should not draw a cornparison between Baldwin and
Churchill; the latter was an exception. I quite agreed.. Churchill
had thrown off the party cloak and taken upon himself the
cause of democracy which was identical with the safety of this
country; this showed the greatness of his genius as never befo,re.
In his independent position he needed great moral courage to
f.ace not only the violence and abuse of the Nazi anti-Churchill
propaganda, but also the bitterness with which he was being
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continuously assailed by his old friends in the press and Con-
servative party. In my mind there was no doubt whatsoever that
Churchill's interpretation of the situation was the nght o,ne. He
had stated convincingly that we were confronted with a moral
issue of superlative serio,usness and vital importance to the very
existence of our civilisation. I repeated my previous suggestion
that this should be brought home to the Prime Minister person-
ally. At the same time he should be given documentary evidence
about the many Nazi supporters in this country who were under-
mining our demo,cratic foundatio,ns, 2s well as paralysing all the
efforts of the moderate elements within Germany.

Commander Locker-Lampson then suggested that effo,rts

should be made for me personally to have an interview with the
Prime Minister in order to put the case before him. He was con-
fident that Baldwin would give me a symp,athetic hearing in
view of my religious attitude, and especially because I saw o,ur
problem as a challenge to our spiritual values and the moral
foundations of demo,cracy. I did not like this suggestion at all,
but advocated instead that a deputation o,f prominent members
of the Focus should approach the Prime Minister. Locker-
Lampson thought that this would hardly appeal to, Baldwin, and
might antagonise his colleagues in the Cabinet, whilst a personal
approach by myself, with the backing of the Focus, was a
fundamentally diflerent proposition. Finally, I suggested that
Baldwin should be pressed to, include Churchill in the Cabinet.
Locker-Lampson scoffed at this and said that Baldwin wo,uld
never agree since he had a kind of inferiority complex towards
Churchill. He quoted Baldwin as having said when rejecting
Churchill as a member of the Cabinet : "But where wo,uld I
then stand when Churchill comes along with his hundred horse-
power brain ?" To this I replied that Baldwin should be much
mo,re worried about where he and the people o,f this country
would stand when the Nazis came over Britain with a few
hundred thousand-horse-power bombers. Locker-Lampson was
quite definite that, as far as Churchill was concerned, there was
no hope of moving Baldwin. He wffi, however, hopeful that his
friend Sir Austen Chamberlain, who was also a, member of the
Focus, might be of some assistarrce. He promi#d to put the
matter before him and that we sho,uld soon meet again for
further discussions.
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Not long after this meeting I received an invitation frorn
Locker-Lampson for my wile and myself to join a party he was
taking to the premiire of the film Romeo and Iuliet at the Huy-
market Theatre. When we arrived in the foyer, photographers
were focusing their carneras o,n my host and his friends, amongst
whom f recognised Sir Austen and Lady Chamberlain. f realised
that this was Locker-Lamlxon's way of keeping his promise,
particularly when he told me that after the film we were all
going on to supper at the Savoy, where I should have an
opportunity of the talk I wanted.

At the Savoy I was seated next to Lady Chamberlain, who
said that she and Sir Austen knew all about my work for the
Focus. She asked me about Rumania and its Foreign Minister
Titulescu-he had been driven from office in Jrlf-who,m she
greatly admired. She feared, md I fully shared her fear, that
Rumania would go Nazi and be lost to the democracies. Could
alTangements be made for Titulesu, when he came to London,
to be the guest o,f honour at a Focus luncheon ? I was sure that
we would all welcome the idea, and promised to do my best to
carry out her wishes.

At that moment Locker-Lampson came up and said that he
himself wanted to sit next to Lady Chamberlain, while I should
take his place beside Sir Austen. I was at once put at my ease
by the appreciative remarks Chamberlain made about the Focus
and my part in it. He had found all the reports, especiilly
Steed's and my own, extremely interesting and in parts remark-
able. He asked me to what extent I thought the German people
were actively behind Hitler. I ans\4/ered that, according to our
information, only so{ne thirty per cent of them were satisfied
with the prevailing conditions. I hoped to obtain more details
and figures shortly. Details apaft, however, it was clear that
there was an important internal opposition to the r6gime. If
there was no such opposition, why the sterness of the measures
and the ferocity with which the po,lice and the courts pro,ceeded
against the slightest sign of disaffection or even criticism ?

"Do you think the present opposition can seriously endanger
the rfuime ?"

"The danger to Hitlerr" I answered, "is real, but it becomes
less dangerous every time the British government shows friend-
liness towards him. It was a great shock to those who had
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supported Streseman over the Locarno Pact that Britain did
nothing at all when I{itler tore it to pieces. If the government's
attitude changed, the opposition would be gre aily heartened and
be more active and more dangerous."

Sir Austen said that he fully €reed with Churchill's view that
our obligations under the Locarno Pact were absolute, and he
was prepared to back him fully. Like me he tho'ught that, if the
British government had conceded to the democratic Streseman
what they had conceded to Hitler's blackmail, there would never
have been a Hitler government.

"I{ow can Baldwirr.", I asked, "associate himself with some-
one like Hitler, who only recognises the law of force ? His regime
is not just a po,litical, but a moral challenge. Never before had
Baldwin so great an opportunity to rally the conscience of
Britain for freedorn, justice and ileace."

"What more could the Focus do ?" asked Sir Austen.
"I can only repeat what I have always said-put the emphasis

on spiritual values. The Prime Minister has now got an oppor-
tunity to rise, as Churchill has done, above narrow party self-
interest and bring to an end the present separation between
ethical standards and political conduct. Who is better qualified
to do this than Baldwin who is a deeply religious man, or who
better show a sense of purpo,se that would cause our present
weakness to disappear, a weakness which Hitler rrghtly interp,rets
as fear ?"

"That is all very fine, but how do you think it can be given
practical expression ?"

"Muy I repeat myself ? On the next provo,cation, and
especiully if it involves the breach of. a pledge, we should at once
withdraw the British ambassado,r fro,m Berlin."

"I remember your saying that before. But would it not be
tantamount to a declaration of war ?"

"On the contrary, it would be a very practical step towards
peace. Remember, Hitler can do nothing without the German
army; the latter is still not ready for war and unlikely to back
Hitler if he lost Britain's friendly attitude."

I went on to say that no political organisation could be relied
upon for any length of time unless spiritual forces played a deci-
sive part in it. Baldwin, I knew, earnestly desired peace, freedom
and justice, but unless he changed his present attitude, he
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would bring upon us the very ills that he was so anxious to
avoid. "I believe that if it is put before him as fundamentrJly u
moral problem, he would himself support the Focus in its
endeavours to strengthen the authority of moral forces in inter-
national relations."

Sir Austen asked me to tell him frankly about my personal
intentions and what part I wanted to play. I assured him that I
was only concerned to serve the cause of freedom and peace. I
had no personal interests. As a German subject I could hardly
be suspected of aspiring to office, to Parliament, or indeed to
public recognition of any kind.

"That will make it easier to brirg about a meeting between
you and the Prime Minister; he is always very suspicious that
people who want to see him have their own personal interests
atheart."

Sir Austen then promised to appro,ach Baldwin, fo,r he felt
that my way of thinking might well appeal to him. But he
would only take the matter up after the Focus had had a public
success at the A1bert Hall.

On parting I apologised for having almost monopolised the
conveffiation, and for having prevented him from relaxing in the
pleasant atmosphere of Locker-Lampson's p,arty. Ffe replied that
he had found our talk very inspiritrB, and as for relaxation : "f
never relax when I meet people. f can only detach myself
mentally and throw off my pre-occupations when I get out of
my clothes and into a ho,t bath where I can read a detective
story. That is complete relaxatio,n."

As arranged our next luncheon was held on November 5th.
We began by takirrg stock. Thanks to our secretary we no,w had
a substantial list of active members; it may be of interest to grve
here the most pro,minent names:

Lord Cecil of Chelwood
Lord Davies
Sir Arthur Salter, M.P.
Ronald Cartlmd, M.P.
Seymour Cocks, M.P.
Philip Noel-Baker, M.P.
Lt.-Com. Reginald Fletcher,

M.P.

Commander O. S. Locker-
L*pson, M.P.

Philip Guedalla
H. Wickham Steed

J. J. Mallon (of Toynbee
Hall

Wilson Harris (of the Specta-
tor)
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A. M. Wall (London Trades
Council)

Mrs. Winston Churchill
Lady Violet Bonham Carter
Sir Archibald Sinclair, M.P.
Sir Malcolm Robertson

James de Ro,thschild, M.P.
Duncan Sandys, M.P.
Sir Robert Waley-Corhen
Emrys Evans, M.P.
Dingle Foot, M.P.
Sir Walter Layton
Arthur Henderson, M,P.
Eugen Spier

John Eppstein, Lo,rd Cecil's
Secretary

Kingsley Martin (of the New
Statesman)

Winston Churchill, M.P.
The Duchess of Atholl, M.P.
Lady Chamberlain
J. Arthur Rank
R. Broomari White
Prof. Gilbert Murray
Miss Eleanor Rathbone, M.P.
J. McEwzn, M.P.
Harco,urt Johnstone

Rev. Benjamin Gregory (Wesleyarl Methodist Connection)
Rev. M. Johns (Assistant SecretaU, Congregational Union)

Rev. S. M. Berry (Secretary, National Free Church Council)

It was obvious that we really had vital interests in cornmorl.
Befo're we sat down I discussed with a number of o,ur guests the
Prospects o,f the Focus and how they could be achieved. Perhaps
I can best give the tenor of these talks by dividing the views
expressed into two categories, the negative, which were fairly
definite, and the positive, which contained a good many
reservations.

The negative view broadly was that in a democr acy you
cannot change policy in a hurrlr. Rushing things achieves
nothing. You cannot as a practical proposition force the electon-
ate into dictating their wishes to the government; a plebiscite
would fail. Everything must move along the lines of the estab-
lished democratic process; even if we suffered a little by so
doing, we should suffer much less than if we tried to dictate.

On the other hand, the positive view was that by using
modern methods of publicity, you can easily pass information on
the existing situation not only to the electorate but also to mem-
bers of Parliament and the government. You can be free in your
criticism of anybody; you can even press fon the dismissal of
certain ministers or the inclusion of new blood in the Cabinet.
By publicising Churchill and other members of the Focus, and
by publicising the policy which the Focus advocates, we might
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without much loss o,f time get our reco,mmendations approved
by the government, and even get some of our members into
office. Alternatively, by making the public fully aware through
our information service of the meaning and dangers of Nazism,
we might force the go,vernment into active opposition to Hitler's
r6gime and his aggressive tactics. Even if we failed and war did
come, we should at least have prepared and fortified the British
people both spiritually and intellectually to meet that ordeal.
That would be no mean achievement.

At lunch I was seated next to Locker-Lampson with who'm I
always got o,n extremely well He asked me what I thought of
Hitler's boast that his Reich would last a thousand years. I
repeated to him the saying current in Germatry, that one mo'm-
irg Adolf would wake up and find that the thousand years had
passed. Locker-Lampson laughed delightedly and loudly, to the
evident displeasure of Churchill who was just about to address

us. He gave the culprit a very stern look.
Churchill first had a few wo,rds to say on Spain, mentionit g

the unsatisfactory working of non-intervention, and the need to
do all that was possible to bring the slaughter to an end. Then
he turned to the ever-growing menace o,f Hitler's high speed

rearmament, ?s revealed in his four-year plan. He asked that
any information we obtained should be made avatlable to him
and to other speakers for the Focus. Steed told him that he had
much detailed information from reliable sources and that I also

had collected a lot of material; he suggested that we should
compare notes.

Churchill then went on to the affangements fo'r the Albert
Hall meeting. The secretary told him that everything was ready,
that the speakers would be Lady Violet, A. M. Wall, himself

and the Earl of Lytton in that order, with Sir Walter Citrine
in the chair. The aims to be announced at the meeting were :

To unite British citizens irrespective of politics or creed in
defence of freedom as secured by democratic government and
private law; in resistance to all efforts to diminish or destroy lhlt
ireedom by violence at home or attacks from abroad, and in
support of our international duty to join with others in pre-
serwng peace and withstanding armed aggression.

Then we d,iscussed the principles o,f our movement as formu-
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lated, and it was agreed to review them again at o,ur next
meeting. f reproduce them here as they were presented at that
luncheo,n :

r. The cause of ordered freedom is in danger. Peace, too, is
threatened. The adversaries of freedom and peace are vocal,
organised and strong. The Focus "for the defence of freedom
and peace" offers common ground to all who hold that
without peace freedom cannot be safe, and that without
freedo,m there can be no true peace.

2. The mass of temperate, tolerant humanity is apt to be feeble
in action and leadership. Democratic governments need,
therefore, to know that they are upheld by the resolute will of
citizens who are prepared to stand for human rights and for
justice among the nations.

3. The ideals enshrined in the League Covenant and the Kel-
lrgg Pact grew out of mankind's bitter need after uncounted
sacrifices. These ideals alone stand between us and nameless
woe. Great Britain and the British Commonwealth must be
strong to bear their part worthily in banning war from the
international scene, so that peace well-guarded rrray lighten
the burden of the toiling millions and offer just redress for
proven wrong.

4. British leadership and action may yet save Europe and
civilisation. The aim of the Focus is to prosper this work.

Richards went on to, tell us that the platform at our meeting
would be fully representative of every section of the public,
political, ecclesiastical, financial and commercial, and all the pro-
fessions. Churchill expressed his high appreciation of Richards's
feat in having got together such an impressive and representative
gathering in so short a time. He took it as a very promising
omen for our future work, and bade us go forward with courage
and godspeed in face of all the obstacles that confronted trs.
We were all pleased at the progress made, and looked forward
expectantly to December Brd.

After lunch Churchill, Locker-Lampson, Steed, Waley-Cohen
and myself sat on drinking coffee. Having lit the inevitable cigar,
Churchill demanded the cause of Locker-Lampson's untimely
merriment, and after the story had been repeated to, hh,
laughed most heartily himself, and said he only hoped that the
awakening would be early tomorrow. Steed told us that he was
very worried about how the press would react to the Albert Hall
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meeting. He feared that there mtght be a sort of conspiracy o,f
silence, particularly from the financial papers. We should, if he
could trust the assurances given to him, get a good press in the
United States. Locker-Lampson promised to do his best with the
PaPers. Surely, he said, it is important to show that in these
critical hours the British people are so united that we cannot
just be ignored. And, striking a Napoleonic attitude, he ex-
claimed : "The eyes of the world are upon us." I took the pro,f-
fered opportunity. "I don't know about thatr" I said, "but f do
know that the eyes of God axe upon us and we sho,uld act
accordingly." "Very truer" said Churchill, nodding agreement,
"rary good !"

Waley-Cohen tried to impress on Churchill o,ne particular
point which should never be lost sight of in our public meetings
and discussions. Appeal should always be made for friendship
with the German people, as distinct from the Nazis, and we
should make the distinction very clear. To him it seemed impos-
sible that a majority of Germans should have abandoned the
religious principles on which European civilisation is based, and
substitute for them a poisonous paganism. We were all im-
pressed by Sir Robert's earnestness and Churchill pro,mised to,

bear the point in mind.
Churchill told me that he was much interested in my demands

for strengthening and organising our spiritual fo,rces, and in my
suggestion that a deputation from the Focus should see the Prime
Minister. He would like to hear more. Thankirg us all again, he
added : "Au revo,ir then, at the Albert Hall !"



CHAPTER IV

THE ALBERT HALL MEETING

At last the dry arrived. Here I thought was our chance. Now
the British public would be told by speakers too eminent to be
ignored that the time had come for the British government to
make a definite choice in order to ensure the safety of the
country and to preserve freedom, democracy and peace. A
striking example would be given o,f how party feelings and
loyalties could be put aside in a true dem.ocracy, so as to let
those who believed in freedo,m puIl their weight together to
defend" it, and to resist the aggressors.

Because this was our first-fo,r us our most important
meeting, I have reported it much more fully than any
other.

Long before the meeting began, I drove with my wife to the
Albert Hatl to watch the steady stream of hundreds and hun-
dreds of people who wished to attend. I was so p,leased and
excited that we drove several times round the hall just to, have
the satisfaction of watching them. There were, of co,urse, the
usual demonstrations by the Communists and F ascists. f stepped
fro,m my car to collect some o,f their leaflets. There was nothing
new or instructive in them. As ordered by their masters in Mos-
cow, the Communists prornised our people more freedo,m and
more food, both of which were sadly lacking in Russia. The
Fascist literature was only a poor imitation of Nazi propaganda,
and proved nothing except that our Fascists were infected with
the virus that had driven Hitler ma,d; it was co'mfo,rting to feel
that the British people were robust enough to be immune.
Anyhow, Communists and Fascists alike had taken notice of
us.

When we moved on to the p,latform 'the hall was already well
filled, and it was clear that were were going to have a full house.

The platform was filled to capacity, and I was h*ppy to see so
5B
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many friends with us.l Some were absent but they had not failed
to send inspiring messages of solidan{.

Citrine opened the meeting ahd expressed his great satisfaction
at the size of the audience; a number o,f messages were then
read. The fo,llowing are extracted from the many we received :

From the Archbisho? of Canterbury
f am in cordial syrnpathy with the general objects of the meet-

irrg in the Albert Hall in defence of freedom and peace, and I
hope that the meeting may stimulate men and women of all
parties to unite in the maintenance of these fundamental prin-
ciples, which stand for the true pu{pose and destiny of this Realm
and Empire.

(signed) Cosrvro CeNruen
snd December, 1936.

From the Archbisho| of Westminster
The cause of Freedom and Peace is the best of all causes. I

trust the meeting will do much to promote that cause.
I regret to s&y, however, that my engagements are so numer-

1 It may be of interest to the political historian to, have the names of those
who, speakers apart, appeared on the platform. They included twenty
Members of Parliament; the names are in alphabetical order : Richard
Acland, Lord Allen of Hurtwood, The Duchess of Atholl, P. J. Noel-Baker
and Mrs. Baker, G. N. Barnes, Gerald Barry, Sir C'o,myns Berkely, Robert
Bernays, Rev. S. M. Berry, Robert Boothby, L. J. Cadbury, Rev. J. C.
Carlile, the Dean of Chichester (representing the Archbishop of Canterbury),
Mrs. Churchill, Lady Citrine, Sir Robert Waley-Cohen, Lord Davies, Vice-
Admiral S. R. Drury-Lowq Maj. C. K. Entwhistle, Emrys Evans, Sir Robert
Evans, Dr. Marwell Garnett, Milner Gray, Rev. Benjamin Gregory, the
Right Rev. J. H. Greig, Kingsley Griffith, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Guedalla,
Dr. Haden-Guest, Hon. Oscar Guest, Sir Percy Harris, Joseph Henderson,
the Very Rev. Dr. J. ff. Hertz, Sir Arthur Haworth. Rev. S. 'W. Hughes,
Rev. John Hutton, Harcourt Johnstone, Commissioner David Lamb, Sir
Walter and Lady Layton, Dame Adelaide Livingstone, Commander O.
Locker-Lampson, the Countess of Lytton, W. Mabane, Miss MacDonald, Dr.
J. J. MaIIon, Rev. David Matthew (representing the Archbishop of West-
minster), A. E. \,V. Mason, D. Mason, Lord and Lady Melchett, Lord
Merthyr, Lt.-Col. Moore-Brabazon, H. Le Provost, Ivliss Bleanor Rathbone,
Lt.-Col. Raynsford, A. H. Richard$, J. A. de Rothschild, Rev. J. H. Rush-
brooke, Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Sandys, Sir Archibald and Lady Sinclair, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Spier, H. Wickham Steed, Lord Strabolgi, V. Tewson, J. C.
Wedgwood, Mr. and Mrs. John Wilmot, Sir Richard Winfrey, Viscount
Wolmer, and a representative of the Bishop, of Witlesden.
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ous that I am unable to be present and to accept the honour of
a place on the platform.

Yours very s,incerely,

X Anrnun
Archbishop of Westminster

zTth November, r 936.

From Sir Austen Chamberlain, M.P.
I cannot attend the meeting in the Albert Hall on 3rd Decem-

ber, but I am in full sympathy with the pu{pose set forth in the
statement of objects which you have sent me.

These are, as I understand, to unite in a common effort men
and women of all parties in this country who cherish its traditions
of ordered liberty and peace and desire to preserve them from
the dangers which now threaten both.

Dictatorships are by their nature single-minded. Liberty implies
diversity of expression and sometimes of view; but in defence of
peace and freedom the country is of one mind and that mind
should find common expression' 

yours sincerery,
AusrnN CrraMsBRLArN

From Viscount Cecil (President of the League of Nations Union)
I have received an invitation to be present at the meeting at

the Albert Hall on December 3rd. But I very much regret that
the pressure of my engagements prevents me fro,m being able to
accept it.

I earnestly hope that the meeting will be a great success and
will give a much-needed encouragement to those who are work-
irg for peace through the League of Nations in this country.
With all good wishes,

Yours very sincerely

"'"hrn November, 1936.

From Mr. I. R. Clynes, M.P.
- I can only thank you for your letter of November 2 r st, and
say that I quite agree with what you are doirrg.

I cannot, however, attend the meeting on December 3rd,
because of a number of other meetings that week.

Yours sincerely,

J' 
";u?11ilff.*ber, re36.
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From Sir Herbert Samuel
Sir Herbert Samuel would have been glad to be present at the

Royal Albert Hall to support the objects of the meeting, with
which he is, of course, in the fullest agreement.

Yours sincerely,
Done Su,nvrous

Private Secretary
z3rd November, r936.

From Lord Rutherford
I am in general sympathy with the objects and principles of

the "Defence of Freedom and Peace", and wish you every success
at your meetirg.

Yours faithfully,
RurrrpRFoRD

e3rd November, r 9B6.

From the Vice-Chancellor of Oxf ord (Jniuersity

I am in entire sympathy with the objects of your Group, and
would gladly have come to your meetirg on December 3rd.

Yours very truly,
A. D. Lrunsey

24th November, 1936.

From the Bisho\ of Lichfield
The cause of peace is one on which all parties must be agreed,

and I hope with all my heart that your meeting will do much
good.

Yours sincerely,

J. A. LrcnrrELD
27th November, r 936.

From Sir Michael S adler
With the printed paper of Object and Principle, I am in

wholehearted agreement and rejoice that Lord Davies, Mr.
Winston Churchill, Lord Lytton, Sir Walter Citrine, Mr. Wall
and Lady Violet Bonham Carter are taking the lead in this
expression of one strong stream of lt{ational feeling and
conviction' 

Yours sincerery,
Mrcrranr, E. SeorBn

27th November, 1936.
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Messages expressing full approval of the objects of the meeting
were also received from Lord Dickinson, Lord Howard o,f
Penrith, Sir {rgh Seely, Bt., M.P., Vyvyan Adams, M.P., and
J. R. H. Cartland, M.P.

Then Citrine said :

"I suppose it is inevitable that a meetirg addressed by people
of such different political views as those who are to speak from
this platform should arouse some speculation about our purposes.
We have been described as a group who have come together for
the pu{pose of formin g a popular front or a centre party, or some
new political combination. There is not a vestige of truth in any
of these statements. None of us would be associated with any
such manoeuvre.

"Nor are we here a$ the representatives of groups, parties or
organisations. Every one who speaks from this platform does so
in his or her own personal capacity. All of us in our separate
ways have come 6 the .orr"irrsion that our people must be
brought to a clear recognition of the grave danger to peace and
freedom through which the world is passirg.

"Let it not be supposed for one moment that the cause of
peace and freedom can represent two separate problems that can
be consigned to two watertight compartments. The dictatorship
mentality which conceives of a nation of servile subjects, unfit to
govern themselves and requiring to be coerced by a government
monopoly of the press, the radio, the cinema and all media of
propaganda, assisted by such contrivances as a secret police,
concentration camps, imprisonment, physical and mental torture,
the suppression of freedom of speech and press, is the same
mentality which would fix the eyes of its subjects on war as the
glorious consummation of their national destiry.

"I am far from assuming that the German people have no just
cause for resentment at their treatment by the Allied powers; I
realise very fully the need of meeting the legitimate frievances
of any power suffering under a sense of injustice. But I do not
believe that the democratic powers can indefinitely continue to
yield to threats and acts of aggression. A time must come when
the limit will be reached, and it is our duty to see that, while
doing everything we can to remove the causes of conflict, we are
ready to defend our democratic institutions and the precious
heritage of our liberty against threats from any quarter.

"Those who stand at the bar of international justice and claim
fair and equitable treatment at the hands of other nations should
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put their own houses in order. It ill becomes those who have
destroyed every vestige of liberty and the opportunity of self-
expression within their own frontiers, and who have carried on a
war of extermination against the Jews, to plead that other
nations have treated them unfairly. To what depths have the
Nazis descended when people are scorned and buffeted, are
driven fro,m public office and the professions, are held up to
public derision and contumely merely because they happen to
belong to the Jewish race ? The persecution of the Jews in
Germany which has been endured with a heroic fortitude, is
without parallel in modern history. One has to go back to the
savagery of the Middle Ages to find its equivalent. Sooner or
later the present rulers of Germany will discover that, in their
repressirg of the Jews, they have deprived the German nation
of one of its greatest assets not only in the cultural sphere, but
also in the realm of trade and industry. That their campaign of
antisemitism will fail is undoubted, but at what cost of human
suffering and misery !

"The Nazis pride themselves on their nationalism and deride
international co-operation. Yet they lose no opportunity to pro-
pagate their creed abroad by subtle and insidious means. fn state
after state the creation of Fascist groups is evidence of this
activity. We see them parading here in Great Britain, smashing
up the meetings of their opponents and bullying and blustering
from their platforms, until Parliament itself has been compelled to
take measures to safeguard the right of public meeting. Now anti-
semitism has become an inherent part of the creed of the Fascists

in this country. They never lose an opportunity of arousing racial
hatred and, as we have witnessed in the East End of London,
they have created a state of something dangerously like terrorism.

"Who but the blindest among us cannot see the dangers in
this aggressive policy ? I have no use for dictators, whatever their
colour or creed may be. The trade union movement to which I
belong has been built often in the face of opposition and its
freedom of action has been won only after centuries of struggle
and sacrifice. I have no wish to see it ground under the heel of
Fascism-its institutions dissolved; its funds and property con-
fiscated, i, order that its members shall be taught to value the
freedom they have lost. I know too much of the unhappy fate
that has overtaken my fellow trade unionists within the Fascist
borders to want to see any experiments made here.

"ft is vitally important to preserve the democratic institutions
of our country, however imperfect they may seem.
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"The price of liberty still remains eternal vigilance.
"So it is that we on this platform are combined in the defence

of freedom, secured by democratic government and public law.
"We are equally determined to resist all efforts t" diminish

our freedom and to preserve peace by withstanding armed
aggression.

"Ffow are we to achieve this end? IIow can peace be preserved?
Surely an essential preliminary is a frank and courageous recog-
nition of the realities of the present world situation. It is no ,i.
deluding ourselves that moral forces are all-powerful in a world
deafened by the diatribes of dictators, the whirring of the wheels
of rearmament and the commotion of civil war. It is no use
deceivirg ourselves into believing that a Hitler or a Mussolini
will be restrained by pious sentiments, unaccompanied by effec-
tive demonstration of the will and the power to Justain them. It
is no use disguisirg from ourselves that insecurity and f.ear stalk
everywhere throughout Europe. Nor is it any use overlooking the
fact that the edifice of the League of Nations has been shaken
to its foundations by the shocks of the last few years.

"We shall perform no service to the cause of peace by ignoring
these realities. We must recognise that the task of making the
League an impregnable bulwark against war may be long and
arduous. Such weaknesses as have been revealed must be reme-
died by collective action, on the part of all who care for peace.
The democratic communities everywhere are crying out foi such
a courageous and constructive policy. There are no warlike
people, but there are several bellicose governments. At some
stage the League must be endowed with the direct control over
such forces as may be necessary to enforce the rule of law. We
must recognise, however, that it is a long-range policy, and that
for some time to come the principal responsibility will devolve
on those governments who are ready and willing, and above all
adequately prepared, to assume the major obligation in maintain-
irg peace and order. No nation, however wealthy and however
great, can stand by itself. Peace in this sense is indivisible.

"I have insisted that it is not sufficient to have the will to
peace-we must have the means to preserve it. This is not only
the responsibility of the government, but a concern of the whole
people. Among many people there is an assumption that the
danger to peace does not come from the dictatorships alone.
They feel that they cannot trust any capitalist government with
the control of extensive armaments. They feel that these might
be used for imperialist aggression, or for some national end,
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rather than for the maintenance of collective security. This
feeling is genuine and deep; its existence must be frankly faced.

"It seems to me that the matter resolves itself into one where
we must count the relativity of the risk involved. On the other
hand we have the Fascist dictators, able to rearm rapidly, exten-
sively, and with a secrecy which succeeded in deluding on
occasions even the best informed British officials.

"One never hears of a debate in the Reichstag which brings
into full light of publicity the intentions and actions of the
German government. One never hears of pacifist or other organi-
sations raising their voice to restrain that government in its head-
long and mad rush towards the precipice of war. There is no
organised public opinion. There is no means by which those
sections of the German people who long for peace as earnestly as
we do, can make their influence felt.

"This difference between the dictatorship states and the
democracies is a terribly dangerous factor in the present world
situation. Their leaders wield a dreadful power, immeasurably
greater than the statesmen of democratic countries. Their popu-
lations are disciplined and regimented. They can act decisively
and with the speed of lightning. Furthermore, let us never forget
that the very absence of public restraint begets an imesponsibility
of mind, a sort of megalomania. fn the democratic states, the
power of the government is restrained by the will of the people.
No democratic government dare embark upon war with large
sections of its own people organised in opposition to it. It is in-
conceivable that the freedom-loving people of Britain would
respond to any narrow nationalist appeal. Dimly but with grow-
irg clearness the people are recognising that the old conception
of patriotism is inadequate in the present world situation. It is
no longer felt to be a fulfilment of the duties of citizenship for
people to side with their government whether that government
be right or wrong. It is being perceived that somethirg broader
is necessary. A loyalty to a world citizenship. A loyalty to and a
readiness to defend such ideals as animated the founders of the
League of Nations.

"ft seems to me now that we have to choose between the
relative risks. If I have to choose between trusting a Hitler or a
Mussolini, heavily armed, aggressive in intention, and scornful
of all moral considerations, with a people powerless to restrain
his will; or a British Prime Minister, pledged up to the hilt in
support of the system of collective security, with a Partament
and a people vigilantly watching, common sense impels me to

3-F
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prefer the government over which I, as a citizen, can exercise
some control. I am neither an imperialist nor a warrnonger. A
common citizenship and a sense of common danger impels those
of us who speak here to consider what contribution we can make
to a solution of this great problem. It was from this platform
that the nation spoke with such unanimity and emphasis in the
peace ballot. Now we trust that it will be an equally effective
sounding-board from which the determination of the people to
preserve peace and freedom will reverberate throughout the
land."

Citrine's speech was well received and followed with intense
attention, which was only interrupted by bursts of applause, par-
ticularly at his references to the persecution of the Jews and to
the dangers that threatened freedom. Thunders of applause and
cheers greeted his statement that there were no warlike people
but only bellicose governments. One member of the audience
shouted out that there was no antisemitism either; antisemitism
was directed from above by men who had a personal vested
interest in it.

The next speaker was the always popular and brilliant Lady
Violet Bonham Carter. ft was impossible not to feel that what
she said went right to the hearts and minds of her audience :

"It needed great cause to bring together on one platform the
men you see before you here todan Conservatives, Liberals,
representatives of the great trade unions, and, last but not least,
Mr. Winston Churchill, that brilliant political phenomenon who
eludes all categories and defies classification, a dynamic force
which cannot be labelled.

"What has brought them here together? Not a great cause
alone, but what we feel to be a vital emergency. Whatever our
differences may be, we feel the common need to declare a com-
mon faith, to defend that which is the common heritage of us all,
the freedom we have won, and mean to keep, in the teeth of
every challenge from within and from without, and peace which
alone makes such freedo,m possible.

"There are two kinds of peace, and there are two ways of
getting them. You can get peace of a kind and for a time by
surrender to violence. That is the peace which is sincerely advo-
cated by non-resisters at home-and as sincerely by dictators
abroad. Or you can get peace by the resolute enforcement of law
based on justice. That is the peace for which we stand tonight.
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"You have heard why at this time we feel these things to be
imperilled. Today we see a world which has put back the clock,
a world which is reeling backwards away from law-away from
freedom-back to the blind anarchy of force. Wherever we look
we see nations turning into armies before our eyes. The tragedy
of Spain which we watch from hour to hour with helpless horror,
is in itself a defeat for civilisation.

"In this last year alone we have seen treaties torn up whole-
sale, solemn pledges dishonoured by great nations, Locarno vio-
lated, the League Covenant flouted and set at nought. We have
seen the triumph of the Italian aggressor and the agony of his
victim. fn that struggle the public opinion of the whole civilised
world was ranged against the aggressor. What was the use ?

Public opinion proved powerless against poison gas.

"f think the lessons we have learned from these defeats of law
is that it is no good passing judgement unless you are ready to
enforce it. It is no good giving a great moral lead if it is to be
followed by a rapid physical scuttle. Justice cannot rule the
world armed with the scales alone. In her other hand she must
hold a sword. Unless we, the free democracies of the world who
are still loyal members of the League, are prepared to stand
together and to take the same risks for justice, freedom and peace
as others are prepared to take for the fruits of aggression, then
our cause is lost and the gangsters will inherit the earth.

"But that duy is not yet. We have not come here today to
bewail the past. What can we do ? First, we must be strong, but
strength alone is not enough. To arrn in isolation would be
lunacy, if it were not fortunately impossible. We cannot isolate
ourselves. Even if we wished to leave the world along the world
will not leave us alone. British rearrnament must not be a mere
blind throw of the die of force, it must be our contribution to
the great collective front against tyranny and aggression, a free
man's front which all who will may join, which none may dare
to challenge.

"Next we must make clear to the world without delay, and
before immediate peril arises, that on this front we stand. Except
in regard to France and Belgium nobody knows where we stand
todan or indeed whether we stand anywhere at all, because we
do not seem to know ourselves.

"I believe that the greatest single step towards peace in
Europe we can take today, is to make it crystal clear that we
stand together with the other free and peace-loving nations of
the world against aggression, one for all and all for one. Wasn't
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that how the great trade union movement in this country won
battle after battle for justice for the workers ? What is a trade
union but collective security in action ? Let us apply it with the
same loyalty and courage in the international field.

"Let us remember that in this issue British leadership can do
more perhaps than that of any other nation in the world. With
the exception of France we are the only great democracy left in
Europe, the only great and powerful nation which has preserved
intact its priceless heritage of freedom. In this country we take
our freedom as much for granted as the air we breathe. We can
vote as we like. We can think and believe what we like. We can
say what we like in Parliament, at the Albert Hall or, if you
prefer it, at the top of our voices in Hyde Park every Sunday
afternoon. And it is on this diversity of thought, and its free
expression, out of the best that every race and class and creed
can give, that we have built up the greatest empire, the strongest
and most stable constitution that exists in the world today.

"Can we imagine living in a land in which free thought and
speech are treachery to the state, where the human mind is sent
to prison, clapped into a strait-jacket like a lunatic, in which
one may not criticise a work of att, where books are read to
order, written to order, burnt to order, in which to hate to order
is a patriotic duty, and race may be a crime even in a helpless

Jewish child, a crime to be expiated in daily suffering humilia-
tion and degradation ?

"That is the European culture and civilisation that we are told
must be protected against the dangers of Communism. What is
the difference between them? Both are a denial of human rights.
To both alike we say : "You shall not pass here." Racial per-
secution, class hatred, the slavery of the mind, these hideous
portents, have no place among us, no place in the life and
liberties of this country. And that life, those liberties we shall
defend and hold, not for ourselves alone but as a trust for
civilisation. Let us prove, as prove we can, that democracy) that
great auny that needs no uniform, is not played out, that those
who love peace above all things, do not lack the will and the
courage to defend it. Let us remember that the great enduring
victories of all times have not been won by mercenaries or slaves,

but by free men who could draw the sword of the- spirit, free
men unrted as one soul in a great cause. The cause is here. For
some of us it is the one cause still left worth dying for. For all it
is worth living for and winning today."

Lady Violet sat down to such vociferous applause that it was
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some time before the next speaker co,uld be called ullon. He was
A. M. WaJl, the secretary of the London Trades Council. We
knew o,f him as an able and forceful speaker, but the manner as
well as the content of his speech was a pleasant suqprise to most
of us. He handled the hecklers admirably. A number of them
were Communists who jeered at him fo,r being on the same plat-
form as Tories and Liberals. They became so rowdy that Citrine
felt it necessary to intervene so as to get the speaker a hearing.
WaIl thanked him but said that he would deal with the Com-
munist demonstrators himself. When he had obtained quiet for
a minute he went on with his speech and suddenly said slowly
and very clearly: "I like the Nazis very much." Instantly yells
of derision and shouts of abuse filled the building; but WaIl was
unmoved. He waited fo,r an opportunity and added rather more
quickly: "I like the Nazis very much to be here to see this mani-
festation of freedom of speech in practice. 'We 

belong to different
parties, but we all speak freely and without fear. We will not
have our consciences dictated to by anybody, not even by the
bosses of our own party."

For a second there was silence, md then a great shout o,f

approval. After that Wall had no trouble; the whole audience
listened intently. He was repeatedly cheered when he referred to
Stanley Baldwin as a great politician and a true English gentle-
man. But then he went on to say : Baldwin is gettirg too old for
his job, and the very heavy burden of office he has shouldered
for so long has weakened his understandirrg of his own people."
Then, turning towards Churchill, he cried : "Baldwin should
now make room for stronger leadership." The audience caught
the implication and showed it by their applause.

Wall's was a comp,aratively short speech, but it would be
difficult to forget its culmination. He accused Baldwin of having
withheld the truth from the nation at the Fulham by-election.
That, he shouted, was no way to treat the people; it must be
told the truth at once, for there was no other way whereby

"this country in common with other nations can free the men
and women and children who suffer unspeakable tortures, im-
prisonment and death from the hands of the tyrants. Only
thereby may we preserve a peace of freedom and justice which
alone can grr. man the rights that God Almighty intended him
to have. This is the campaig, in which the Focus for the Defence
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of Freedom and Peace is engaged; with the help of God and your
active co-operation I hope and know there will be in the end
victory."

The aims of the Focus could hardly have been better stated.
The audience was now excited and in high spirits, md there

was loud and continuous cheering when Churchill was called
upon to speak. Ffe made, as might be expected, a very good case

for our cause, but some of us felt that he was not at his best.
This, it must be remembered, was the time when the future
Prime Minister was plagued with the internal conflict which
arose from his personal affection fo,r Edward VIII and his feare
over the constitutional issue which the king's marriage plans had
raised. He began by saying that we were gathered together on
that platform with one object. He wanted to stop this war, of
which we had heard so much talk. We wo'uld like to stop it
while time still remained, for we had had enough of the last war
not to want another. The seriousness and u{gency of the danger
was exemplified by the divergency of political opinion repre-
sented on the platform. We had reached a fateful milesto,ne in
human history.

Churchill then said that apostles of various kinds of error pre-
sented themselves. There were those like Sir Oswald Mos1ey who
were fascinated by the spectacle of brutal po,wer. They would
like to use it themselves. They grovelled to Nazi dictatorship in
order that they could make people in their turn grovel to them.
They offered to Nazi domination colonies, which Britain held
under mandate fro,m the League of Nations, irrespective of the
will of the natives. At the other end o,f the political scale there
were Trotskyite Communists, furious fanatics whose sole aim was
to throw the world into one supreme convulsion. Then there was
Sir Sta"fford Cripps, who was in a class by himself. He wished
Britain to be conquered by the Nazis in order to urge them into
becomirg Bolsheviks. It seemed a long way round. And not
much enlightenment when they got to the end of their journey.

Lastly there were the absolute non-resisters, like Canon Shep-
pard and George Lansbury. They were pious men, but they
would lead the country to ruin even mo,re sure'ly than all the
others.

Unhappily it could be seen only too well how this most dan-
gerous division was op,ening up all over the world. The a,gree-
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ment between Germany and Japan was only one of those
unmistakable manifestations. It was one of the rifts which
existed in the wo,rld. But there was another cleavage in the
world today. It was the war between the Nazis and the Com-
munists; the war of the non-God religions waged with the
weapons of the twentieth century. The most striking fact about
the new religions was their similarity. They substituted the devil
for God and hatred for love. They were at each other's throats
wherever they existed all over the world, and had even appeared
in the East End of London.

If present dangers were to be averted there must be loyal aid
fro,m the whole masses of t}le people; there must be vo,luntry
and splendid comradeship; and there must even be a measure
of self-imposed discipline. But we must no,t blind our eyes to the
power which these new religions exercised in the modern wonld.
They were equipped with powerful agencies o,f destruction, and
they did no,t lack their champions, their devotees and even their
martyrs.

It was not the duty of Britain to interfere in those countries.
We had our own world. Let us look after that. But was it not
time that the free nations, great or small, here or across the
Atlantic Ocean, should take the measures necessary to place
themselves in a state of security and adequ ate defence, not only
fo,r their own safety but also that they might hold aloft the
beaconJights of freedo,m, which would carry their rays of
encouragement to, the thinker and toiler in every land ?

There were two great groups of nations which profo,undly
desired peace : in the west, Great Britain, France and Belgium,
with which ought to be effectively associated "the very anxious"
states o,f Holland and Switzerland; and in the east, Poland, the
Baltic States and the populous armed states of Czechoslovakia,
Rumania and Jugoslavia. There were good reasons for believing
that the government and the people of Russia wanted to live in
peace . . . & combination of Russia and all the eastern European
po,wers would be most weighty and substantial.

In Spain a fratricidal war was being waged. What were the
great nations of Europe doing ? He wished the liberal free nations
of the world had the po,wer and the strength to separate the com-
batants and procure a parley. lJnhappily they were too weak
and cast down, and it was largely their own fault. They had not
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kept their l*pu burning for the cause and were behind with
their preparations. But other calls mlght come. ft would ta"ke all
their efforts nrght and day to prevent the kind of abominations
which had broken out in Spain from reappearing perhaps at no
great distant time over Europe.

He believed that the League of Nations was never so necessary
for the peace of the world as then, and that it never had so fine
a chance o,f such solid backing as it then had. We must not be
disheartened by the failure o,r humiliation that had befallen the
previous efforts o{ the League in circumstances unsuitable for
the realisation o,f its power. F{e believed its great days were still
to come and that it would be madness in the present yea.rs of
peril if they discarded the potential for salvation which it could
offer to the soldiers and servants of peace and freedo,m.

"If we wish to stop this coming warif coming it is-we must
in the year that lies before us-nay, in the next six months.-
gather together the great nations, all as well-armed as possible
and united under the Covenant of the League in accordance with
the principles of the League, and in this way we must reach a
position to join this organisation of world security. We must
invite them to take their place freely in the circle of nations to
preserve peace, where we shall be able to assure them that we
seek no security for ourselves which we do not extend most freely
to them.

"We should rally and invite under the League of Nations the
greatest number of strongly arrned nations that we can marshal.
Let us invite Germany to take her part among us. Then we
should be sincerely believed, having done not only our best but
having succeeded in warding off from the world calamities and
horrors the end of which no man can foresee."

The last speech came from Lord Lytton who said that he
qpoke fo,r the League of Nations Union when he welcomed
Churchill's presence and co-operation in o,ur great cause.

"Mr. Churchill and I have been personal friends for over thirty
years. We have not always been political allies. We have
sometimes kept different company. But whether we have agreed
or disagreed, I have only known him as a champion who knows
how to strike effective blows for the cause in which he believes.
He is a born fighter, and a tower of strength in time of danger.
And this is such a time. There is real danger at this moment of a
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new war, a war arising from a clash of opposing political ideas
held.so Passionately as to amount to a religion, J"a that kind of
conflict is almost impossible to submit tJ arbitration, There is
only one remedy and that is for both sides to resist the tempta-
tion to carryr_their ideologies bey_ond their own territories, to agree
to live and let others live, to think and let others think wiifrin
the law. As law is the best guardian of libertR and war its
greatest elemy, we welcome Mr. Churchill as the champion of
Law and Peace under Law. That is what this platform ii advo-
cating tonight-freedom and peace; nothirg else, nothing more,
nothing less.

"We stand all of us, equally and through the same means, for
the establishment of a law among nationr Jf the same kind as that
which we have laboriously and i,rcc.ssfully built up through the
ages for ourselves in our state. We have achieved bV that means
internal freedom and interlrl p.ace. We seek the .o-op.ration of
other countries to achieve the iume objects in the *orid at large.
We ask nothing f9t our own coun-try that we are not pr"purid
to concede to other countries, whatever political ryrt.* they
*uY adopt, whatever forms their governments may take. We ,..t
no interference in the internal affairs of other states, as we will
tolerate no interference in our own. We have rro p..ference for
shirts of any distinctive colour, and we care, not what colours
ojhery may prefer, but if, because Jews are hated and persecuted
elsewhere, any-group of people think they are justified in perse-
cuting them here, we support the government in using any
powgr to prevent such an offence against personal liberty.

"Outside our own country we stand, in Mr. Churchili's words,
for strong collective defence agains t any aggressor. The collective
system which we advocate requires first, that each unit must be
strong enough to make the combined strength overwhelming;
second, that if collective force is to be an instrument of p.uf.
there must be certainty that it will be used for the mainteiurr."
of the Covenant of the League of Nations and for the restraint
of an aggressor; and third, and equally essential, there must also
be a certainty that it will never bL used for anything else.

"f have sometimes heard this collective system 
"o*prred 

to an
i11ue of capital which has been underwritten. I have heard Mr.
Churchill himself use this simile and speak of collective security
underwritten by u sufficient number of itates to ensure its success.
Tf I may develop this analogy alittle further, I would remind you
that no firm would consent to undent rite an issue unless it were
accompanied by a prospectus which defined the pu{poses to
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which the money was to be applied and ensured that it would not

be applied to any other prrpoie. Our prospectus is the Covenant

of t[; Leagu" of Nation]. the purpose for which we contribute

our strengtL, and let it be the stiongest contribution of which we

are capufl", is the maintenance of that Covenant, the defence of

that law by which the freedom of all states and the preservation

of peace is assured."

At the en4 of the meeting the National Anthem was sung with
such enthusiasm that the Co,mmunists were given no chance even

to start up the Red Fla,g.

I felt fhrt *. had made an excellent start and that we could

now expect solid public backing. I warmly congratulated Wall

on his speech una asked him to speak for us again, Plrh1Ps at

Manchester where Jo. Toole, a staunch supporter of the Focus

and a great friena of Wall, had just been elected Lord Mayo'r. I
asked Richards to act at once and arrange a Manchester meet-

ing. I then managed to have a few words with Churchill who

up"p.ured to be highly gratified. He made special reference to the

.nifrr6iastic singing of the National Anthem, which he inter-

preted as an approval of his attitude on the Royal marriage

i*.r.. I did not want either to hurt or embarrass hh, so I did

not tell him that some of the enthusiasm had been ably pre-

arranged by Richards.
Locker-Lampson, who thought the meeting had lasted too

long, finally diagged me and my wife away to his.party. It-was

,r.r|'pleasant but the conversation was almost entirely confined

to the constitutional crisis. I did not take much part for my mind

was already speculating on what the papers would say next

mo,rning.
Alas,-the reports were scanty in the extreme; we fared much

better in the American press, jrst as Steed had surmised. The

followirg report fro,m th; Christian Science Monitor was typical

of the ,.*ponse we had from the United States. Nothing comPar-

able appeared in any British paper'

BRITISH PEACE FORCES PLEDGE FULI-, SUPPORT FOR

DEMOCRACY; MOVEMENT CROSSES PARTY LINBS

Gathering in Albert Hall Called to Show Gouernment

Thai Forceful Poticy for Peace and Freedom

within L,eague will Get Strong Backing
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That the Peace-effort in Britain is taking on a concrete form is

evidenced !y a number of movements and political speeches.

lIost significant of the peace meetings so far is the "Deience of
Freedom and Peace" gathering in the Albert Hall, London,
tonight, _which unites leaders of all political creeds in a deter-
mined effort to find some practic aL wiy out of the present threat-
ening state of Europe. This movemenE like severai ofiers, eman-
ates from the people themselves rather than from high political
circles. -

One of its most distinguished advocates is Mr. Winston Chur-
chill, former British First Lord of the Admir alty, whose recent
speech pointing to an alignment of democratic countries across
the Atlantic against war has aroused considerable comment.

By Wickham Steed

LoNooN,, Dec. 3-The great meeting called in the London
Albert Hall in "Defence of Freedom urra Peace" tonight, has a
curious baclground. Last March an organisation kno*i ur "The
Anti-N azi Council" held its annual luniheon. Sir Walter Citrine,
chairman of the Trades Union Congress, presided. Sir Norman
Angell, the well-known British p.aie lea-der and Nobel Prize
winner, and I, were among the speakers.

The concordance of the views expressed suggested that they
might be shared by a still wider ciicle. So a private luncheon
w?s presentlV_ ult3nged at which Sir Walter Citrine again pre-
sided, with Mr. Winston Churchill, Lady Violet Bonhai, C*t"t
(daughter of the late Lord Asquith), and several other members
of the Conservative, Liberal and Labour Parties, as well as prom-
inent businessmen, to support him.

ABOVE PARTY LINES

At this luncheon Mr. Winston Churchill said that a situation
which could btirrg so many political opponents together round
one table, to talk across party and abovJ party, *rit be a grave
situation indeed. Nothirg less than the freedom and the p.u."
of democratic Europe were at stake.

From the discussion several main ideas emerged. These ideas
were written down and carefully examined by a drafting sub-
committee. In the course of the summer they were again ievised
at another meetirg of the group; and, finally, in Sep-tember and
October they were boiled down to the followirg itut.*ent of
the objects and principles of the Defence of Freedom and Peace.
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oBJECTS

To unite British citizens, i,rrespectiae of politics or creed,
In defence of freedorn, secured by democratic goaernment and

public law;
In resistance to att efforts to diminish or destroy this freedom

by uiolence at home or attack from abroad; and
In support of our international duty to ioin with others i,n

preseruing peace and withstanding armed aggression.

PRINCIPLES

The cause of ordered freedom is in danger. Peace itself is in
jeopardy. The foes of both are uocal, organi,sed and strong.
"Defence of Freedom and Peace" offers cornrnon ground to all
u.ho hotd that without peace, freedom cannot be sure; and that
without freedom there can be no true peace.

The central mass of temperate, tolerant humanity must not be

f ound f eeble in action and leadershi\. Parliamentary goaern-
ments of self-ruling peoples need, theref ore, to know they are

uphetd by the resolute will of citizens who are ready to stand for
the rights of rnan and for iusti,ce arnong the nations.

The ideals enshrined in the League Couenant and the Kellogg
Pact grew out of mun's bitter need after uncountable sacrifice.
Those ideals alone stand between the world and nameless woe.

Great Britain must be strong to bear her part in banning war

from the life of nationr, ro that well-guarded peace ryay lighten-the 
burden of the peoptes and offer to states great afi,d small iust

redress for proued u)rong.
British leadership and action rnoy yet saue peace and ciailisa'

tion. The aim of "Defence of Freedom and Peace" is to prosper

this utork.

STRONG SUPPORT WON

By this time a number of prominent men, who had not shared

originally in the discussions, took an interest in what was being
done. They included Sir Austen Chamberlain, Sir Archibald Sin-
clair (the bpposition Liberal leader), Dt. J. J. Mallon, the well-
known social reformer and warden of Toynbee Hall, and other
sympathisers. ft was decided to begin public manifestations with
a mass meeting at the Albert Hall of which the seating capacity
approaches t orooo. This is the origin of tonight's meeting.

- 
Naturally, the ideas of the group could not remain entirely
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hidden. Mr. Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, seems to
have got wind of them and to have said that if anythirg like this
were afoot, the government could feel sure of public support for
a firmer policy in defence of peace within the frame*ork of the
League of Nations.

FIRM POLICY ASSURED

At all events his speech in the l{ouse of Commons on Nov. 6
was far more downright than his earlier statements of policy had
been; and Mr. Winston Churchill backed him up impiessively.

If British Ministers will go ahead on the lines-laid-down in its
"Objects" and "Principles", the body of public opinion which
"Defence of Freedom and Peace" represents will back the govern-
ment up. But if the government continues to waver and to
wobble, and to plead that it does not know what public opinion
wants, "Defence of Freedom and Peace" will not rest until there
is a government which leads public opinion in the right way.

Steed rang me up early that mo,rning to express his indignation.
If the press reports were meagre, we got a shoal of messages

of congratulation and zupport frorn every quarter, many applica-
tions fo,r membership of the Focus, and requests fro,m vario,us
parts of the country for us to organise similar meetings. Lord
Cecil, we were glad to note, was now in almost co'mplete agre€-
ment with Churchill's plea for the marshalling of fo,rce behind
international law. On the other hand we did get criticism from
a number of people because of our association with Churchill,
but the criticism had nothing to do with the Focus and was
entirely concerned with Chr:rchill's attitude to the royal crisis.
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FROM THE ALBE,RT HALL TO MANCHESTER

Tnn meeting had at least got us considerable publicity, even if
the British press had failed us, and now our members and the
secretary began to get a stream of letters fro,m all over Great
Britain as well as from foreign countries, particularly Germany;
for obvious reasons these last were all unsigned. They came from
every part of Germ any and were unanimous in condemning the

British government and the newspapeni for their benevolent
attitude towards Hitler and his r6gime. There were millions o'f

Germars, so, the letters assured us, who were far frorn supporting
Nazism; on the contrary, they were ashamed of it, and con-

demned it in outspoken and often unprintable terms. Many of
them said that the inclusion of Churchill in the Cabinet would
do more to weaken the Nazi r6gime than any show of planes,

guns and tanks. Rather surprisingly many of our German cor-

respondents recalled with gratitude Churchill's actio'n on the first
dry of the Armistice in r g r B in arrangirg for six large merchant
ships to,carry food to the starving Germans.

Continuous requests fon info,rmation about the Focus came

fro,m the provinces, and for supplies o.f our publications. Pro-

posals for public meetings, irrespective of pafiy, carne from Man-
chester, Plymouth, Hull, Kettering, Sheffield and many other
towns. Al1 we were asked to do was to send a speaker; all other

arrangements would be made locally. This interest appeared to
us as a clear sign that the British public, or at least a large sec-

tion of it, was disturbed and even humiliated by the vagueness

of the government's po,licy and the attitude of the press. We felt
that we were on the right road; we also felt that it was the
government which was seriously out of touch with public feeling.

That meant that we must intensify our work so as to ad.vocate

our principles at public meetings o,r thro,ugh our publications.

We would have to issue a clear statement about the meaning and
lB
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dangers of Nazism, about the necessity for Britain to rearm and
the object of such rc&(rfraJrrent.

With this evidence o,f public support, we felt justified in
approaching the government through sorne o,f our membeffi,
Churchill, Austen Chamberlain, Locker-Lampson, Wickharn
Steed and others. The abdication crisis had left Churchill sorne-
what under a cloud and doubts had been cast upon his con-
stitutional and democratrc integrity, but we were steadfast in our
faith in him.

We re-stated our programme as follows:
I. To make direct approaches to the goveilrment to convince

it of its mis-reading of the situation.
2. To contact the public by more Ineetings and by lrrge scale

distribution of pamphlets; to supply the clergy of all denomina-
tions with short notes on the dangers of totalitarian atheist dic-
tatorshipt, explainirg the Nazi challenge to democracy and
telling what was happening in Germany to religion and the
churches. We wo,uld cite the statements made by religious leaders,
beginnirg with the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Pop.. The
clergy would be asked to discuss these grave matters from the
pulpit. We intended to ask Canon H. R. Barry to write an
article and Dr. Cyril Norwood to preach a sermon giving a true
interpretation o,f Nazism.

g. To arrange for the publication of eleven pamphlets as

under:
i. The Truth about Hitler by Winston Churchill.
ii. Cross or Swastika.
iii. The German tanus.
iv. The Ethics of Persecution by Sidney Dark.
v. The Air and You,.
vi. Keeping the Peace by H. G. Wells.
vii. W hat are Dictators ? by Phyllis Bottome.
vifi. England no longer Saf e by Bt g.-Gen. P. R. C. Groves.
ix. Trustees f or Freedom by Wickham Steed.
x. Why Palestine matters to You.
xi. Hitlels Claims f or Colonies by L. S. Amery.

Locker-Lampso,n considered his foremost allegiance to be
towards the electorate of his constituency and to act in accord-
ance with the pledges given at his election. As these pledges now
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clashed with the government's policy, he felt unable to give the
government unconditional or rather automatic suppo,rt. He did
everythirrg he could in the House to reveal to the government
what Nazism really meant to, humanity at large, and to the
safety of this country in particular.

Locker-Lampso,n had agreed to take charge of our publica-
tions, which were to be distri,buted on the widest possible scale.

4. To redraft o,ur p,rincip,les and objects.

5. To continue to publicise at home and abro,ad Churchill's
activities in defence of freedom and peace.

6. To pre$s fo,r the establishment of a Ministry of Supply in
order to strengthen our military positio,n.

7. To insist on the creation of a Ministry of Information so
that the public could be told officially about the true nature of
Nazism and supplied with accurate figures about the daily
increases in Nazi military strength. The Ministry should empha-
sire the moral principles on which this country had' built its
institutions; should demonstrate how the Nazis intended to
destroy these; should seek to bring about an o,{ganisation of o,ur
spiritual forces; and, finally, should prove to the to,talitarian
states that Britain was united against their gospels.

Such a Ministry would in fact be a declaratio,n of a moral
blockade.

We hoped that as a result the go,vernment would be confident
that it had the whole nation behind it, if the necessity arose fo,r
an immediate breaking-off of relations with a wrongdoer. Even
the Naeis would realise that the British people felt that it was
faced with both a military and an ideological challenge, and
that we were materially and spiritu ully ready to take it up. The
Focus, or the other hand, would provide the government and
the public with evidence that it was still possible to counter both
threats, provided the government gave assurances that it would
take a firm stand.

Pressing requests had been made for information on the extent
and progress of German rearnament. ft wilt be remembered
that Churchill had asked me for figures, and Steed had given
me a lot of info,rmation which substantially confirmed the results
of my own researches. I did no,t think my data contained any-
thing important which was not already known to the govern-
ment, but there was much that required interpretation to avoid
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serious wrong deductions. I was concerned that Churchill, and
through him the government, should grrr. earnest consideration
to a statement which I wrote for the Focus.

"Nazi Germanyr" I wrote, "has definitely abandoned any
intention of observirg old established practices in its economic
and financial activities. The Nazis have embarked on a policy
of deliberate financial default, of ignoring agreed terms of con-
tract, of confiscating propertR and of wasting wealth and resour-
ces. It is a ruthless policy with the sole object of concentrating
on a comprehensive arrnament programme of terrifyirg dimen-
sions.

"Every opposition to this suicidal policy from industry, mili-
tary experts, financial institutions like the Dresdner Bank, is
brutally brushed aside and branded as an act of treacherous
sabotage to be punished as such. The responsibility for carrying
out this rearmament policn called the second four-year plan,
has been put entirely into Goering's hands, with dictatorial
powers to carry it out. Goering has exercised these powers bnrt-
ally and ruthlessly. All available resources are now being tapped
by every means, and every device is being used to feed this
mammoth armament production. Confiscations of private prop-
erty already exceed €5oorooorooo; the nation's wealth has been
reduced to an alarming degree; every kind of illegal transaction
is allowed so long as it brings foreign exchange or strategic
material into Goering's hands. Foreign currency, copper, rubber,
oil and foodstuffs are severely rationed-except for the armament
industries. There has been an inevitable fall in living standards,
particularly for the working class, to whom no consideration is
shown. To meet any resistance, and to prevent such social unrest
as would handicap the progress of rearrnament, industries con-
cerned in the plan have been put under military supervision and
are watched by S.S. detachments. The administration of the
civil law, as far as it still exists at all in Germdny, is completely
abolished in the armament industries, and martial law has
replaced it.

"This colossal arms production, this conversion of every Ger-
man asset and credit to war material, is accompanied by u con-
tinuous increase in German indebtedness which has already
reached astronomical figures. fn the end Germany will be in
possession of only one asset, i.e. an accumulation of war material,
against which it can show nothing but an accumulation of debts.
It was once hoped that some of these debts could be paid for
by the export of arms. But the policy of production at any price
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and by any device has so inflated costs that export is now hardly
a practical proposition. German arrns are being produced at a
cost fifty, and in some cases one hundred per cent higher than
costs here : e.g. a German infantry rifle costs I I o per cent more
than it would cost in Britain.

"The Nazi government is aware that this uneconomic process
cannot go on indefinitely, and every effort is being made to
shorten the four years to three or even less, which would mean
that by the end of Ig3g or, at the latest, the first half of I94o,
the plan will be completed. In I939-4o, therefore, Germany
will have exhausted her resources, and will find herself unable to
keep the vast arrnaments industry going. She will be forced to
declare herself bankrupt as a result of the collapse of her artifi-
cial inflation of credit. There will be a monetary inflation f.ar
exceedirg that in the post-war years, and an army of some

Trooo,ooo impoverished and desperate unemployed. The only
other course she could take would be to make use of that one
and only asset to wage a war of conquest, and by looting and
confiscating enough to remove the economic threat and replenish
her resources. Hitler and his associates have irrevocably decided
upon war, once the super-armament programme is fulfilled.
Every action of the r6gime is evidence of this. I shall only men-
tion two, the removal of the most important arrnament industries
from the Rhineland and the Silesian border to places like Mug-
deburg and Leipzig, and the building of underground shelters in
the Wildpark in Potsdam and elsewhere to accommodate admin-
istrative bodies.

"Given such facts it would seem reasonable not to give Hitler
time to complete his plan, but to abandon delaying tactics and
force him to come to a decision before it is complete. He and
the General Staff would thus be put upon the defensive. Hitler's
position would thereby be most seriously weakened and his pres-
tige would be impaired. At the same time our position, and the
position of the millions of Germans who want Hitler's defeat,
would be gre atly strengthened.

"f should like here to tell my fellow-members of an incident that
occurred not long ago. I was visited by a German businessman
from Magdeburg who came with an introduction from the
Chamber of Commerce. He offered me a barter transaction,
whereby the purchase of wool in South Africa would be offset
against the delivery of coal to Ireland. The parties to the trans-
action could expect a twenty per cent profit, whilst Germany
would get wool at fif.ty per cent above world market pricel she
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could not b_ry it in the usual way because of her lack of foreigt
exchange. I told him that I was not interested in this or ury
other transaction with Nazi Germany, and tried to explain to
him that this sort of thing must lead to unemployment, inflation
and war. After I had refuted the usual Nazi propaganda argu-
ments, he asked me for my opinion as to the bisi solution. I
replied : 'Sell all your arrnamsnls-snd I mean all-for cash to
the League of Nations, which needs arrns and has the cash to
pay for them. To that sort of transaction I would gladly become
party, and we could both earn a very handsome commission.'
The latter possibility clearly impressed him, but he argued that
such a transaction would mean the fall of the Nazi i6gime. I
agreedi it would mean the end of Nazi Germany, but ilso the
beginnirg of prosperity for the tnre Germany.

"Next duy he returned to my office and asked me to give him
the names of City firms who might be interested. I gave fi* a list,
but told him frankly that I very much doubted whether any of
them would enter into such a transaction. Shortly after he had
left I found a briefcase lying by *y desk. It had no name on the
outside and, when I opened it to see if I could trace the owner,
I found no address or indication to whom it belonged. What I
did find, however, was a detailed report of the meiting of the
previous duy. It was fairly accurate, and the suggestion about
the League of Nations was given considerable emphasis. The
report suggested that somebody should come to London and dis-
cuss the matter further with me. The writer ended the report by
mentioning with some satisfaction the help I had given him, but
qualified his praise with the words Leider lude, i.e. Pity he's a
J.*. Later my visitor re-appeared to ask if he had left his brief-
case in my office, and then told me he had completed his barter
transaction on a very large scale, thus helping Germany to bry
strategic materials she could not otherwise have obtained.

"Flere I would like to draw the attention of my fellow mem-
bers to a statement made by the Foreign Secretery, Anthony
Eden, in the Ffouse of Commons on January r 9th : 'Economic
collaboration and political appeasement go hand in hand. If
economic and financial accommodations merely result in more
armarnents and more political disturbances, the cause of peace
will be hindered rather than helped'."

The daily reports sent out by the Nazi info,rmation service
made it clear to us that a major war had been decided upon
and that the preparations for it were go,ing ahead. No effort at
aPPeasement could hinder the carrying out o,f this decision.
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Hitler had made it clear that he would not to'lerate delay or
frustration of his p,lans by efforts at mediation. His secret rego.
tiations with Russia, France and this country had no o,ther aim
than to find a fellow-conspirator in looting Europe, ano,ther
method of promo,ting the Nazi creed that might is nght. How
he would deal subsequently with such an associate could be
gauged by his treatment of many o,f those who had been fore-
most in conspiring with him to get contro,l of power in Germatrty.
He pursued his po,licy by every kind of deception and subtlety,
for he had adopted Machiavelli's maxim that "the interest of
the state takes precedence over all ethical considerations". In
his case the state was H'itler himself.

The Focus continued to fight against this Nazi danger and to
enlighten the public both at home and overseas, and the British
government; it was not our object to unseat the government but
to convince it. We p,roceeded to o,rganise our next big meeting.
Shortly after the Albert Hall success I had heard from Wall that
Toole, the Lord Mayor of Manchester, had agreed to speak with
him in support of the defence of freedom and peace, and had
suggested that Steed should join them on the platfo,rm. This
was easily arranged for Toole was in full agreement with o,ur
non-party attitude. "I care nothing for party when my country
is concernedr" he said. It was always heartening to, hear frorn
and about him. On one occasion when he addressed a gathering
of Jewish children, h. said : "It is not because Jews are Jews
that I defend them, it is because I defend anybody who is
wrongly attacked."

W; now turned. our attention to making the Manchester
meeting a success, altho,ugh we were somewhat hampered by the
abdication crisis, and then by the advent of the Christmas holi-
days. Eventually we managed to fix the meeting for February
r4th, rg17, in the Free Trade HaIl, Manchester.

The subject for discussion at the meeting was to be Need
there be W ar ?, with Too,le in the chair and Steed, Norman
Angelll and Sir Arthur Haworth as the speakers. We a1l worked
hard and I was relieved to get a letter fro,m the secretary, who
was then in Manchester, on the r rth saying that arranging the

1 There was a last minute change. Angell fell ill while crossing from
Switzerland specially to attend the meeting and could not leave London.
Wall took his place
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meeting had been uphill work but that everything had no,\ r been

settled. A press conference had been "really marvellous, and the
Lord Mayor ir d.lrghted".

We had provided the speakers with a certain amount of useful

information, and we had prepared a manifesto for distribution
to the audience; and we had printed plenty of copies so that any
one who wanted to, could have extra copies to give to friends at
home or abro,ad. This is the text of the manifesto:

MANCHESTER MANIFESTO

TO THE PEOPLES OF EUROPE

(This manifesto is entirely opposed to the policy of
Dick Sheppard's Peace Ballot)

"Europe draws near the brink of ruin. In friendship and good-

will we call her peoples to save themselves and her.
"Civil strife, err,r.romed from without, still rages in Spain.

Throughout Europe, weapons of war are being forced apa?e,

industry and handic raf.t turned from constructive to destructive
pu{pose. Burope thus squanders her heritage, damning herself
to self-made penury.

"Other peoples see her peril. From the New World come warn-
ings-and- arl example. Respectful of present boundaries, ,rq
abjuring war, the nations of the Two Americas have plldg"-d
themselves to take counsel together in time of need. The Presi-

dent of the United States has bidden them all ponder how they
can 'help the Old World to avert the catastrophe which impendt.'-

"Shali disaster indeed befall us ? Shall Europe, mother of
American nations, lag behind her children?

"The peoples of Europe yearn for peace even while t.y dfft
towards wai. They lach leadership in united pu{pose. In union
for freedom, peace and justice they could open an era bright
with hope and fruitful in achievement.

"scieittific triumphs over natural obstacles, the progressive

conquest of distanCe, space and time, have brought European
peoples closer together than ever before. With their new nearness

has come new power to hurt and destroy each other.
"Fearing foi their safety within their borders, the nations of

Europe mount guard against attack. Frontiers are bristling b?t-
riers 

'between 
them. Yei Uy no change of frontier can Europ. b9

made more spacious, the h,rrgry be fed, the pool enriched, and

welfare fosteied. Over all her frontiers, good or bad, a Europe
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set free from fear could build bridges of understanding and help-
fulness.

. "Every proved wfong could be righted, every just claim met
in an equal comradeship of peaceful peoples. Science, industry,
machines could ensure the livelihood of alt workers, aboHih
poverty by fairer distribution of wealth, and create a nobler
civilisation.

"Let us, peoples of Europe, cease to labour for our own
undoing. Heeding the example of the Americas, let us take coun-
sel together. Let us firmly stand for peace and for freedom. Let
us make it known that we stand ready to defend them, strong in
union and unafraid, conceding naught to threats of war, pledging
all to works of peace. So we may save ourselves and help to iave
the world.

"We call the peoples to join hands above divisions of race or
class or creed. With its whole strength the British people is ready
to foster peace in fellowship with all. Who will answer its
appeal ?"

In opening the meeting the Lord Mayor said that its object
was to give the plain people of all parties, and of non e, z chance
to hear the plain truth about the international situation, and to
offer them an opportunity to do so,mething abo,ut it. It was an
earnest endeavour to send out from Manchester a me$sage that
would bring horne to the peoples of Euro,pe a sense of their
co'mmon danger and show them a way of escape.

"The Manchester Manifestor" he continued, "is not a vain
liqht of fancy. It has been drawn up with full knowledg" of the
feelings of the plain people everywhere. It is an attempt to stir
those feelings to action for the benefit of all of us.

"The arrnaments of peace-loving nations, includirg Britain's
armaments, may check the drift to war, may give us a sense of
safety for a time, but by themselves th"y *itt not avert war or
save our freedom and our peace. . . . Those who would create
peace must be strong. They must be stern against wrongdoing,
be ready. and able to withstand it, be vigilant against cunning
and unflinching in resistance to threats. IIuman freedom is too
precious and has been too hardly won not to be stoutly
defended. . . .

"The call of Manchester will soon be a call of England, of
Britain, of the whole Commonwealth, and later, I trust, of the
whole world. Other nations will hear and echo it, as in bygone
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years they did at the call of England, first for religious freedom
and then for freedom of the mind."

Toole then proceeded to read a number of messages fro,m

prominent Manchester people who supported us, but were unable
to be present and then went on to a conclusion that brought the
whole audience to its feet :

"Every duy you read that Mussolini now has eight million
bayonets and that Hitler too has his quota. Armaments breed
armaments. All over the world there is a drift to danger and this
meeting is called to speak to the peoples everywhere over the
heads of their statesmen. I ask every Lord Mayor in this country
to call in his city a meeting of ordinary people, and I ask the
people of Europe to respond to this appeal. . . .

"When I say I love this country, it does not make me hate any

other country. I am fond of this country because it gives me the
rights of free speech, free vote and free expression of opinion.
But that great heritage is a trumpery and useless thing if, at a
crisis like this, it is not used to speak your mind freely irrespec-
tive of your party, irrespective of your creed and your race, and
to tell the peoples of other countries that this drift to war must

cease. I want a response from London, from Birmingham, from
Liveryool, from Hull, from Cardiff, from Nottingham, from
Glasgow. I want the response from our opposites in every coun-
tU, over the heads of tlie armaments makers, over the heads of
the warrnongers and the newspaper proprietors, I want the
response from all over Europe, . . .

'-'We can build the greatest ships in the world. We can build
Mersey tunnels; we can do everythit g for ourselves; we can

conquer the world. The one thing we haven't yet conquered is
f.ear. When we have conquered fear we will have done every-
thing. Is it for nothing that God gave us breath and brain ? Is
it mlrely that alt these things shall be used for butchering man-

kind ? I do not believe it."

Our principal speaker was Wickham Steed who gave a bril-
liant and witty analysis o,f the situatiorl. I reproduce sorne o,f the

notable passages in his speech :

"I believe," he began, "in the right of Englishmen to speak

their minds to each other, to meet together in moments of crisis,

and to risk the consequences of frank speech, whatever these

lrrray be. We are in a crisis, and our government has not met with
us and told us frankly where and how we stand. Does it think
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we are afraid, or that we can be treated as children who should
not be allowed to know what it seems that the government
knows ? Why are we not told what it knows ?

"The other {uy the Chancellor of the Exchequer announced
an Armaments Loan of up to S4oorooorooo. rt rnay be, probably
it, necessary. T would _not question his figures or his sinderity. In
the autumn of ryg4 the government told us there was no need
t9 worryi we still had considerable superiority over Germany in
the air. It repeated that statement in February, r 935, but by
April Sir John Simon had been told by Hitler himr"tf thrt Ger-
m3ry had in fact become superior, and the government began to
admit that it -might have been mistaken. But we have not up to
this moment been told what the government does know of Ger-
man military preparations or Germany's military strength. It
has not been frank with lrs. . . .

"What is the issue ? It is a rnoral one; and in the circumstances
when, owing to action of the government, the League of Nations
cannot place that sort of issue before us, we must do so our-
selves, and on that issue make it clear that we will stand like a
rocf against any country which, for any reason whatever or
under any pretext whatever, proposes to revert to mass butchery
to attain' iA ends, when a; fiir and honourable end can be
attained by peaceful negotiation. If we stand, and if we make it
known in goo{ time that we stand together with all other people
of goodwill, the danger may pass. We may not have to^figirt;
we may not be attacked and may help to redeem the world fiom
this perennial scorch of reciprocal slaughter. . . .

"on Friday evening Mr. Duff cooper said at Edinburgh :

'There is evefy sign of approaching caiastrophe.' On November
rzth, Mr. Baldwin said in the House of Commons : 'The situa-
tion is one of ever deteriorating international conditions.' This
morning my Lord Rothermere informed us in a great headline
that 'Britain is to cede land to Germany', mollifying Hitler for
the sake oj peace. Motlifyirg Hitler I Why have *J to mollify
him? . . . No ! . . . ft was from this country that the message of
intellectual freedom went out after our truly bloodless revolution
of r 688, when John Locke the author of the great Essays on the
Human Understanding sent out a message to Europe which
kindled the soul of Voltaire and camied the torch of fr".dom
through the world. . . . \,Vhat message has England for the world
today ? If I read the temper of our people right, it is not a mes-
sage that we ale going to keep out of everything and that the
rest of the world can go to the devil, provided *" can protect
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ourselves. That way ruin for ourselves must lie. . . . Abyssinia
placed her faith in the League of Nations, and the face of Britain
was blackened throughout the world. . . . Now we can no longer
trust that in case of supreme danger, the League of Nations will
be able to place before us that moral issue which the people of
this country need. . . . Therefore, it has become a matier of
national and international urgency that the moral issue should
be provided by the people of this country.

"Today we find a Europe divided, as some s&y, into two
camps. Hitler said so the other duy and Goebbels repeated it;
for a part at least of the German people it must be true. But,
as Mr. Eden has said, it is not true that there are only two
camps, and no choice between Nazi Fascism and Communism,
each equally denying liberty. There is still the system of repre-
sentative democratic freedom. That is not a halfway house
between two tyrannies, but lies in another street altogether. This
system we have built up through the centuries.

"Tonight we are striving to luy the foundations of an inter-
national communitn so that the world may know that we stand
together against the crime of war. 'We demand from the govern-
ment the fullest tnrth. If there be peril, we demand that we
should know it. We are adult enough to think and to act and to
support our government in facing it. There can be no question-
i.g, no bargaining, Do havering, no wavering; the cry must ring
through Europe : 'We are ready'. Let everybody know that, and
not a single country with eight million or eighteen million
bayonets will dare attempt war and Europe will be saved. There
will be no war and the peoples, now tyrant-ridden, will rise
again and call England blessed."

The audience loved Steed's rhetoric. They laughed at his
sallies 4gainst the dictators and their friends; they applauded his
criticisms of the government, and his peroration bro,ught them to
their feet, clapping and cheering. He was fo,llo,wed by A. M.
Wil, who had the same success as he had had at the Albert
Hall. Like Steed he complained bitterly of the government's lack
of franknesr,s and failure to give a lead :

"I want to be quite modest but at the same time inform you
that it was my idea to call this meeting'. . . . I can only hope that
as a result of this great meeting the message of peace set forth
in the Manchester Manifesto will get into the hands of my
fellow working-class friends throughout Europe. . . . Why in the
narne of God cannot we live in peace in Europe, as we live in
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peace in the British Isles?. . . . It would be wrong of me to
deceive you . . . and, mark my words, men of England, if you
have no concern for the crushing of the liberty of people else-
where you will lose your own liberty, &s sure as I stand here.
If we need collective security among the nations, we need the
collective-security mind among our own people. I would not
divide our people into Conservatives and Liberals and Com-
munists and Labour in this issue. That is all right for such mat-
ters as governirg our own country, but in the great crisis which
faces us, there must be no division of our people. There must be
a really united front of every lover of liberty everywhere. The
message of this great meeting must and shall be pushed through
the barriers of the censorship in Germany and ltaly.

"I would say this to Mr. Baldwin : the British people demand
to know what you know about the danger in Europe. You said
in the }fouse of Commons that democracy is always two years
behind dictatorship. You must withdraw that. There is no reason
whatsoever why democracy should ever be behind dictatorship.
Democracy can be in front and, if you take into your confidence
these men of Manchester, hard-boiled and hard-headed, they
will appreciate the truth. They will know how to act. They
know that, if Britain has no concern for the crushing of liberty
in other lands, she will lose her own. Let this message go out
from us tonight, that in unity above government and above
politics we are resolved to free those who suffer under dictators
today, and to preserve, by uniting all the peace-loving nations,
that peace which God Almighty intended us to have."

The enthusiasm rivalled that in the Albert HaIl. It did us all
there a power of good, and the f.ace of that blunt Lancashire
man who was our chairman glorwed with satisfaction: Manches-
ter had spoken through its Lord Mayor.



CHAPTER VI

THE CAMPAIGN GOES ON

Tnn response to the Manchester meeting was most encouraging.
We had masses of correspondence includirg much from Ger-
many. Evidently we had broken through some of the totalitarian
barriers. Incidentally the Manchester Manifesto was also sent to
Hitler and to Mussolini. From Hitler we received the following
reply on March r rth, rgST :

Dear Sir
Here*'ith I have the honour to acknowledge your letter with

enclosures directed to the Fuehrer and Reichskanzle4 which
were duly forwarded to him and for which I am instructed
to thank you. With the expression of my highest esteem I am
yours faithfully, signed Wolmaner, Foreign Courier for the
German Embassy in London.

Our activities were well known to the Nazis. A Nazi B1ack
List was being compiled for the benefit of the German Gauleiter
who was to be established in Great Britain after its conquest.
Apart from the names of all Jews living in this country, it con-
tained the names of members o{ the Fo,cus, especially Sir Norrnan
Angell, The Duchess of Atho,ll , Lady Violet Bonham Ca^rter
(who was referred to as Carter-Bonham and as the "encircling
lady"), Winston Churchill, Sir Archibald Sinclair, Wickham
Steed and Sir Austen Chamberlain.

The letters from Germany were unsigned, and most of them
asked us to influence the British government not to continue their
support for the Nazi leaders as this enhanced their prestige. Most
o,f the writers said that they had been betrayed by Hitler, who
had used their faith in him to assume po,wer and now was
breaking all his promises. In amplification of their plea for a
change in our goverhment's attitude, they said that the German
arrny was neither ready for war nor wanted one, that there were
still not sufficient U-boats, md that the thought of a war more
than terrified the German people.

9r
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From home the letters were mostly requests fo,r more copies

of the Manifesto, for more information and for more meetings.
Several of our members had been able to info,rm Baldwin and
their co,lleagues in Parliament about these letters, md were also

able to give them fresh details which we had gathered about the
ever-growing tpanny of the Gestapo. The opposition to Hitler
did not yet appear to be so organised as to constitute a genuine
menace to the r6gime, but it could well become a real danger
if the British government ceased to give the Nazis the support
it was giving. The Nazi strength, which was terrifying our
government and causing members o,f the League of Nations to
fraternise socially and politicully with a gangster r6gime, was

dubious in the extreme.
Reports were also received from members of the Roman

Catholic Church, who were at heart fierce opponents of the
Nazis, but whose resistance was paralysed by the acquiescence
of the Pope in the dissolution of the Centrum party and the
conclusion of the Concordat with Hitler. There was, however,
some outspoken opposition, of which Cardinal Faulhaber was

the spearhead. There was also the Pro,testant leader, Pastor

Niemoller, the former U-boat commander, who was risking
imp,risonment in a concentration camp rather than cease his
opposition to the r6gime. These reports made nonsense of Hitler's
assertion that the German nation, man, woman and child, was

with him; and they offered the possibffity, in the event of a
moral blockade, of co-operation with which to secure his down-
fall.

As our information grew in volume, Churchill asked the sec-

retary to anange ano,ther meeting. We fixed a date (March r Tth)
and began to prepare repo,rts. Steed revised hit ptevious illerro-
randum, of which the keynote was the necessity for framing a

firm policy and securing the suppo,rt of the nations for it.
Churchill had seen the draft of this revised memorandum, but
had not yet been consulted on the details. \{e had formulated
the following as possible points in our policy :

" r . The defence of freedom is a fundamental and vital interest
of all the self-governing nations of the Commonwealth, and
indeed of all free peoples; it should, therefore, have the active
support of public opinion in this country, in the Dominions, in
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the United States, in France, Holland, Czechoslovakia and the
Scandinavian countries.

"2. The League of Nations is still the best agency for the
exercise of this policy. Though today it is rather under a cloud,
because it pursues peace passively and not actively, its Covenant
is the nearest approach yet to a common Law of Nations. Now
that civilisation is threatened, it needs fresh inspiration and its
methods require revision.

"2. Against a tendency merely to repudiate what have been
called the conflicting ideologies of Communism and Nazi-Fascism
we need a sound British policy based on the principle of indivi-
dual freedom. IJncertainty about what Britain will, or will not,
defend, and reliance on conciliation without having any notion
of what would be done if conciliation fails, encourages violence
and fosters war,

"4. The principle which both Churchill and Sinclair have
laid down, namely the spirit of the League Covenant, and
especially of Art. XVI, i.e. non-neutrality in case of aggression,
should be accepted as the basic principle of British foreign policy.

Among the communications we received were six lengthy
memoranda by * ex-German officer of considerable experience,
with a personal knowledge of the German General Staff and of
Nazi aims and methods. The points he made can be summarised
thus :

"r. Political thought in Germany and action consequent on
it are governed by a 'General Staff' mentality. German dip-
lomacy, strategy and propaganda are a unit. It is a mistake to
think that Nazi Germany wants war. Her method is to arouse a
fear of war and defeat in other nations, and thereby achieve
gains without having to go to war for them.

o'2. Hitler will take any risk short of war. He will hesitate to
act, if he is certain that he will meet with real opposition. This
is the new German strategy.

"9. Parallel with politico-military strategy proper runs the
strategy of propaganda, which works by creating confusion in
the countries plotted against.

"4. Since the last war the military problems involvirg east,
west, or both, have been thoroughly studied and there is now a
'third variant'. The old Schlieffen plan regarded the British
army as negligible; the last war convinced many politicians and
soldiers that the main enemy is Britain. One of the leading
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exponents of this view is the ex-cavalry officer and ex-Chancellor,
Franz von Papen.

"5. Blomberg, the Minister of War, does not intend to be
caught as was Moltke in rgt4 when he learned that Britain
would not remain neutral. He fears that an Eastern or a Western
concentration would be endangered if the British menace is not
first removed.

"6. The development of the area between the Dutch frontier
and the lower Elbe (Luneburg-Sachsenwald) into a gigantic afu-
field is just as likely to be the base for an attempt to remove
that menace as it is for the protection of Germany's flank in
case of British attacks on Danish territory, if Germ any occupied
that country.

"7. The conflict of ideas within the Nazi party on foreign
policy turns on such points and gives rise to various 'foreign
offices' and 'schools'. The Reich has no definite foreign policy.
There is only Adolf Hitler and his gigantic war-machine.

"8. There is evidence that Hitler intends to seize Denmark,
Austria, Memel, the Corridor, Czechoslovakia and Poland, and
by threat of war obtain the surrender of Holland and Belgium.

"9. The belief is widespread that Germany is now stronger
than she has ever been. Technically the belief is completely false,
but in politics belief is as potent as fact. A firm stand against
Hitler might weaken this belief, on which the Nazis are trading
to gain objectives for which they are not yet prepared to fight."

Our meeting on March rTth was well attended. Churchill
expressed his satisfaction with the progress the Focus had made.
But he insisted that verbal energy was not enough; direct con-
tact must be made with the electorate; members o,f Parliament
should be sought out and more meetings held. He agreed with
Steed's new draft, in which Sir Robert Waley-Cohen had
co-operated, and which was praised by Lady Violet and sup-
ported by all those present. Churchill approved of the idea that
the German officer's memoranda should, &s Steed suggested, be
corlmunicated' to the government through Vansittart.

Steed then reporte,d on the negative, even hostile attitude of
the national press, which igno,red the Focus and the information
we kept sending to the newspapers. Its attitude was in sharp
contrast to the response we had obtained from the public gener-
ally. In his view, because of the vested interests involved, the two
press lords, Rothermere and Beaverbrook, and the upper classes;
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were out to mollify the Nazis who had brilliantly deluded, them.
The working classes were resisting the blandishments of the Corn-
munists and stood faithfully by the princip,les of democracy. He
thought that the attitude of the press lords was a national
calamity; they should not be taken lightly, fo,r they were a power
and ruthlessly pursued their own personal interests. Steed had
long experience in journalism and no axe of his own to grind;
his patriotism and d'evotion to freedom and peace was second to
none.

Churchill appeared to think that Steed's statement that the
press lords were p,repared to' usu{p the prerogatives of the Prime
Minister, and even of the Crown, wffi a little to,o strong. But
Steed proceeded to quote the letter of Rotherrnere to Baldwin,
through Patrick Hannon, demanding a personal statement on
po'Iicy, and listing the names of the principal ministers whom
Baldwin should prt in his Cabinet.r Steed asked if this was not
an attempt by Rothermere to, name ministers; it was a demand
bo'th inso'lent and preposterous, and a gross violatio,n o,f the
decencies of public life.

Steed's revelations staggered many of us. I personally was
appalled and still more so when Steed said that few people had
any idea of the true situatiorr. He went on to press us to put our
case to the Prime Minister, and to ask for the creation of a
Ministry of Info'rmation or, as he would prefer to have it called,
a Ministry of Public Opinio,rl. Churchill fully shared Steed's
anxiety about the press which, as we all knew, was continuously
attacking him. He thought that the approach to,the Prime Min-
ister could best be made through a deputation, which would
include members of the Liberal and Labour parties. tJnfortun-
ately neither Sinclair nor any Labour lead.er was read.y to join
such a dep,utation; they feared that their presence on it mrght be
interpreted as giving support to Baldwin, or that he had their
confidence, which most certainly was not the case. Austen Cham-
berlain, incidentally, had repo,rted to Churchill that, since the
Albert Hall and Manchester meetings and the response of the
general public had provided the proof of popular suppo,rt that
he needed, h. was now ready to fo,llow up my suggestion for a
meeting with the Prime Minister.

Richards then reported that further public meetings tvere being
1cf. G. M. Young, Stanley Baldwin, p. r5r seq.
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arranged in Ketterins, Plymouth, HuII and Sheffie1d. He would
report further at our next meeting.

Before we dispersed it was suggested that an invitation should
be tendered by the Focus to Titulescu, who was shortly coming
here, and, I added, also to Dr. Maeuranic of Jugoslavia. We
should try to extend our activities to that country. Churchill
asked me for practical suggestions. I replied that I thought some
members of the Focus should go there. I also thought that
similar action should be taken about the United States. Churchill
approved, but did not want anything done until the Foreign
Office had been consulted. Steed agreed to discuss the matter
with Vansittart. Churchill then asked if we had any plans about
the French. The secretary replied that Mondi, who to all intents
and purposes was a resident in France, had told him that he
would sound tlre position there and report in due course.

With so many matters pending Churchill thought we should
meet again at an early date and with that the meeting ended.

These first months of ry27 saw a considerable increase in the
work of the Focus as a result of the support and interest shown
all over the country. The atmosphere was changirg, and with it
the fortunes of the Focus and so,me of its principal members, like
Winston Churchill. Those who, like myself, had the god fortune
to work with him and watch him, sa\,v a change come over Win-
ston Churchill, not in himself but in the attitude towards him
of friends and enemies alike. To us he seemed to gro\M in stature
until he rose above the level of party politicians and became a
national leader. We aII admired the dignity with which he
accepted without resentment the fact that in these critical days
he was kept out of office. The Nazi r6gime was unspatirg in
its attacks upon hh, upon his record and his character. That
was to be expected; what was less expected was the repetitio,n of
such attacks by former colleagues and membem of his o,wn party,
even if they were careful to avoid repeating the really libellous
statements. Against attacks, the more hurtful as they so often
came from former friends, no,t merely on his po,licy but on his
moral integrity, Churchill displayed tolerance and courage, as

politically sound as it was mo'rally admirable.
Another of our members whose activities on behalf of the

Focus mlght well have been ruinous to him, was Locker-Lamp-
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son who had charge of sorne of our publications. Ife was very
outspoken and his whole-hearted support of Churchill, who more
than ever was seen to be placing the cause of democracy above
vested party interests, made him extremely unpopular with his
own party. He was constantly in trouble with its managers and
more than once it seemed that he would be driven fro,m it. But
he never wavered.

Churchill was again in the chair when we all met at luncheon
in the Savoy on April r gth, rgZT . For the moment things
appeared to be quieter on the political front, but he warned us
that in his op,inion this was no more than the uneasy calm which
so often precedes a storm. He had arry amount of evidence that
Hitler was about to open his preliminry propaganda bo,mbard-
ment on Austria; and he was convinced fro,m the reports he
himself had had, and from the information supplied to him by
the Focus, that Hitler would not let his ambitions be hampered
by pledges, promi*t, treaties or words o,f honour. The path of
future aggression, said Churchill, was clearly marked out,
Austria, Sudetenland, Czechoslovakia, Memel, the Corridor and
the Low Countries.

Nothing was more important to the Fuehrer, Churchill went
oil, than to ensure that his personal prestige steadily increased,
and at the same time that the prestige of his opponents, the
democracies, was weakened by ridiculirg and blackmailing
them, by sho*irg the weakness of democracy in general, and the
moral weakness of Britain in particular. We could expect to be
subjected to Goebbels's hurricane propaganda of vilification and
threats; and he thought it must be the foremost task of our
movement to place the facts before the British public.

He concluded by urging us to intensify our campaig, for the
creation of a Ministry o,f Supply and a Mini*try of Information.
Naturally, we all approved enthusiastically, but in ourownminds
we added to that aim, his own inclusion in the government; that
would be the simplest way to achieve the other aims and preserve
us all fro,m the Nazi terror.

The secretary then presented a series of reports. Austen Cham-
berlain had told him that he could not arrange a meeting with
Baldwin. The Prime Minister was weary and exhausted, and
was considering retiring fro,m office and public life in the very

;;rr 
future. fn these circumstances, Sir Austen had written, it
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would be wise to leave the matter in abeyance and take it up
later with Baldwin's successor.

Richards then went on to read us a letter he had had fro,m
Mond in Paris about the situation in France.

"The political situation here is very strained. The Communists
under Thorez are attempting to get control of the government.
A direct attempt, using Spain as a pretext, has failed largely
owing to the f.act that Hitler threatened to occupy Alsace and
Lorraine if a Communist coup succeeded. Now they are trying to
obtain power indirectly by organising strikes. . . . With the inertia
of the government it is difficult to foresee the consequences. The
immediate result is an increasing feeling of insecurity which is
causing a fall in the franc and may bring about devaluation any
duy now. This will relieve the situation, but wilt inevitably bring
about the fall of the government and a victory for the Right. . . .

I consider the present time most unpropitious for us to organise
here anything similar to our Focus. The C.G.T.-the equivalent
of our T.U.C.-under Jouhaux is so mixed up with the Com-
munists that we shall have to watch our step very carefully, or
our movement might lose the sympathy of a majority of the
French people. We had better leave them alone until happier
times. In the meantime I shall try to gain the support of leadirg
intellectuals; they do not play an active part in politics but their
influence is very great. If, as I hope, I can achieve this by Christ-
mas, we can always get the support of the others."

Churchill thought we should be more active in France, and
promised to give Mond all the support he could.

Richards then went o,n to give reports from the regions, and
of the response we were receivirg after public meetings. At Ket-
tering we had had to hold arl overflow meeting. These reports
were discussed and some definite co,nclusions emerged.

First, it was evident that the goverrrment was entirely out of
touch rvith public feeling o,r, as Steed put it, their attitude was in
inverse ratio to the state of that feeling; second, the public
unanimously approved when we stressed the mo,ra1 issue as all-
important; third , a majority of the public approved of what we
said in the lVlanchester Manifesto, that only a Europe set free
from fear could build bridges o,f understanding and helpfulness;
fourth, there was similar approval for our insistence that the
govemment should take the public into its confidence and tell
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us all quite frankly who were to be our allies, and what we
were to be asked to defend.

In addition, we made the p,ainful discovery that there was a
growing rift between the upper classes, the City and the National
press-all of them terribly misled by the Nazi successes and their
brilliant proPaganda, and the working classes, which had been
able to withstand all the lies and blandishments of the Com-
munists and those others who denied justice and freedorn to their
own peoples. We felt that the lr{azi propaganda was effective
because they had grasped the significance of this rift, and were
using it in their Propaganda as evidence of the disunity and,
therefore, the impotence of this country. We were most con-
cerned about the fact that the National press, includirg T he
Ttmes, wffi giving people the idea that srih disunity did exist,

tht p'lacing this country in a position both critical and equivocal.
We had to prove to Britain and the world that for us there could
be no, peace with the l{azi r6gime.

During the discussions at which we reached these conclusions,
Churchill intervened to explain that it would be contrary to the
centuries-old foreign policy of this country to fight o,n the side
of the Nazis, and so, increase both their military strength and
their prestige. Our policy had always been to opp,ose the most
aggressive power on the Continent so, ?.s to prevent smaller coun-
tries falling into its net. He cited historical instances showing that
we had preserved the liberties of Europe by adopting this poli.y.
Nothing had happened, nothing was known, whictr would lead
us to change it. Moreover, if we took this opportunity to reaffirm
this old and well-tried policy, the public would know where it
stood at an hour when the Nazi tyrant was out to dominate all
Europe.

Richards p'assed me two essays, to be considered for publica-
tion as pamphlets at a suitable mo,ment. One was by Sinclair
and entitled : Wanted: A Policy. ft was a long and closely
argued exposition along the lines that Churchill had just ex-
plained. I quote from it :

"We are no longer strategically an island . . . and there is now
the formidable fact of the emergence of this new technique of
dictatorship, holding mastery over the whole life of a country,
possessi"g all the means of mouldirg and expressing opinion,
tolerating no opposition, working in secret, reiognising rro law
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but its own interest and controlling forces of such destructive
power as no dictator in history has ever dreamed of. . . . It was

for these reasons that I and my friends voted for the armaments
proposed last year. Now we are being asked to sanction a

f.ar greater outlay in the next five years. But we
must Le .orruinced that the government is vigorous in the pursuit
of a peace policy such as would render unnecessary a substantial
part at ani rate of this great expenditure on arrnaments. . . . I
demur to a suggestion made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer
that it is not i" the public interest to theorise who our enemies

are and who our allies may be. I say that it is vital that we have
in our mind, and base our policy oil, a perfectly definite know-
ledge of who our allies will be; they can only be those who are

prepared to defend the reign of law against aggression. Let the

government telt us what their policy is for securing petc-e and
fo, removirg the causes of war, what steps they are taking to

give effect to it. Because the issues are fraught with immense

peril, we have a right to know."

The other was by Norman Angell, dealirg with co'llective

security and vigo,rously defending it. I give its conclusions :

"More than one statesman concerned with the Great War has

answered the question-could the war have been prevented, by
replying that it would have been prevented if Germany had fore-
r".. thit she would have to meet the forces which she did meet.

The vast power which in the end was arrayed against her was

impotent t. deter her, for the childishly simple reason that she

did not know it would be used against her. Are we to repeat that
tragedy ?"

Others of our company added to the discussion and all that
was said. was noted by the secretary to, provide arnmunition for
the speakers at the public meetings to be held in Sheffie1d, Ply-
mouth and other places. The only other points of interest were

that Steed told us that he had spoken to Vansitllart about pos-

sible visits to the United States and Jugosl avia, and hoped to
have news later. I told my colleagues, o,f a meeting I had had

with Dr. Sohn Rethel, who until recently had b'een the liaison

officer between the Reichsbank and the Economic Department
of the German Foreign Office. Steed had introduced him to me.

I had been greatly impressed by his up-to,-date knowledge of
what was happening and of the plight of the citizens of Ger-

many who, in addition to the Gestapo terror, had now to Put
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up with an acute shortage of food and raw materials. f promised
to send my colleagues as soon as possible copies of a pamphlet
I had commissioned Dr. Sohn Rethel to write. It would be
entitle d How c&n Germany be saaed?, and Rethel had said that
it would take him two or three mo,nths to complete.

I have mentioned that we had numerous requests for spea^kers,
and such requests now came literally pouring in. W; rarely
failed to, supply them md, in view of things that were said then,
I should like to make it clear that those who spoke did so out of
a sense of public duty and not fo,r financial gain. fn this connec-
tion a letter sent by the secretary to one of our colleagues who
was at that time one of our most distinguished speakers, is most
illuminating.

Dear Mr. Wickham Steed,
I have much pleasure in enclosing cheque for 8 r.o.o being

your expenses in connection with Ketterirg meeting on April
4th.

(signed) A. H. Richards

Our next big meeting was in Hull where we had a large and
enthusiastic audience, who much appreciated the point made by
one of our speakers when he said :

"The other dry a lot of noble gentlemen and others wrote a
letter to The Times saying that we should not stand against war
but for what they called 'conciliation'. They did not say what
was to happen if conciliation should break down. They seemed
ready to take the rnad risk that we might have to fight single-
handed if we did not, or could not, comply with all the demands
which strongly armed nations might make upon us. At the time
of Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee there was a young man
who had come into a lot of money and spent it in gamblirg,
heavy betting on the Turf and other such expensive ways of
losing money. He was called the 'Jubilee Plunger'. I suggest that
Lords Astor, Lothian, Rennell and Hardinge, and the others who
signed the letter along with George Lansbury, should be called
the'Coronation Plungers'."

The audience was delighted, but we got ro, reaction at atl
from the newspapers, not even in the correspondence columns
of. The Times.

Richards, our secretary, considered that one of his most
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impo,rtant duties was to bring members into closer contact with
one ano,ther. He therefore suggested about this time that I should
meet the Lord Mayo'r of Manchester when next he carne to
London. Alderman Jo. Toole was not only one of our staunchest,
but one of our most active members. I knew of him, and of the
esteem in which Manchester held him, and was therefo,re glad
that we were able to lunch together.

Jo. Toole was no respecter of persons but had a great respect
for human dignity. Ffe was extremely proud of his own humble
origins and equally proud that his rise had not stopped him from
enjoying what he confided that he most enjoyed, a giant bowl
of pea soup taken straight off the stove. Frank about himself he

was frank about everythirrg e,lse, and his likes and dislikes were

well known to everyone with whom he had dealings.
Over lunch he told me how much he admired Steed, a full-

fledged democrat with a true and warrn heart fo,r the men and
women in the street. I doubt if that has been said either before
or since of arly editor of. T he Tintes. We also discussed Churchill.
"f remember him saying in l9o8," said Too,le, "that the Tory
party was the party of the rich against the poor. I was both
de,lighted and surprised when he turned his back o,n his party
and preferred to go into, the political wilderness." That, he
added, showed Churchill's genius at its very highest. I agreed,
and quoted Lady Vio,let Bonham Carter's remark that you can-
no,t label a genius; not even, I added, with a pafiy label.

In the present crisis Too,le's views coincided with those of
Churchill. "fn my own mind," said the Lord Mayor, "h. is the
only statesman we can rely on when the decisive moment co{nes.

Neither of us cares anything for party politics when our country,
the greatest country on Go'd's earth, is in danger." He was
inclined to be critical of Churchill's attitude in the abdication
crisis, but he was all for him in the present one, for he was fully
convinced that only through him and the Focus could the cause

of peace and freedom be defended adequately. He fulminated
in characteristic language against the City and T he Times. On
that he agreed with Steed, but I fancied that he was still more
in agreement with Steed's eulogy of Manchester and the people
of the North. ft was there, he assured ffie, that the campaigt
initiated by the Focus could best be waged. "London's far to,o

chaotic and too indifferent to anything but p,nze fights, test
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matches and suchlike, but Manchester and the No,rth could soon
kick London and the South into, line; it wouldn't take long."

I thoroughly enjoyed meeting hh, and the vigour of his
language, which was by no means parliamentary, pleased me as
did his tenderness of heart. I was much moved by the sympathy
he expressed for the sufferings of my fellow-Jews in Germany.
To him the attack by Hitler o,n the Jews was equivalent to an
all-o,ut attack on civilisation itself. -

We parted as good friends, I promising to send him all the
literature he had asked for, he promising to get Lo,rd Derby
interested in the Focus. We both looked fo,rward to, a future
meeting in Manchester where Churchill would speak.



CHAPTER VII

A LUNCH WITH WINSTONI CHURCHILL

ON Muy r Bth, rg37, George VI was crowned in Westminster
Abbey; on M^y z8th Baldwin resigned and was succeeded by
Neville Chamberlain. If anyone had expected there to be af,Ly

change in British foreign po,licy, he was pro,mptly disappointed.
There was none. The o,nly difference was that the sarne policy
was now to be carried on more determinedly by u less adroit and
more opinionated politician.

It was in an atmosphere of things growing worse rather than
better that we held our next meeting on June l4th. Its specific
purpose was to do honour to Titulescu, once Foreign Minister
of Rumania, a great friend of Britain, and firm believer in
democracy and collective security. Under pressure fro'm Nazi
sympathisers and agents who were swarrnirg into the Balkan
countries, he had had to abandon office and leave his country.
He was now living in exile.

Churchill presided as usual and introduced our guest to the
small but very representative gatherhg, paying tribute to, the
courage and energy with which Titulescu had faced difficult and
trying years and maintained his policy of co-operation with the
Western democracies.

In reply Titulescu gave a brief survey of the situation in south-
eastern Europe. Nazi Germany, he said, was definitely bent on
extendirg its influence over the whole Danube basin, and was
doing so by the usual Nazi methods. Their present tactics corr-

sisted of organising an artificial demand by the indigenous popu-
lation for political co*ordination with Germa,ny. The end would
be military occupation and Nazi government. The plans had been
prep,ared to the last detail. There was rro, organised opposition,
no counter-action by the West, and their success seemed assured.

The dream of an eastern Locarno had been finally shattered
when the western Locarno was broken a year before. The alliance
of France with the Little Entente was now no longer of any

o4
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Practical value. Rumania could not count on any assistance from
France a-lone.

But, altho'ugh the West had failed, and the Nazis were repre-
senting both the Western democracies and democ racy itseti as
spent forces, Titulescu said that he did no,t believe it. It was still
in the power o{ the Western allies to upset all the Nazi calcula-
tions. Besides there were at that very moment millions of Ger-
mans who, would collabo,rate in breaking Hitler's power. The
German army was not yet ready to fightlhe wars which Hitler
h1d planned, and in south-eastern Euiope there were still other
milliont of people who would gladly follow if only the Wesr were
to give a lead. But without aid they could not ulorr. oppose the
Nazis and their agents who at once ilattered, bribed urrd ierrified.
Emissaries from Hitler had approached him with the most tempt-
irg offers to secure his co-operation, and, simultaneously he **
threatened by the murder gangs operatirg outside the fro,ntiers
of the Reich. He further stated that he fria very reliable infor-
mation that Hitler had already given instructions to the German
General Staff to draft plans for the invasion of Austria apd
Czechoslovakia in Ig3B. He wished our organisation every suc-
cess, for through it 

"ana 
others like it the sad face of the earth

could. be changed.
It was a memorable lunch, but fo,r me it was less memorable

for the warning given by a distinguished statesman than for an
invitation communicated to, me there. It was from Churchill
asking me to lunch with him at his flat some duy that week. I
told Richatgt to say that f would gladl y accept for any duy that
Churchill selected. That evening I was called 1o the telephone by
Churchill's secretary and a date was fixed.

I was a little perturbed both at wh at I should say and how I
should say it. I resolved not to attempt to prepare m).self but to
let the conversation go as Churchill wished, to speak more slowly

-I 
am always reproached fo,r speaking too fasi, to ask ,, q,r.*

tions and to answer frankly whatever he might ask. Fo,rtified with
the advice and good wishes of my wife and o.f our secretary I
presented myself at No. r r, Morpeth Mansio,rrs.

It is not easy to give an adequate impression o,f a conversation
in which my host took the leading part. It began before lunch,
went on all through the meal and continued fo,r a considerable
time afterwards. Churchill began with the Focus and. a kind
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appreciation of my work, particularly of the repo,rts I had made.

Steed had been somewhat critical of my diction and delivery, but
Churchill said he had always found that I expressed myself well,
and admired the range of my vocabulary which he tho,ught

somewhat exceeded t-n-at o,f the average educated Englishmall.
That put me at my ease and I was able to say at once what I
wanted to s&y, that I was still a German by nationality. I hoped
that would show him that I w'as free from any suspicion of work-
ing fo,r the Focus from any ulte,rior motive, since in such circum-
stances I could not possibly expect either reward or position from
my endeavo,urs. I just felt a great urge to serve the cause of free-
dom, justice and peace, things which were beyond and above

national frontiers, and were the noblest things in the world.
I told him how much I had been encouraged and inspired by

his leadership during this crisis. Thereupon he plunged into an

analysis of the dangerous position in which this country found itself
as a result of Germany's vast and secret rearrnament. I agreed

with the vastness, but disputed the secrecy. I had emphasised in
my reports that there was no,secrecy about it so far as the British
government was concerned. The government was fully aware of
the facts, but carefully kept them fro,m the public; I instance,d

statements which Balciwin had made though they were at vari-
ance with his own personal knowledge. "How right you ater"

Churchill exclaimed, "Baldwin was wrong in p,utting the interest
of his party before the safety of his country. Remember the state-

ments he made at the time of the Fulham by-election.r He
grossly, md to our peril, misled the nation then. Think, too, of
the shameful naval treaty in which we disregarded our definite
obligations to our friends under the League Covenant. That was

most improper. I only wish Baldwin had heeded my father's
advice : 'Trust the people. They always prefer to know the
truth.' But Mr. Spier," he went on earnestly, "I want to assure

you that Baldwin had no personal axe to g:rnd. I believe he is
a tmly pious man, and he was simply trusting to God and leaving
it at that." To which I replied that in my opinion he was not
trusting but temptirg God.

Churchill then asked me what I tl^*;ght abo,ut the Versailles
Treaty. I said that I had always co,nsidered it a grossly immoral

1cf. Churchill, The Gathering Storm, p'. t6g. D. C. Sommerwell, Stanley
Baldwin, p, 4g.
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act, a sad examp'Ie of the way that religious and moral beliefs
were divorced frorn the conduct of international a^ffairs. "f quite
agree," he replied, "acts of state must never be regarded. separ-
ately frorn the moral law. The Treaty o,f Versailles was a most
insane performance. f 'm afraid our friend Wickham Steed doesn't
agree with me and still today is defendirg the document in the
drawing up o,f which he p,layed a significant part."

"I feel the samer" I ans\Mered, "and have sometimes myself
experienced the effects of his dislike of Germarrs. I comfort my-
self with the saying of one o,f our Jewish sages : If you w,ant onty
friends without faults, you wilt haue no friends at all.

"Vary wiser" interrupted my host, "a,d very true.,,
"ff you will let me I should like to say somethirg further about

the treaty. I have not forgotten Lloyd George's attitude. Christi-
anity, he said, was a religion for Sundays only, thereby implyrrg
that in our practical political lives we could neglect ethicai stan-
dards. It was in that spirit that he imposed on the German
people the intolerable econo,mic burden of repr&r"tions, though
fully aware of the impossibility of payment. He is supposed to
have said : 'This will make the Germans pay rill irre pips
squeak.' I only hope that the squeakirg will no,t come from Nazi
bombers overhead."

"That insane treatyr" said Churchill angrily, "hrs brought
about the most hideous rule of the Nazis which is now darkening
the wo,rld."

Churchill then spoke about the insanity of unilateral disarm-
ament; to which I replied that all disarmament ag-reements
concluded with governments that reject our religious philosophy
based or our belief in God, Ne essentially unilateral. One cannot
have faith in a government which has no Faith.

Churchill turned to, his o,v/n position. "I become ever more
convinced that the government is greatly under-rating the serious-
ness of the situation. I feel our country's safety is fatally ini"-
perilled both by its lack of arms and by the goveruIment's attitude
towards the Nazi gangsters. It is fostering in them the dangerous
belief that they need not fear interference by us whatever they
do. That can only encourage those savages to' acts of aggression
and violence of every kind. I have, thereforerr chosen to go my
own way and to act independently in order to further the safety
of our country and of the civilisation without which we cannot
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survive as a nation. As you know, my action has expos,ed me to
continual and not always very chivalrous attacks fro,m many
sides, includirg some of my old party friends. I find myself in
what is generally termed the political wilderness. I am in a
minority."

"Butr" I said, "one can be very strong in a minority. I belong
to a minority that is some two thousand years old. That has
brought us only suffering and deprivation. We could have joined
the majo,rity to our great material benefit, but we have chosen
to remain a minority and render service to, martkind."

"I knowr" said Churchill earnestly and quietly r "that you have
done it all for a great moral cause."

"We have done it," I replied equally earnestly, "fo,r the sancti-
fication of His Name whose servants we are."

My host then went on : "fn the sphere o,f politics one of the
most important things is to have behind one the party machire,
of which I arn now deprived. You perhaps do not realise the
power of the party machine."

"The power of your own wilIr" I answere{ "and your faith
is greater than any party machine. It is one of the objects of the
Focus to provide its members, and you most of all, with just those
facilities which a party machine provides, publicity by public
meetings, through the pre$s and our publications. The Focus is
steadily growing; its audiences daily become larger, its backing
ever more forceful, with the support of some of the most impor-
tant p,eop,le in the country."

Suddenly changing the subject Churchill asked me when I
carne to this country.

I to,ld him that I had co,me in rgz2. "I love this country and
its people. I find, the majo,rity of them kind, intrinsically religious,
bluntly frank, tough but never aggressive."

"Would you be proud," he asked, "to be a British subject ?"

"I would be very happy to be one, and I am very proud to be

breaking bread with you."
"Some bread," he replied, glancing at the chicken before him

with a roguish twinkle in his eye.

I to,ld him that the Home Office had been info,rmed by Steed

and Richards about my association with the Focus, and that no
objection whatsoever had been raised in spite of my German
nationality.
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The conversatio,n then turned to, Titulescu's visit, and I ex-
pressed agreement with the Rumanian statesman's view that
Britain could not possibly dissociate itself from the f.ate of those
European countries that believed in free institutions. "You know,
of courser" said my host, "that in this country there are very
powerful groups which advocate a policy of complete divorce
from any European entanglement."

"But surely," I replied, "it is one thing to leave Europe alooe,
and quite another to leave it to the Nazis, Fascists or Commun-
ists. If the diseases from which they suffer spread, the infection
will not stop at the Channel ports but will infect the whole of the
British fsles."

"Never, never," thundered Churchill, "never could our peop,le
nursed as they have been in a climate of freedom, endure the
Nazi system with its Gestapo, endure arrest and internment with-
o,ut trial, bullying by thugs and deprivation of all freedom."

I could not but agree wholeheartedly, though I wished the
government could see things as Churchill did. I pointed out that
the Focus at least was not disinteresting itself in Europe, and I
suggested that it shotrld extend its work o,f enlightening public
opinion here and across the Channel, to Jugoslavia and even to
the United States.

"An excellent idea," said Churchill, "we all realise that J,rgo-
slavia ho,lds a k.y position in so,uth-eastern Europe and we also

realise that there are sco,res of millions of men and women in the
United States who openly reject Nazisrn, often much more out-
spokenly than here."

"Steed has agreed to go to Americar" I said, "and I very much
hope yo,u will agree to go to, Jugoslavia. No one is better qualified
than you to bring hope to the millions of anxious souls in those
parts."

"I understand," said my host, "that Steed is soundit g the
Foreign Office about a visit from ffie, and in principle I arn all
fo,r it. Inde,ed there is hardly *ything I would not do,to, co-oper-
ate with the Focus and its work. I shall o{ course travel as a
private individual and not in any way as a government spokes-

man, and I can only go with the consent o'f the government. I'11

discuss the matter further once I have heard the results of
Steed's tentative inquiries. Who, by the wzy, are the people with
whom you would organise my visit ?"
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"Mainly with Dr. Zehmtr Mazuranic, an old and very good
friend of mine, an enthusiastic supporter of the League of
Nations, and the originator of the treaty of friendship between

Jugoslavia and France which he signed with Briand. I have kept
him informed about the work of the Focus. He has written to me
to say that he will be coming to Britain shortly and would like
to meet members of the Fo,cus, and especi^lly to have the privil-
ege of meetirg you."

"Yes, I would very much like to meet him. I'll tell my secre-
tary to contact Richards and make the necessary anrangements."

At this point we rose fro,m the table and proceeded to coffee
and the Churchill cigar. Churchill then began to talk about the
forthcoming visit to this country o,f the German Foreign Minis-
ter, Baron von Neurath, a visit that he we'lco,med for a varLety of
reasons.

I said that it seemed to be a chance to, clear up a rather
ne,bulous situatior, but that I was strongly of the opirrio,n that
Neurath should be to,ld that no purely political arrangement
could bring about a lasting peace with Germatry, so long as she
continued to suppress personal, cultural and religious freedo,m.
That, he must be made to realise, was a conditio s,ine qua non,
bo,th fro,m the moral and the financial point of view, since Ger-
many was spending astronomical sums on its secret police, co,ncer-
tration camps, rearmament, wff preparations and propaganda.
That was the cause of Germany's alarming financial deficit, and
it should be made clear to Neurath that the British tax-payer
rvould not be asked to shoulder that burden, and that the British
government would not support a, policy of wiping out the deficit
by foreign conquests o,r the acquisition of colonies. The actual
financial crisis in Germany was one that the Nazis had provoked;
and it made it impossible for Germany to keep the peace.
Churchill was interested and asked me to write a memorandum
for him on that and kindred matters.

"You know," he went oD, "we are very considerably increasing
our arrnalnents, particularly our air force, but still not as much
as is necessary. To accelerate progress we must go, o,n pressing for
a Ministry of Supply. Nothing else will make the Nazis change
their policy."

"With the greatest respect," I said, "f submit that it is at least
of equal importance that we also attend to our spiritual organisa-
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tion. We must have the moral co,urage, quite independently of
our material strength, to dissoci ate ourselves from the Nazi
r6gime. ft is common knowledge, based on some fifteen yea^rs'
experience, that the Nazis will not go against the German army,
which is not prepared to fight no\M, any more than it was at the
time of the Rhineland occupation. I would say that before any-
thing else happens,, we should at an early date choose an oppor
tunity to recall our ambassador from Berlin and advise British
subjects to leave Germany; at the same time the German ambas-
sador here s,hould be handed his papers and all Nazi Germans
living in Britain asked to leave the country."

"But do you not think that Hitler would in that case go, to
war at once ?"

"No, sir, not a gun would be fired. Such a disp,lay of moral
courage would deeply impress even Hitler, for it would smash
all his military and psychological calculations. Both Hitler and
Ribbentrop would have to climb down."

"V.ry refreshirg, very refreshirg," was his only comment.
I felt that I ought to take my leave and, as I thanked him, I

could not help telling him that our meeting was one of the most
thrilling experiences in my life, and that I left him both grateful
and inspired. Churchill paid me some flattering compliments and
said he very much hoped we could bring off the trip to J,rgo-
slavia "only, of course, as a tourist to paint the beautiful
Adriatic coast".

On my way home I tried to sort out our conversation. We had
talked so long and discussed so many things besides politics, good
food, books, wine and paintin$, that f was a little confused. Why,
after dl, should Churchill have chosen me of all people for such
a long conversation ? When I was recounting all that had hap.
pened to my wife, I tried to convey to her the impression that his
talk had made on ffie, adding the gestures and emphasis that
gave it meaning. I could find no comparison except to a still life
by one of the Dutch masters, in which the objects appear so like
the real thing that one can actually smell them. When Churchill
pronounced the word N azi, it sounded as if he were speaking of
somethirg with a nasty taste and smell.

When I had finished my rvife reminded me of my resolve to
let Churchill do the talking. It seemed to' her that I had ta^ken
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the lion's share. "Thatr" I answered, "was inevitable; it was he
who did all the asking."

In my view Churchill clearly understood the nature of the
Nazi menace, and was neither dazzled by what they had
achieved nor scared by their threats. He realised that the Nazi
poison could be fatal to us, and what we had to do was to find
the proper antidote. His determination was inflexible. His per-
sonality raised him high abo,ve party po,litics, and no considera-
tions of personal or party interest could influence him. I felt that
destiny had marked him out to become the destroyer of
Hitlerism.



CHAPTER VIII

JUGOSLAVIA AND THE WEST

Mv first task was obviously to write the memorandum which I
promised to send to Churchill; it was in effect a more d'etailed
analysis of the situation than I had made in our talk and an
enlargement o'f the po,ints I had raised. My next was to write to
Mazuranic that Churchill had agreed to meet hh, and that
we would like to hear when he would be coming to, London.
But in the meantime we had to face two distressirg pieces of
news.

The first, ft'om France, wffi that Leon Blum had been forced
to resign as President of the Council. One of our members got in
touch with him and asked him if he would accep,t an invitation
to come and speak to, us. He readily agreed, but when we
approached our own government for its approval, the aruiwer
was in the negative. We were to,ld that the government feared
that such a visit would irritate Hitler and that was precisely what
Chamberlain wanted to avoid. Blum understood the position
only too, well, and wro'te us ar:- encouraging letter in which he
said he was convinced that the Focus was rendering signal ser-
vice and app,lauded our endeavours to mould public opinion, so
that the British peop,le would be prepared to face with dltermina-
tion and knowledge whatever the hour of decision might bring.
He added ce n'est pas geu de chose.

The second piece of news was that Ribbentrop had succeeded
in torpedoing the Neurath visit.

A little later Mazuranic arrived in London and Churchill in-
vited him, Steed, Richards and myself to tea in his flat. When
we got there Churchill immediately started discussing the object
of our meeting. He was exceptionally brilliant, comp,letely master
of his subject, and gave us a most able sketch of the histo,ry of
the Jugoslav State, of the rise of the Succession States, md o'f the
actual position of his visitor's country in the present critical times.
Mazuranic was almost oven /helmed by his host's knowledge and

,3
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insight, and by the readiness with which all his questio,ns were
answered. If Churchill would visit Jugosl avia and speak to its
people, as he had spoken no,w, Mazuranic felt sure he would win
all the country for the cause of democ racy and put an end to
any further Nazi infiltratio,n. But il the field were left open to,
the Nazis, he could see nothing ahead but a great disaster for
his country. Churchill assured him that Britain would never
again tolerate a bre,ach by Hitler of. a given pledge. If such did
occur, every effo'rt would be made to bring Hitler to his knees
and to deal efficiently and swiftly with the situation. As th.y
were parting, Churchill asked his guest what he thought would
have happened if Britain and France had called Hitler's Rhifre-
land bluff.

"The German Army," replied Mazuranic, "would have chased
Hitler like a tramp across the frontier back to the Austrian doss-
house from which he came." "What a chance we missedr', com-
mented Churchill.

Mazuranic dined with me that evening and we discussed the
tea party. Mazuranic said that none of the statesmen he had
met had made such an impression on him as Churchill. Even
Briand, one of his favourites, could never rise to Churchill's
level, for his constant regard for the votes which could keep him
in or out of office crippled his genius. ff Churchill would only
go to Jugoslavia, he could undo in one duy all that Hitler and
Goebbels had done by lies, bribery and murder during the last
few years.

We discussed the organisation of Churchill's visit. Mazuranic
promised that he would consult the Prince Regent as soon as a
decision had been reached, and at once communicate the results
to us. At tea Mazuranic had asked Churchill what he felt about
writing some articles about Jugosl avia. Steed at once took up
the suggestion and asked Mazuranic, to send him a memorandum
on which such articles could be based, and which would give
the Focus the up-to-date info,rmation that was needed fo,r its
work. Accordingly I got a long document almost at once from
my Jugoslav friend, which I promp,tly sent on to Steed. A dry
or two later (Jrly r 6th) Steed wrote to me that he did not think
Mazuranic's memorandum could serve as a basis for articles in
the British pr6s. Earlier I had suggested that he (Steed) should
go to Jugosl avia, but he now said in the same letter that he
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thought it inadvisable. Ife had a rather special position ir, regard
to that country. If he went he certainly would be the object of
considerable attentioo, which wo'uld not be to the liking of the
present Jugoslav government under Stoyadinovic, of, which, md
especially of its pro-Nazi tendencies, he heartily di*rpproved.

A Churchill visit on the other hand was not open to such
objections. Churchill would be going more or less as a private
individual, seeking info,rmatio'n and desirous of hearing all sides.
Steed admitted that Churchill, wherever he went, would no,t be
regarded by the public as a simple visitor but as the representa-
tive statesman that he was. Abroad, his visit to Jugoslavia would
be interpreted as proof that we had definite po,litical interests in
Jugosl avia and in the problem of Central Europe . Steed thought
it very important, therefore, to ensure that there were no great
demo,nstrations in Churchill's honour.

Like myself S,teed was very anxious to get the visit moving
without further delay. On Jrly zznd he sent me sorne confiden-
tial information on the situation in Jugosl avra which would be
useful for Churchill to see befo,re he went. The essence of the
information, which came to him from Croatian friends, was that
the Serb Democrats under Davidovic and the Serb Agrarian
Prrty under Joca Jovanovic, both of which were opposed to
Stoyadinovic, had come to an agreement on a joint prografirme
with Macek, the leader o,f the Croat Peasant party. For the
first time in Serbian history the Serb parties had agreed that
Croatia constituted a distinct unit in the body politic, a step
which, in Steed's view, was of the highest importance. The three
parties had also agreed on the abrogation of the present
anti-democratic con.stitution, and that there should be free elec-
tions for a constituent assembly on the basis of equality between
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, who would combine to overthrow
the present r'6gime.

Steed's informants said that Stoyadinovic was now con-
sidered to be a p'aid German agent. He had declared that, ir the
event of European complications, Jugoslavia would not mobilise,
but would hold aloof until the war was over. That, they said,
was contrary to the feelings of the Jugoslav peo,ple, and was
further evidence that Stoyadinovic was playing Germany and
Italy's galne. It was even suspected that there was a secret
agreement with these two powers to keep Jugosl avia neutral, so
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as to, give Italy a free hand with Greece and Germany a free
hand with Czechoslovakia.

"We axe very much in favour of the idear" the informant
added, "that a p,rominent British person alrty should pay a visit
to Jugoslavia, but he must not come as a guest of the Jugoslav
government but merely as a distinguished tourist. On no account
must it appear that his visit implies any sort of British support
for Stoyadinovic. Ife must hold aloof from domestic politics
while he is in the country, but at the same time he should show
interest in the people and in the unity of the three nations
which compose it. Also he ought to be known as a champion of
liberal democratic ideals and of the League of Natio'ns, and be
explicit in their support if he should speak in public.

Steed and I discussed the whole matter at length. I told him
that Mazuranic was now waiting to hear what had been decided,
and was prepared to do all in his power to back the ideas of the
Focus and help in arry way he co,uld. Steed expected great
results from a Churchill visit. He himself professed his readiness

to go to America to explain the work of the Focus. We did not
touch on those matters on which we differed, the Treaty of Ver-
sailles, the creation of the Succession States, o,r the failure to get
real unity among the Jugoslav peoples. He still held me wrong,
but did agree with me that something ought to be done to
encourage the non-Nazi Germans to resist Hitler. Sohn Rethel
and I, he thought, should work out an economic policy for the
salvation of Germany in opposition to the Nazi solution of finan-
cing Germany by war. Sohn Rethe1 was actually working on
this with me and we hoped that we would soon have material
ready for publicatiolt.

On Jrly 3oth we at last received some light on the attitude
of the Foreign Office, to the Jugoslav and American visits. Van-
sittart told Steed that he welcorned both suggestions. Nothing, he
thought, could be more opportune than a visit to Jugoslavia by
Churchill. At the moment it was impossible fo,r any British
minister to go and tell Prince PauI and Stoyadinovic what we
thought of their policy, but a statesman of front-bench rank
unconnected with the government, could speak with greater
effect. Stoyadinovic, said Sir Robert, was a very agile and thor-
oughly untrustworthy character who was playing his own hand,
and was little better than a German agent. He was misleadirg
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Prince Paul by scaring him with the spectre o,f Bolshevism and
with the threat from Italy; he was encouraging him to ignone the
very favourable situation that was developing in Jugoslavia as a
result of the agreement of the three leading Serb parties and the
powerful Croat Peasant Party. It was very important that Chur-
chill should go as a private individud, Sir Robert agreed with
Steed on this point, for he could then easily meet the leading
politicians o,f atl parties, including the opposition, and bring
home to them and to the Jugoslav government the firmness of
the British understanding with France, and the sincerity of the
adherence of France and ourselves to demo,cratic principles. In
that way Churchill's visit migtrt put an entirely new com-
plexion upon the political situation in central and south-eastern
Europe.

This was good news indeed, md I lost no time in communi-
cating it to Churchil, who invited my wife and myself to Chart-
well to discuss it further.

Steed and I then drafted a letter for Mazuranic to send to
Churchill conveyirg an invitation to visit Jugoslavia. The draft,
as submitted to Churchill for his approval and criticism, was as

follows:

"You will remember that in the course of the conversation I
was privileged to have with you in London through the kind
offices of Mr. Spier, I explained to you how much good might be

done to Anglo-Jugoslav relations if you could visit us in the
coming autumn, and how keenly such a visit would be appreci-
ated by all sections of my fellow-countrymen as a proof of British
goodwill towards them. Now after consultation with several
important Jugoslavs, I have the honour to extend to you an
invitation to visit our country at your earliest convenience. I
have reason to know that your visit would be welcome to H.R.H.
Prince Paul no less than to the Prime Minister and members of
our government. I can quite understand that so distinguished a
foreign statesman as yourself would not wish to be hampered
in any way by coming as the guest of our government, or by
travellirg through our country under official auspices. You would
doubtless wish to avoid any possibility that your visit might be

interpreted as designed to influence Jugoslav domestic politics.
We would wish you to be entirely free to meet outstanding

Jugoslavs of all three peoples, Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. You
would not be expected to make any public speeches. Only in this
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way could you gather a well-founded and impartial impression
of our countr/. . . .

"We know from vour writings and speeches how convinced
a supporter you are of the callse of freedom and peace. A visit
from you might therefore be of inestimable value to the cause
of peace in south-eastern Europe. You, too, would gain from
your visit fuller knowledg" of Jugosl avia and a feeling of cer-
tainty _that oyl people are animated by ideals not verytiff"rent
from those of Britain and the British iommonwealth of Nations.
I trust that you may give this invitation your favourable con-
sideration and let our people have the honour and pleasure of
receiving you as the bringer of a message of goodwill from
Britain to Jugoslavia."

Churchill himself contacted Vansittart and Sir Ronald C*p-
bell about the project, and both agreed on the desirability tf
such a visit. Richards and I then co,llected all the information
Churchill wanted, and armed with it, h., I and my wife went
down to Chartwell where we lunched with Churchill, Mrs.
Churchill and their daughter Mary.

At lunch Churchill spoke appreciatively of Mazuranic and
the work he had done. I to,ld him that Mazuranic had told me
of his grave concern that Hitler was contemplating an early
aggressioo, and that the British government would acquiesce,
and that frankly I shared his concem. That roused our host and,
jumping uP, he grabbed a fly-swatter and used it on a wasp
which for some time had been disturbirg the peace, exclaimirrg
as he struck : "That is how we shall deal with Hitler."

After lunch the ladies left us to, look at the garden, and Chur-
chill at once told me of his conversation at the Foreign Office,
waving cheerfully the letter in which the Foreign Office
approved his intention to visit Jugoslavia. I showed him the draft
letter to Mazuranic who, if I could assure him that the invitation
would be accepted, would at once consult the Prince Regent
and then send it. Churchill agreed and also to my suggestion ifrut
my wife and f, with Richards, should go to Jugosl avia before
he did and arrange things discreetly. This was quite to Chur-
chill's liking, but he made the proviso that he shoUa have three
clear days rest before there was anything in the nature of an
official reception. He did not need to stay more than ten days
in dl, and during that time he wanted to meet Jugoslav states-
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men, irrespective of their party allegiances or political views; he
wanted to talk to them all. He was prepared to, address two
public meetings but no more. He then got down some huge
maps of Jugoslavia and we discussed lvhat places he should visit.
An itinerary was soon arranged which would let him do a little
painting and see somethirg of peasant life; it would, of course,
have to, be approved by the Foreign Office. I handed Churchill
a letter from Lasar Marcovic, former Minister of Justice, who
was leading the Radicals opposed to Stoyadinovic. The question
of writing articles, ?s Mazuranic had requested, was left for
discussion after Churchill's return.

Fro'm that we proceeded to a general discussion on the Focus
and its wo,rk. In the course of this Churchill returned to the
possibility of a Nazi aggression in the near future and emphatic-
ally stated that if so, there would be no more conferences, clut-
ter and paper protests, but immediate and determined action.
"Surely r" he said, "we can rely o,n the po,litical strength of o,ur

people who at the bottom of their hearts are now condemning
Flitler's murder and tyranny." I wholeheartedly agreed, saying
that three-quarters of the civilised world and most of the German
people, including the Army General Staff, utterly resented Hit-
ler's self-deification. I added : "ff you are now given an oppor-
tunity to join the Cabinet, there won't be a war, and if you
have to wait to join a War Cabinet, you will rouse the spirit of
this nation and that of many others to battle and the final defeat
of the Nazis."

"V.ry refreshirg, very refreshirg," said Churchill slowly and
r,vith a pensive look at the flowers in front of him.

I left with the great hope that this visit to Jugosl avia might
well change the face of Europe and bring about a period of
freedom and peace. But alas, these hopes were doomed to,disap-
po,intment. On September end, while they were still high, Steed

provided the Focus with a memorandum on the political situa-
tion in the Balkans. What he said in it came from an unimpeach-
able source and much of it was supported by info,rmatio,n from
the various governments. It showed the unchecked penetration
of Nazi economic forces into the Balkan countries to which this
country was giving passive co,nsent. France was beginning to
liquidate her inve.stments, refusing to support arly new demands.
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Economic power was falling unchallenged into Nazi hands and
was being used to further political infiltration and intimid.ation.
It went on to suggest that the Focus sho,uld issue or rather sup-
po'rt a series of publications in Vienna, Prague and Belgradi,
exposing the true nature of Nazi "economic aid", and showing
that the Nazi government could not possibly implement its
promises, which had no other purpose than to, luri the small
countries into the Nazi net with the loss o,f econo,mic and politi-
cal independence. We felt, however, that we could not do this
so long as the British govemment acquiesced in these Nazi
activities. An economic info,rmation service would be o,f little
value and would fritter away the much neede,d reso,urces of the
Focus. The memorandum was made available to the govern-
ment.

A few days later Mazuranic's letter of invitation reached
Churchill and then the blow fell. As in duty bound he put his
plans before the government, and to, o,ur sorro,w and indiguation
he was told that it did not approve the visit, as apparently
Chamberlain was most anxious not to irritate Hitler. Thir was
the most severe blow to the work of the Focus we had yet
gxperienced. Churchill himself gave the disappointing news to
Mazuranic in the following letter:

"I arn most deeply indebted to you for the most kind and
hospitable invitation which you have extended to me to visit
Jugosl avia. I read with deep interest the illuminating memor-
andum which you enclosed. It has given me an insight into the
situation which I had hitherto lacked. I very *r.h regret that
I do not feel able at the present time to make a ptin for a
foreign journey which would involve so many import ant person-
ages. The situation in the Mediterranean is so uncertair that I
might _not care to leave the country when the time came, or
again Parliament might be called together. In the circumstances
I hope you will allow me to seek another opportunity of visiting
your country towards which I cherish feelings of the warmest
regard."

I wrote myself to Mazuranic exp,laining Churchill's refusal as
best I could. Mazuranic replied that he was deep,ly hurt at the
cancellation of the proposed visit. It would destroy the last hope
of rousing eastern Europe to resist Nazi pressure. It was, he said,
"a treacherous sabotage of peace and a death blow to the cause
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of democracy in my part of the world". He once more dwelt on
the superlative importance he attached to the visit, for Churchill
was a man of stature beyond compare and would have come
without offers of gold, guns or military and economic promises,
but armed only with his passionate conviction and irresistible
assurance that the democracies would at no price surrende,r their
freedom and the laws on which they had been and were estab-
lished. Britain could not have sent a better ambassado,r. The can-
cellation of Churchill's visit to Jugosl avia was a, great triumph
for Hitler; he was thus still in a position to, keep the British
public and Jugosl avia uninformed, thereby strengthening his
own position at home and abroad.



CHAPTER IX

APPE,ASE,ME,NT CONTINUE,S: E,DE,]\ AND THE, FOCUS

Tnn impression of the peoples of Europe that the British
government was pursuing a policy of a.ppeasement was enhanced
by its consent to be officially represented fo,r the first time at the
Nazi rally in Nuremberg by its ambassado,r. This increased
Hitler's prestige far beyond his own expectations and shattered
the hopes of all anti-Nazis outside and inside Germany. We
made certain that the expressions of distres.s and disillusionment
that we received from all quarters were brought to, the gove,m-
ment's notice. We had succeeded in keeping secret the whole

Jugoslav affair, but someho,w the Nazis got wind o,f it and
started an ugly campaign in their press against Churchill as a
war-monger, pointing out the horrible contrast between him and
Hitler the promoter of peace and guardian of freedom.

Some time previously Churchill had pro,mised the Focus to
write an essay on the meaning and danger of lr{azism and Co,m-
munism to the civilised world. It was to be made available to the
Focus's writers and speakers; actually they made good use of it.
It ran to abo'ut four thousand words; here is the gist :

"The Nazi and Communist creeds seek to divide the world be-
tween them by hurling the democratic nations at one another in
ferocious conflict. At home a secret police continually spies on
and threatens the safety and life of every citizen, under its power
to arrest anybody where, for merely venturirg to criticise the
government, he will be worked and tortured to death. Rather
than submit to such oppression there is no length to which the
people of Britain will not go. Communism and Nazism both wor-
ship 'One Man Power', the power which the parliamentary sys-
tem in Britain and the constitution of the United States equally
reject as a thing odious, pernicious and degradirg to man. It is
the first duty of the English-speaking democracies to guard
against it....

"In neither the Nazi rtor the Communist state is there any
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sense of abstract justice. Justice is entirely in the service of the
one-party state. Men can be tried by courts composed of their
political opponents for crimes never yet placed upon the pages
of the statute book. Such arbitrary power can be kept in being
only if backed by a great war-machine, the existence of which
forces the rest of the world to produce arms on as large a scale
in order to resist the threat of destruction. There is nothing new
in this "One Man Poler" worship; it can be seen in the history
of every despot. The great theories of government which the
British race devised and which the English-speaking peoples have
adopted and made their systems are the foundation upon which
civilisation rests and without which it will fall. We believe it is
the duty of the state to guard the rights of the individual. We
are opponents of totalitarian tyranny in all its forms. We believe
in tolerance.

"We should value these treasures-glories I call them-as we
do our lives; and there should be no sacrifice we would not make,
and no length to which we would not go conformably with
honour and justice so as to hand them over unmutilated and
unbesmirched to our children. In Britain the good cause will
never lack hearts as resolute, swords as sharp, as have those who
champion evil. But we must arm ourselves so that the good cause
may not find itself at a hopeless disadvantage against the
aggressor."

At the end of September Steed left for his American tour. He
planned first to go to Ottawa and then to Boston and New York.
He would return on October r 6th, and hoped to be able to visit
other cities as well. We were lucky to have so excellent a mes-
senger of goodwill and advocate of the causes fo'r which the
Focus stood.

In October Churchill was invited to a dinner given by the
Foreign Office to meet Stoyadinovic. Ife was thoroughly dis-
gusted with the Jugoslav premier, describirg him as"aNaziagent
and a traitor to his country". He brought back an interesting
piece of news. Halifax had been invited by Goering on a hunting
visit to his mansion where the stolen treasures fon which Goering
was already notorious would be on display. Chamberlain had at
once agreed that Halifax should accept. To the Fo,cus this was
further evidence of the government's approval of Hitlerism. We
felt that it was a fundamental betrayal of our religious and
ethical standards. It was incredible, fantastic, that a man of
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Halifar's standing and dignity, a man known to be deeply
religious, should bow down in the halls of Nazi p,aganism, and
sit "in the council of the wicked who frameth mischief by law".
We were baffied, a[ of us; even Guedalla co,uld only quote fro,m
Herbert Spencer: "Volumes could be written upon the un-piety
of the pious." The more we discussed it, the more bewildered we
became. Now Hitler could triumphantly repeat his o,ld adage :

"Religion is dead and democracy a hollow thing."
That feeling was widespread as letters fro,m our members

showed. We communicated them to, the goveflrment, some of
whose members disliked the idea of the visit, in the hope that it
might not take place. Among those who were unhappy about
this piece of appeasement was Anthony Eden. He agreed to come
to, a private luncheon and speak to, us.

On Octob er 28th Steed, who had arrived back from America,
sent us a long report on his activitim. He had gone as a represen-
tative of the Focus, carefully avoiding anything that might look
like "British" propaganda. His first interview had been with
the editor of. The Morutreal Star, who was strongly of the opinion
that the world situation would be eased if the United States
supported the Focus policies. He had talks in Ottawa with the
Governor-General and Lady Tweedsmuir. The latter showed
remarkable interest in the Focus and asked that its literature be
sent to Government House so that Lord Tweedsmuir and his
friends could study it. In Boston Steed secured the fullest support
for the Focus from Roscoe Drummond, the foreign editor of
The Christian Science Monitor. In New York he was able to
expo,und our policy to the Council of Foreign Relationsl Norman
Davis, Roosevelt's ambassador-at-large being in the chair. Later
he met Cordell Hull and Roosevelt, who told him that one of
the objects of his (the President's) speech at Chicag o, a few days
previously had been to impress upon the American people the
incompatibility of neutrality with peace. Others he found ready
to take the Focus line were Arthur Sulzberger, the proprietor of
The New York Times, and John Finlay, its editor. Efe had
addressed the Harvard Club at a dinner in his honour, and the
River Club to which he had been invited by the newspaper
proprietor Herbert Swope. The motive behind that last invita-
tion had been to see whether an organisation like the Focus
could not be started in the United States. Among the guests
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were Bernard Baruch, the most influential J.* in America,
ex-governor A1 Smith, zt ex-Presidential candidate and strong
Roman Catholic, the philanthropist and financier Felix Warburg
and some twenty other well-known men, including some very
influential newspapernen. Steed concluded by saying that he
felt that his efforts had certainly not been wasted and wo,uld bear
fruit.

Steed's impressions were conveyed to the government and
Chamberlain asked Steed to come to Downirg Street and report
to him personally. The Prime Minister remained overawed,
however, by the material achievements, and military strength of
the Nazi r6gime, and persisted in ignoring the fact that military
threats could be met by evidence of our whole-hearted readiness
to uphold freedom.

Meantime Churchill continued his campaigr. He would not
be sidetracked by the cancellation of his proposed visit to J,rgo-
slavia. The Euening Standard of October e8th carried an article
by him on Jugoslavia which he called "The K.y State in
Europe", urging that a unification of the Jugoslav parties was
essential for the safety of that country. ft would, h. held, be
disastrous if Jugosl avia were needlessly ranged among the dic-
tatorial states. It would be safer and wiser if she bo,ldly threw in
her lot with the forces of democracy and freedom. He pointed
out that the Western powers desired nothing mo,re than to see

her strong, prosperous and independent. We sent this article all
over south-eastern Europe where it made a deep impression. It
was quoted by Mazuranic in a speech at Zagreb, ofl November
znd. The speech was, in effect, a eulogy o,f Churchill in whom
he saw the coming leader of Britain. The British public felt, he
said, that the Berlin-Rome-Tokio axis "is directed against the
British Empire; and in the exceptionally critical situation which
has arisen the British ask for the leadership o{ an extremely
strong po,litical perconality. Today the British look to, Churchill
knowing him to be such. The demand for his return it, as it
were, a silent plebiscite."

The Nazis protested violently both against the article and
against Mazuranic's speech in which he had described Churchill
as "the best hated man in Berlin and Mosco\,v".

Here I would like to put on record the outstanding suppo,rt
which we received from one of our most active membeffi, Sir
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Archibald Sinclair. In the histonic sitting of the House of Com-
mons o'n October 3rd, Sir Archibald put the case of the Focus
in a most forceful speech and statement. Unimpressed by the
applause Chamberlain received from his followers, Sir Archibald
said : "My forebodirg is that we shall yet live to, rue the duy
when H.M. Government sold the pass of freedom in central
Europe and laid open to the march of Germany all the peoples
and reso'urces of eastern Europe. . . . We have not only given
Sudetenland to Germatry, but have restored Germany to Herr
Hitler and Italy to Signo,r Musso,lini. . . . to, say that this is a
victory for negotiations over force is flagrantly untrue." He
reminded the l{ouse of what Hitler had said in March, 1936 :

"'We have no territorial demands to make in Europe.' Now we
are asked to believe his new a,$surances given in almost the same
ter"ms."

Ignoring Hitler's repeated breaking of given pledges, Cham-
berlain said that he believed that "Hitler means what he says
and that the foundation of peace has now been laid. Thus," he
triumphantly declared, "war has been averted, a war which
would have destroyed our civilisation." The Focus did not share
this view. On the contrary we were atl convinced that this
aPpeasement policy would ultimately destro,y mo,re of our civilisa-
tion than any war. Chamberlain repeatedly stressed with great
emphasis the valuable services which the Fo,reign Secret ary
Anthony Eden had rendered in the attainment of these results.

We all, including Churchill, were therefore more anxious than
ever before to enlist the suppo,rt of Eden in the work of the Focus
in the salne way as Vansittart had lent us his support. We were,
therefore, greatly pleased when the Foreign Secret ary promised
to co,me to our private luncheon meeting on November 2nd.

Owing to the Brussels Conference Eden had to postpone his
date with us until December r 6th, but nevertheless we held our
usual meeting on November 2nd. Here the main subject of dis-
cussion was a letter written by Sir Robert Waley-Cohen to
Churchill pleading with him to draw a distinction in one o,f his
speeches between Nazis and Germans and then to appeal for
friendship with the German peop,le.

This was a tnatter which gre atly exercised Sir Robert. In the
positive policies which the Focus pursued it seemed inevitable to
him that the hostility we showed to the Nazis was in practice
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hostility to Germany. Despite what was then being done in
Germaoy, despite the Nazi atrocitiqs, it seemed impossibl. to him
that a people which had contributed so much to tfr. advance of
civilisation could now as a people wish to destroy it, or that the
natiorn which had produced Luther really wanted to, see the
paganism of race-worship established in place of the religion and
faith in humanity on which civilisation rests. If the Ger-rrrs
were to abandon the degenerate philoso,phy which had gro,lvn
out of the mistakes of all the nations in the tragic twenty years
frgm rgr4 to rg14, we could p,ursue a policy of real friendship
with the German peop,le ) a po,licy of mutual help instead 

"tmutual enmity, and with their co-operation luy the foundations
of a new and happier world. We should make that very
clear.

Churchill warmly thanked Sir Robert for his letter and fo,r
the sentiments he had expressed, but did not think that any
appeal by him at present, when he was out of office, would be
effective. Sir Robert replied that he was fully convinced that not
only a very large, but also a very important section of the Ger-
man people was against the Nazi r6gime. He stressed the fact
that there were good and bad Germans, as there were sane and
insane Germans. They were, however, frustrated in their efforts
to oppose Hitler more actively by the increasing support for the
Nazis shown by the British government and by the intimate con-
tact maintained between the representatives of the two co,untries.
"Let us therefo,re address ourselves to the sane and decent Ger-
mans and help them to throw off the Nazi yoke," he declared.

Churchill agreed that there was a so-called resistance move-
ment on which he had some information, but said that it had
neither shown the will to act nor the courEge to come into the
open.

Locker-Lampson countered by saying that the resistance
movement was of growing importance. It could now definitely
count on Cardinal Faulhaber, Bishop Count von Galen of Mtin-
ster, Pastor Gollwitzer of Dahlem, Pastor Niemoller, leading in-
dustrialists such as Bosch of Stuttg &ft, Goerdeler the ex-mayor
of Leipzi1, and generals such as Beck, Hammerstein, Halder and
others of equal standing. I fully agreed with Locker-Lampson
that the Chamberlain policy was sabota,ging the resistance move-
ment, and in particular was weakening the hands o'f the religious
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leaders of every denomination. We. were supported by Dr. Wirth,
who had been a cabinet minister under the Weimar Republic.
He said that the resistance movement had its roo,ts in the many
millions of faithful adherents of the churches and gave us an
impressive list of "Aryans" who had been sho,t o,r sent to con-
centration camps. Ffe estimated the number of Germans, i.e.
non-Jewish Germans, who actively supported the resistance at
over four millions. Their number was growing and the national
discontent with the r6gime was increasing.

Churchill asked Richards to, let him have such details as the
Focus had on the resistance movement, so, that he could make them
available to the government. As a devoted upho'lder of Parlia-
ment he felt that lve could only support the resistance movement
as and when the British government openly condemned the Nazi
r6gime. It was our task to make the government realise the
frightfulness of the situation and act accondingly.

Waley-Cohen was not hrppy about the reaction to his appeal;
he wanted somethirg more positive and more immediate. But
Churchill insisted that under present conditions such a speech
as Waley-Cohen had asked him to make wo,uld do, no good; it
would impress neither Chamberlain nor Halifax. The Focus, he
assured us, had already won friends and suppo,rters in the gov-
ernment, and by increasing their number we might yet and in
good time bring about a change in government po,licy.

A few days later we had ano,ther meeting to, discuss the situa-
tion caused by the Halifax visit. It had weakened British pres-
tige and increased Hitler's. Reports received from Germany made
it evident that those who werc in the resistance movement on
religious grounds were most upset at this disowni.g by Halifax
of his own religious convictions in order to toady to Goering and
Hitler. One report called Halifax's visit a discouraging and dis-
gusting example of "fellowship with those who had gathered
themselves together against the souls of the righteous, and con-
demned innocent blood". Confirmation also reached us that,
after Halifax's visit, Hitler had irrevocably decided to attack
Austria and make it part of the Nazi Reich. We also publicised
that piece of information as widely as we could.

Anthony Eden finally did beco,me our guest on December
l6th. Our luncheons were always confidential but this time we
took even more stringent precautions than usual to avoid it
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receiving any publicity' in view of Eden's position as Fo,reign
Secret ary.

Eden's speech was short but very revealirg. He made clear
his growing anxieties abo,ut the international situation created
by the practices of the two dictators, Hitler and Mussolini. He
thought it important not to yield in negotiation on any important
issue. Firmness and patience, would be needed and the support
of the nation. He gave us some detailed information about his
own personal views and it became evident to, all of us that there
was a deep-rooted divergence of views between the Foreign
Secretary and Mr. Chamberlain. This position was not evident
from Chamberlain's speech in the House on October grd when
he had nothing but praise for Eden's co-operation and thereby
created the impression that a state of complete' harmony existed
between the two of them.

The Foreign Secretary had much to say in praise of the Fo,cus.
He was, he said, greatly impressed and encouraged at seeing so
many prominent people supporting it. To Churchill he paid
special tribute and added appreciation of the good work Steed
and the Focus had done in America.

There was no long discussion after Eden had spoken, for he
had very frankly answered the questions which had been put to
him. Guedalla said we should no\,v make a stronger demand for
Churchill and some other Focus members to be brought into
the Cabinet. Wall concluded from what Eden had said that
Chamberlain's view was not apparently that of alt his party,
and was certainly not shared, by-the majority of the elector at-,e.

He thought that we were now witnessing a flat abandonment of
democratic principles, and somethirg much too like a dictator's
disregard of the popular will. Churchill brought our meeting to
a close by warmly thanking the Foreign Secret ary for having
come to speak to us.

1 At the Iuncheon the following M.Ps were present: The Duchess of
Atholl, Sir Arthur Salter, Sir Archibald Sinclair, J. A. de Rothschild, Emrys
Evans, Lt.-Com. Fletcher, Lt.-Com. Locker-Lampson, Duncan Sandys and
Ronald Cartland. The others present, in addition to Mr. and Mrs. Churchill,
were Lord Lloyd, Sir Walter Layton, Sir Robert Vansittart, Sir Robert
Waley-Cohen, Sir Malcolm Robertson, Lady Violet Bonham Carter, Lady
Chamberlain, A. M. Wall, Alderman Toolq Kingsley Martin, Wilson Harris,
Philip G_uedalla, Dr. Gregory, Dr. Sydney Berry, Dr. A. Alexander, J. Arthui
Rank, Harcourt Johnstone, Wickham Steed and myself.

5-F



CHAPTER X

THE ANNE,XATION OF AUSTRIA

Wr of the Focus had always paid great attention to the press
and, as f.ar as I myself was concerned, to the financial press in
particular. At this time The Financiat Times was regaided by
many as the mouthpiece of the City with a reputation for integ-
,ity like that o,f the City itself. It was widely read both at home
and abroad, and its opinions had very great influence. We were,
therefore, much concerned, in particular Sir Robert Waley-
Cohen who best understood the fateful imp,lications, zt the
apPea^rance in it of seven articles (November 3oth to December
Bth) from which it was clear that the Nazi propaganda machine
had succeed'ed in misinforming and misleading the author. The
articles were most favourab,le to the Nazis and had a most dis-
couraging effect on the anti-N azis in Germany itself. We
attempted to undo as much of the harm as possible by giving the
readers of T he Financial Times a true picture. Our reply was
as detailed as the articles we refuted, but T he Financial Times
refused to print it. It must suffice here to note some of the more
glaring Nazi fabrications foisted on the paper.

The articles ignored moral considerations altogether and
painted the lr[azis' new economic order in glowirg colours. The
autho'r estimated Nazi expenditure at g5 milliard marks, whereas
in fact it'arnounted to 55 milliard. Of this 24 milliards could be
ded.ucted as available from surplus revenue, leaving a balance of
20 milliards, in fact 3o milliards. These Bo milliards were being
financed by acceptance credits to be prolonged indefinitely.
These short-tertn credits could not be converted into long-term
loans. Furthertnore, the proceeds of these acceptances, amount-
itg to many milliards of marks, were being invested in rron-
productive armaments which could only become productive by
waglng war.

Again, the articles stated that the position of the workers,
including office employees, had imp,roved. This was a plain mis-
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statement, based on the propaganda argument that it was not
realistic to base the calculation on the existing wage rates since
these did not reflect the substantial increases derived from over-
time. We pointed out in our reply that according to o,fficial Ger-
man statistics, the sum paid in rgsz to alt wage and salary
earners was 26.2 milliard marks; in 1936 the amount paid was
35.or milliards. The former figure represented the gross pay-
ments made to r2r1r8rooo people, while the latter represented
gross pa)rments to t7,r63,ooo people. This meant that in ry32
each employed person had a gross inconce per annum of zrliT
marks, but in 1936 the gross incorne had fallen to 2,039 marks.
Thus, under the Nazi econo,my real wqge inco,mes had fallen,
not risen, and the fall was further accentuated by compulsory
contributions made to the party and party organisations, which
did not exist in rg12. In addition, again acco,rd.ing to, official
figures, the purchasing power of the mark had fallen during this
period, e.S. the price of meat had risen by fi%, o,f butter by
SS%, of margarine by 4q%, of potatoes by 27%, of, eggs by
3r'4, and of clothing by z+o/r. These facts were co,ncealed fro,m
the readers of. The Financial Times.

Virtually every statement o,r interpretation in the articles as
affecting co-operation with the free world, which the author
advocated, could be disproved. When properly interpreted the
articles themselves provided evidence that the Nazi government
could only find salvation from bankruptcy by embirkirg on a
war of conquest. The Nazis pursued objectives the very opposite
of those pursued by the Western po,wers. This was the funda-
mental error which The Finan,cial Times had been induced to
accept, and its acceptance had deceived its readers. Briefly, by
their credit expansion the democratic countries financed in the
main a constructive business, which wo,uld ultimately make it
possible to capitalise such finance by long-term loans, while in
Nazi Germany the vast credit expansion was from the very out-
set a deficit transaction by which the credits could never be
repaid, and in the end would increase misery, poverty and
enslavement and lead straight to war.

ft was not surprisirg that the Nazi government was immensely
pleased with these articles, urgrng as they did a "real and per-
manent co-operation with Germany", from which the autho,r
expected that it would be possible to find a solution to some of
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the urgent problems of today. We in the Focus considered that
their publication, coupled with the refusal to print a refutation,
was a majo,r tragedy.

Despite all our effo,rts T he Financial Times steadily refused to
allow us to reply. In addition, just before the articles appeared,
Schacht, the President o,f the Reichsbank and Minister of Econo-
mics, who had forged the tools for the l\azis, became terrified
when he realised the reckless uses to which the tools were being
put. He warned Hitler of unavoidable economic collapse unless
there was a drastic and immediate change of po,licy. As a result
Schacht had to resign. That could hardly be regarded as a
favourable omen for the co,llaboration which T he Financial
Times was advocating. We drew the attention of the paper to
the significance of Schacht's resignation, but had no response.

When we met again about the middle of January, 1938, Hitler
stood triumphant, in possession of a formidable war machine
which he was using to terrify his opponents. However, there was
some evidence that he was not yet ready to risk putting that
machine into action. He needed more and yet more war material
at any price and by *y device, ignoring economic no less than
moral considerations. Goering who had been put in charge of
war production, told the German people that they must forgo
butter to get guns, for the guns would ultimately by means of
conquest procure for them a higher material standard of living.

We in the Focus were convinced that there was still time to
raise the spiritual and moral issue, and so bring into play powers
which would ultimately break Hitler. ft was for the British
government to give the signal for counter-action, and we devoted
all our efforts to making certain that, at Hitler's first flagrant
breach of treaty or pledge, effect would be given to Churchill's
demand that Chamberlain should act decisively and at o,nce.

While we continued to try to prepare the country spiritually
and intellectually fo,r the emergency that we felt certain would
arise, we were shocked to learn of Vansittart's dismissal from his
post (January tst, rg38) and his relegation to another in which
his influence would be virtually nil. Here was another triumph
for Hitler. This encroachment by u foreign power on the sphere
of a British prime rninister was resented not only by our mem-
bers and supporters, but by masses of the public at large who
expressed their indignation in speech and letters.
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The effect abroad was distressirg. It was natural that Hitler's
position in his own country was strengthened, but less natural
and certainly more distressing that it should be strengthened in
the very countries he was seeking to do,minate. At this time I
received a visit from Dr. Ruzic, the governor of Jugoslavia's
largest province, who would have been one of Churchill's hosts
had the latter been able to go to Jugosl avia. I arranged fo,r
him and several other important Jugoslav visitors to meet mem-
bers of the Fo'cus. We were told that Nazi influence was growing
with irresistible force; their country was now being flooded with
Nazi propaganda. Ruzic himself had confiscated many o,f their
publications, but it was not in his power to ban them altogether
because of the increasing support that was given in high places
to Nazi agents; the sarne influences made it more difficult for
him to give preference or prominence to the material that he
obtained fro,m the Focus.

Because of the prominence given to Nazi publications
Churchill was much disturbed at the official treatment which his
Euening Standard article had received in Jugoslavia. He wro,te
to me from Chartwell on January 3rd, rg38, thanking me for
the translations Richards had sent of some complimentary articles
in the Jugoslav papers, but was greatly concerned at the recent
policy of the present prime minister of Jugosl avra which
seemed to him to be contrary to the interests of peace and free-
dom in Europe. The very mild article he had written for The
Euening Sta,ndard would in the ordinary course have been pub-
lished in the chief Belgrade newspaper, but much to the paper's
regret it had been deleted by the military censor. Churchill added
that he had "informed the Foreign Oflfrce of the incident".

I took the matter up with the Jugoslav military censo,r through
Mazutanic and Ruzic, and the article was subsequently released
for publication. We did our best to have it distributed on a large
scale.

Among the members of the German resistance movement who
contacted the Focus at this time was Carl Goerdeler, the former
Lord Mayor of Leipzig. I{is object was to, enlist the support of
the British government whose continuous encouragement of
Hitler was, he emphasised, breaking the back of the mo,vement.
His information gave us little that was new or of specific impor-
tance; it only confirmed, what we had known fo,r a considerable
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time. V.ry few of us were inspired by his suggestions about what
should be done after Hitler had been brought down by the resis-
tance movement; they were far from satisfactory from a demo-
cratic point of view. He contacted Vansittart who took very
much the same view.

A few membeis of the Fo,cus, however, including myself, sup-
ported Sir Robert Waley-Cohen who again insisted that the
German resistance movement should be supported, and that it
would be better po,Licy to emphasise the good intentions o,f that
movement than to speculate on its future political possibilities.
This was a risk, as Sir Robert said, which in his opinion was {ar
srraller than the f.atal risk which the government was taking of
making Hitler respectable.

We were greatly encouraged when we learned that Roose-
velt's interest in the Focus, stimulated by Steed's visit, was fiar
from academic. The President was convinced-and greatly con-
cerned-that, if. unchallenged, the Nazi r€i*. would succeed in
destrofng the very fabric of the democratic world and nullify
every conception of justice, freedom and peace. If., therefore (on

January r rth), sent a message to Chamberlain suggesting a joint
approach by the United States and Britain, which could not fail
to marshal public opinion througho,ut the world against the
Nazis. To our unspeakable amazecment and regret Chamberlain
rejected this, just as he had rejected all that the Focus and
Churchill in particular had advocated. Yet we persisted ! We had
high hopes that co,ming events would justify all our warnings,
which Chamberlain would eventually welcome. Our hope was
strengthened by a report that the British embassy in Berlin had
confirmed to Chamberlain that our interpretation of Nazism and
Nazi policy was co,rrect.

On Febru ry r 6th, r 938, the Duchess o,f Atholl was about to
go to Jugoslavia under the auspices of the fnternational Peace

Campaign. She wanted to discuss the Jugoslav position with me
and get some letters of introduction to my friends. I therefore
invited the Duchess to luncheon before her jo,urney. We discussed
the Spanish Civil War and similar topics. She was outspoken in
her criticism of Chamberlain's appeasement policy and whole-
heartedly condemned his blind trust in Hitler and his fellow-
gangsters. As a result of her fearless attitude, which she displayed
in contradistinction to her fe11o,w-Conservatives, she had acquired
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the nickname "Red Kitty", under which she was also known in
Jugoslavia. Apart from letters of introduction to, my various
friends in Jugosl avia which I gladly gave her, she asked me
for so,me information about the actual inner political position in
that country. f also gave her some details about who-was-who in
the political world over there.

Duncan Sandys had visited Germany and on his return I in-
vited him to luncheon. We discussed the present and future work
of the Focus, and what could be done in the lrght of his experi-
ences in Germany. Duncan Sandys told me that he was impressed
by the colossal precautions taken by the Nazis against ur attacks.
He mentioned that practically every attic he had seen was heavily
protected by sandbags and the like. He only wished that our
bomber force was strong enough to j,rrtify Hitler's elabo,rate
measures of defence, a view which I fully shared. This short-
coming could best be repaired by u virile Ministry of Supply.

Information was now reaching us daily to the effect that the
d4nger to Austria was very real. Trustworthy Austrian so{.rrces

revealed the details of Hitler's plans to annex that country by
force. The General Staff, which included many members of the
resistance movement, had warned Hitler that the German army
was still unprepared for a major wil, but their warnings were
brushed aside. Hitler was sure that Chamberlain would never act,
and that he could rely on the prime minister's moral, political
and military neutrality more than o,n the views of his generals,
who had not got his inside knowledge of the decadence of the
democracies. The generals were not convinced that Britain would
to,lerate atr armed invasion of Austria, ffid kept o,n warning
Hitler not to count on it. If he were wTong, Britain's refusal to
accept his Austrian solution could prove fatal to the Reich. Not
only unconvinced but incensed', Hitler himself took over the post
of Co,mmander-in-Chief of the armed forces, and so was in sole
control of the German war-machine.

Meantime his propaganda agents stepped up the vile attacks
on Eden, Churchill and Duff Cooper, with the result that
Chamberlain's attitude to Eden became such as to make co-oper-
ation between them a practical impossibility. Eden had no alter-
native but to resign the office of Fo,reign Secretry (February
zoth). Hitler had secured another triumph and could justify his
assessment of the British prime minister to his doubting generals.
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There were others who had shared the generals' views. At the
end of February Mazuranic in a public speech expressed his con-
fidence that Britain would not stand by while innocent people,
men, women and helpless children, were done to death in so,uth-
eastern Europe. The man who reflected the true spirit of Britain
in her hour of need was Winston Churchill, he said. I sent
Churchill a copy of a translation of the speech; it pleased him
because, as he said, it showe,d him that in spite of all the Nazi
intimidation the democratic spirit in that part of Europe was not
losing ground.

The Focus was increasingly convinced that there existed in this
country an unconquerable spirit and moral force which no
military force could quell. With such evidence of the feelings of
the British public G knew that, if Chamberlain deno,unced
Hitler as the enemy of every rule of law, it would follow him
who'leheartedly. We tried every means of impressing these facts
on the government and begged it not to ignore them now that
the rape of Austria was a question o'f days. On March r zth it
was announced. that Ribbentrop was leaving the embassy in
London to return to Berlin in order to become Hitler's Foreign
Minister. Next duy German troops entered Austria according to
plan. The most sinister eLements at the disposal of Himmler,
head of the Gestapo, were let loose on the Austrian people, and
reports soon came in of mass butcheries, torture and other co,n-
comitants of Nazi rule, deepenirg the impression that this was a
most flagrant violation of all Hitler's; pledged words. We were
unanimous in believing that this was the time for the British
government to act, and that it was not too, late to destroy Hitler.
We felt that British action would have a tremendo,us effect and
command an immense followirg in all countries, even in the
dictatorships.

Lady Violet and Waley-Cohen were foremo,st in zupport of
Churchill's insistence that the Austrian outrage should no,t go
unchallenged, md that Britain sho'uld not accep;t Hitler's mru<im
that the only right in the world is that of military power. We
felt that we had arrived at the critical hour in the cause of justice
and freedom, that it was the clear duty of the Chamberlain
government to champion that cause now. The climate of public
opinion was such that action would have been supported by the
nation, which realised that to accept the rape of Austria as a
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fait accompli merely increased the risk of a world wil, and that
to profess belief once again in Hitler's assurances would only
render the demo,cracies ridiculous.

The Focus suggested that the government should send an
ultimatum to, Hitler, demandirg that he quit Austria ffid, until
the ultimatum was accep,ted, the British ambassador and. British
subjects should leave Germany and the German ambassador here
be handed his passports. We recalled the words of Thiers, when
Bismarck refused to withdraw his German troops from France
in tB7 r : "Your troops can stay in France only so long as the
conscience of the wo,rld tolerates them there." fn the case of
Austria we had a f.ar stronger military, legal and monal case to
uphold. But the suggestion fell on deaf ears, and all through the
next months Churchill's hope that the next-and the next and
the next-act of aggression would be met by drastic action, was
steadily disappointed. fn that dark period Cham,berlain and. his
colleagues never seriously raised the moral issue, thus fo,llowing
Machiavelli in rejecting spiritual forces and moral laws in ajlairs
of state. Th.y persisted in their o,bstinate faith in Hitler; and in
that faith, expressed in the friendly relations maintained. by
British ministers with no,torious Nazi leaders, they put in dire
jeopardy the moral supremd;cf of this country.

To leave Austria in Hitler's hands, moreover, was to put him
in control of the trade ro,utes and communication centres of
south-eastern Europe, and to give him power over Jugosl avia
with its agricultural and mineral resources, over Rumalia with
its oil, and over Czechoslovakia with its highly developed heavy
industry, its war factories and its fifty divisions of highly trained,
well-equipped melt. The danger \Mas visible to all, but the Cham-
berlain government virtually ignored it. Their anxiety was fleet-
irg, and they eagerl y accepted at their face value the assurances
given by Goering when, after German troops had entered
Vienn a, he declared to Mastny, the Czech arrrbassador in Berlin :

"I give you my word of honour that Czechoslovakia has nothing
to fear from the Reich."

The course which Hitler had set for himself and for Germany
was now quite clear. The pace was quickened and the policy of
Britain-if it ever was a policy'-of giving in to the Nazis to give
Britain time to reaxm, wffi outdated and impossible of success.
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When Czechoslovakia was surrendered in Septemb.r, there was
no more hope of saving freedom except by fighting.

By this time most of the members of the Focus, myself among
them, felt that our main work had been done. If we had failed
to alter the course of government policy, we had at least in the
three years in which we had been active, made the British people
alive to the issues. We had kept them info,rmed about develop-
ments; we had interpreted those developments; we had revealed
to them the precise menace to Britain of Hitler and his policies.
If we had failed to mo,ve Chamberlain and his colleagus, we
had aroused the nation, and'by the time of Munich more than
half of it was o,n our side; the half that supported us virtually
absorbed the other half after the rape of Prague in March, 1939.

By now the problem was not Hitler; that was as plain as its so,lu-

tion. The real problem was Chamberlain, and in these last
months of activity the Fo,cus concentrated o,n attacking him.
That was arr activity in which, being technically still a German
subject, I felt that it would be inappropriate for me to take any
part. My application, strongly supported by pronninent members
of the Fo,cus, to become a rraturalised British subject, failed, and
in the circumstances I preferred no,t to attend meetings o'f the
Fo,cus at which matters were discussed which were strictly speak-
irg not those originally intended.

A11 that remained was to help keep Churchill's flug flying.
Only h., as his friends realised and proclaimed abroad, could
transform British po,licy. The moral weakness of the Chamber-
lain go,vernment could not marshal the moral forces of the
nation, forces which, instead of being used by the government,
only served to embarrass it. By encouraging Hitler the govem-
ment became an obstacle to peace. Fundamentally it had lost the
confidence of the nation, and that confidence was passing to the
man who, above all others, had consistently laid before the
people the great monal issues invo,lved. We of the Focus could
at least look back with satisfaction on what we had done. The
British people was now spiritually and intellectually prepared
to face the worst with calm courage, and in this vital psycho-
logical rearrnament of the democracies the Focus had played no
small part.
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Tnn Pace of events now quickened and practically each new
happening was a triumph for Hitler and a humiliation for all
those who loved freedom. On April r6th the Chamberlain
government signed the Anglo-Italian agreement which recognised
Mussolini's African conquests. In Mry the propaganda cam-
paign conducted by the Nazis against Czechoslovakia reached
new depths of vileness. We never failed to unmask Hitler's designs
arrd explain how they were succeeding for lack of opposition, but
the go,vernment preferred to remain btind to the obvious.

For a mo'ment in Muy we thought that there had been a
change in poli.y. We had always urged that the British ambas-
sador should be recalled from Berlin at the first sign of aggres-
sion. Now we suddenly learned that Neville Henderson, our
ambassador there, had asked for transport facilities frorn the
German government with the intention of evacuating the efn-
bassy. Hitler and Goering were thoroughly alarmed; they feared
that they had miscalculated the complaisance of the British
government; the French were delighted; there was new hope in
eastern Europe; the German General Staff was relieved as- well
as pleased. But it was all a mistake. fnstead of taking advanta,ge
of the situation that had suddenly been created, the Foreign
Office instructed the ambassador to explain that all he wanted
was routine transport facilities for a number of his staff p,roceed-
i.g on leave. The effect on Hitler went entirely unremarked and
a great opportunity, perhaps the greatest yet, was lost.

Meantime there was still Winston Churchill. As the Conserv&-
tive party denied him opportunity, the Focus orgarrised ano,ther
public meeting for him in the Free Trade Hall, Manchester, in
Muy, rg38. Lord Derby was to have taken the chair but with-
drew at the last minute, saying that he felt that "if, being head
of the Conservative party here, I intervened nom/, I would give
the matter more prominence and more publicity than it would

r39
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otherwise get". Churchill was deeply shocked; he felt that he had
been insulted and wanted to call the meeting off, but was per-
suaded to accept Alderman Toole as his chairman instead. I put
it to Churchill that Derby's refusal was a blessirg in disguise; for
that nobleman's appearance in the chair wo,uld have given the
impression that this was a Conservative party affair, whereas we
wanted to b., and to be seen to be, strictly non-p ffity. At a"ny
rate Churchill went to Manchester and met with an unexpected
measure of support and success.

On Mry 3 rst we organised another meeting for him in the
City HaIl, Sheffield, and a little later a third meeting in Birming-
ham. The gist of all his speeches can be given in his o,wn words :

"Our aim is not the encirclement of Germany but the encircle-
ment of an aggressor, and to, co,mbat the volcanic forces of the
European dictators. We and other countries stand in great
d.arrger. Certainly it would be a great crime to, form a wat com-
bination against a single state, but to form a co,mbination for
mutual defence against a palpable aggressor is no,t only no crime,
it is simply the highest moral drty."

As it became clear that Hitler's next act of aggressio,n would
be the incorporation of Czechoslovakia into the Nazi Reich, we
in the Focus became very anxio,us to learn mo,re about the Rus-
sian attitude. As Churchill put it : "the Russians do no,t trust
Chamberlain, and Chamberlain does not trust the Russians." We
shared this distmst of the Russians, but felt that this sho'uld not
prevent the government from at least negotiating with them,
instead of puttirg blind faith in Hitler.

I perconally encountered the official attitude at this time in
the course of my business activities. f was shown a Russian film
which I was asked to distribute in England after it had been
dubbed with English sub-titles. The film was called The Wa:"r of
Tomorrow. It showed every detail of Hitler's preparations for
the invasion of Russia. At a given rignrl and without any wanr.-
irg the Germans attacked in the early hours one morning, and
pushed deep into Russian territory, sackirg and burning villages,
exterminating the population unless they could be used for the
benefit of the German war-machine. After a series of victo,ries
on land, sea and in the dfu, the Germans began to weaken; the
Russians counter-attacked in force and turned the tide; there
were some remarkable shots of air battles. fn the end the Ger-
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mans were thrown back over their own frontiers, and a never-
ending stream of Russian troops poured into Germany. Russian
ships landed an invading fo,rce at Koenigsberg, and the film
showed them being enthusiastically welcomed by the Germans;
there was a veritable orgy o{ fraternisation. I found it impres-
sive, and said I would finance its distribution in Britain on
condition, which the Russians accepted, that I could at my dis-
cretion cut out all Co,mmunist propaganda. My colleagues in the
Focus agreed that only good co,uld come out of its presentation I
from it the British people and the government could see how the
Russian mind was working in a direction favourable to peace.
But when it was shown to the responsib,le British authorities they
decided that it could not be shown since it might disturb the
friendly relations between the Reich and our government. The
official attitude was another shock to, the Focus; it was also, an
eye-opener to the Russians. Unfortunately no,thing could open
the eyes o{ the government.

To be able to campaigtt more effectively against the govern-
ment's policy , a majority of our members agreed to particip ate
in or acquire the League of Nations journal Headway. I dis-
agreed for in my view such action was not in keeping with the
objects of the Focus. Our campaign was avowedly all-party,
while the po,licy of the new Headw'ay wo,uld be to turn out the
Conservative government.

In the mearttime I had embarked on a project of my own, the
evacuation of all Jews then under l{azi rule. I received a good
deal of encouragement and The Times published a letter from
me on July l5th, 1938, from which I quote the extract below:

"The German persecution is directed not only against Jews but
against non-Aryans in general. The National Socialist State con-
siders as one of its fundamental doctrines the creation of a
Germanic state of Aryan nationals which should exclude all non-
Aryan elements, and endeavour to bring to Germany all those
Germanic Aryans now living under a foreign flug. In order to
carry through this process of racial purity within the borders of
Germany, they want to rid themselves of all non-Aryan subjects.

"Germ any should therefore be assisted in her attempts to get
back German Aryan citizens by exchanging them against those
non-Aryan subjects which she r.aran[s-2s a matter of internal
policy-to get rid of. From a numerus clausus point of view this
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solution presents no difficulties, since there are many million
Germanic Aryans living abroad. Such a procedure would in no
way affect the employment or the economic position of either
party. It would equally help to overcome the difficulty in which
Germany finds herself now to allow the transfer of the emigrants'
assets to a foreign country, &S in this case a clearirg system could
easily be introduced between the two emigrating parties and any
deficiency thus arising could, without great sacrifice, be made
good by a fund which could be specially created for such pur-
p_ose. Such a fund would surely find the greatest support from
all parties concerned and both Germany and the 

- itate who
receives the refugees would ultimately benefit by its operation.

"This solution should stop unilateral deportation of citizens
from any part of Europe whether for rasial, religious or econ-
omicreasons...."

My scheme found a good deal of support and Churchill wrote
to me on Jrly r Bth that he had "heard it commented on very
favo'urably in various quarters; of course the other side will never
look at your plan, but none the less it was a good answer to
them". Archibald Sinclair said he had read my letter "with
admiration and delight. Quite frankly, however, my own im-
pression is that it is a strong and shrewd controversial thrust
rather than a practical proposal. . . . If you can persuade the
Foreign Office to take it up, I shall certainly support it." Philip
Noel-Baker, who was then much concerned with refugees,
thought the plan "thoroughly sound and just in itself. . . . Mo,re-
over it seems to me to have the supreme advantage of providing
a really stro,ng bargaining point against the present German
government. Once Aryan refugees started arriving back in Ger-
many, I believe the expulsion of refugees might cease at once".
Other letters which I received, especially some fro,m Germany,
were on the same lines. Steed, too, was in favour of my plan.
Some time before at a big meeting o'f protest at Friends' House,
he had argued that the right way to deal with Hitler would be to
send back to Germany one Aryan for every penniless plundered
J.*, and that a beginnirg should be made with the wealthiest
Aryans. The Daily Herald had been the only paper to report
him. He wrote that he would like to discuss my proposal with ffie,
for it seemed more businesslike than his own. In that discussion
it carne out that in his hatred fo,r everything German he now
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saw nothing in my proposal except a possible increase in German
manpo\,ver by the influx of Aryans from other co.untries, and in
my suggestion of a clearing system only an increase in Ger-
many's wealth. f thought that an extremely narro,\^r-minded
point of view, and the other members of the Focus who knew
about it, agreed. I have a feeling that Steed never forgave me.

His attitude was clearly exceptional. The rest of us agreed that
the adoption of such a scheme would bring about the first breach
in the terrorist wall, since it would mean the virtual abandon-
ment of the Nuremberg Laws.

The Foreign Office did no,t take it up and the German govem-
ment was relieved of what would have been a very considerable
embarrassment. I had not really expected success, but it at least
earned me a precious conversation with Chaim Weizmann.

A good non-Jewish friend of mine, Mr. James Malco,lm, who
was an untiring supporter of the Balfour I)eclaration, had fre-
quently discussed my proposal with Weizmann, to whom he had
also explained my association with the Focus. Weizmann showed
considerable interest and wanted to meet ffie, whereupon Mal-
colm arranged a luncheon meeting fo,r Tuesday, March ryth,
rg39. At that time Weizmann was engaged in the struggle with
the British authorities over Palestine. Our chief subject o,f dis-
cussion was the Palestine issue and Weizmann said he was horri-
fied at the British government's po,licy of closing the doors of
Palestine to Jewish refugees. I to,ld him that a large section of
the non-Jewish British public, includirg some very influential
people, was opposed to the government's policy from a deep
humanitarian point o,f view. Amongst others I mentioned Lady
Violet Bonham Carter, who had repeatedly reminded our poli-
ticians that it was the very glory of this country that British
shores throughout the centuries had offered sanctu ry to the
oppressed and that Britain had thrown its doors wide open to
fugitives and those who were persecuted. Weizmann was irn-
pressed by what I told him, but in view of the British govern-
ment's attitude did not believe that anything could come of it.
Notwithstanding this, he urged me to go on with my work for
the Focus with Churchill. During our co,nversation he was called
to the telephone to take a long-distance call, but to my surprise
he came back within two minutes in a state of great indignation.
He said that he had refused to talk on the telephone for the lines
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were always being tapped. I was shocked and said : "But there
is no Gestapo in England." Yet he insisted. and" stated that he had
reliable evidence that his conversatio,ns were being monito,red. by
government agents.

Dr. Weizmann said that in his opinion Whitehall was a
Central Office fo,r the liquidation of the British Empire. Though
they work very slowly, h. remarked sarcastically, th.y are very
efficient and bound to succeed in the end. Then we taiked about
an invention, or rather, a discovery ma,de by him in connection
*ill the production of yeast. "You are always interesterd in pro.
viding risk finance for new inventions, "he dd, "it would b. ,
great thing if you could promote the manufacture of a new pro-
duct which would enable us to dispense with the use of oil. That
would be a great commercial proposition and a very great in-
ducement to the establishment of peace in the Middie 

-East." I
asked him if there was anything I could do, to help him about
Palestine. He shook his head and went on to deplore the co,n-
tinuous disregard of solemn obligations and the po,litical duplicity
of those with who,m he hAd to negotiate, I asked him how long
that would continue. He paused for a moment and then with a
y5lonary look in his eyes slowly quoted the wo,rds of the prophet :

"Until cities be waste without inhabitants, and houses without
man and the land become utterly waste."l

Events were now moving to the final crisis. On September
tzth Hitler declared at Nuremberg that the German arrny was
being concentrated on the frontiers of Czechoslovakia. On the
fifteenth Chamberlain went to see Hitler for the first time, and
on the twenty-second for the second time. On September 24th
Hitler declared that he had no further interest in Czechoslovakia
once the Sudeten problem had been settled : "This is the last
territorial claim I have in Europe." The Focus had already in-
formed the government of Hitler's intention to annex atl
Czechoslovakia by force.

On September 27th there was a partial mobilisation of the
British fleet, and on that dry Chamberlain made the notorious
broadcast in which he said : "How ho,rrible, how fantastic apd
incredible it is that we should be digging trenches here and tqring
o,rl gas masks because o,f a quarrel in a f.ar-away country of
which we know nothing." on the night of September zgth-3oth

I fsaiah vi, v. r r.
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the democracies surrendered abjectly in Munich, and on his
return to London Chamberlain waved the paper signed by Hitler
and himself, crying : "This is the second time in our history that
there has come from Germany peace with honour. I believe it is
peace in our time."

Peace with honour ! With the notorio,us Nazi murderers and
their concentration camp record, and the sombre catalogue of
broken pledges for over fifteen years !

Sir Samuel Hoare, a prominent member of Chamberlain's
cabinet, expressed his delight and satisfaction at the great possi-
bilities o,f this country's future association with Nazi Germany,
from which he visualised eterna] benefits for the human race and
the coming of a Golden Age. Locker-Lampson replied with great
indignation that Hoare must be co,mpletely deaf to the vo,ice of
his conscience, which must have spoken to him during his daily
prayers and during his diligent attendance at church. He branded
Hoare's statement as blatant insanity, and an ugly betrayal of
democracy, endangering the very existence of o,ur democratic
institutions. To speak of a "Golden Ag." in this context
amounted to nothing less than a recognition of the Nazi terro'r
r6gime, with a reco,rd of more than fifteen years of continuous
acts of perjury, foul murder, tearing-up of treaties, imprisoning
and torturing to death of hundreds of thousands of innocent
men, women and children without any charge or trial. Equally
disquieting was the news that Chamberlain still cherished the
hope that Hitler would honour this, his latest promise.

For the members of the Focus it was a hard time. Churchill
had no illusions and suggested that a telegram should be sent to
Chamberlain at Munich signed by representatives of the three
political parties urgirg him to make no further concessions. Lady
Violet and Sinclair agreed to sign it. So did Noel-Baker, subject
to the appro,val of the Labour P*y, but the latter could not
be contacted in time. George Lloyd agreed at once to' sign; Eden
refused. Churchill was greatly distressed that party interests
should cause divisions at this f.atal, mornent. His cornment on
Chamberlain's statement to Parliament was that the partition
forced on Czechoslovakiaby Britain and France was a complete
surrender by the Western democracies to a Naei threat of vio-
lence, and that what they were co,mpro'mising was not just the
fate of Czechoslovakia but the freedorn of the world and of
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democracy. Duff Cooper resigned from the government and
supported Churchill.

Then followed the horrors attendant on a Nazi invasion. The
never-ending stream of refugees, the reports from the British
ambassador, made it quite clear that there could be ro, peace
with a power from whose persecution no one could feel
secure.

It was not surprising to, us, therefo,re, when we heard on
November gth that a yo,ung Jew named Grynspan had got into
the German embassy in Paris and shot dead Herr von Rath the
third secretary. Hitler wo,rked himself up into a more than
usually sinister frenzy. LJnder his orders and Himmler's super-
vision the terror was increased, and vengeance out of all pro-
portion to the crime was wreaked on the Jews in the notorious
"Crystal Night", when throughout Germany Jewish shops and
homes were wrecked, synagogues burned down, Jews beaten up,
killed or flung into co,ncentration camps, and a free hand was
given to loo,ters and sadists. The Nazis made a free issue of steel
whips !

Propaganda directed with diabolical ingenuity no,t only
accused the Jews in general, but linked the killing of van Rath
with Hitler's demo,cratic opponents : Churchill himself was
accused by Goebbels of complicity. Not that this had any effect
on Churchill who,, sharing the moral abhorrence of the British
people, ffd not hesitate to, condemn the outrages. He was deep'ly

concerned, as indeed were the vast majo,rity of his fellow-
countrymen, but he was also deeply worried at the estrange-
ment of the government fro,m the majority. There was no hope,
whatever the nation felt, of any action from the British govern-
ment : Chamberlain was still under the spell of Munich. The
Focus was asked to organise meetings and provide speakers to
keep the British public cognisant of the real issue, the mainten-
ance of law against the godless. Peace, we felt, had already given
way to war. We achieved that end indeed, but no,thing more.
The world, shocked and terrified, waited in vain for action. ft
only received confirmation-for the moment at least-from
Ribbentrop's cynical statement to Hitler : "No moral conception
will make the British government move." Even the British press

was now unanimous in condemning the new terror; and for the
first time certain newspapers friendly to the Chamberlain policy,
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if not to the Nazis, were confiscated in Germany. Again for the
first time the German press reported the reaction abroad.

Throughout Great Britain turbulent and o,ver-crowded meet-
irgt of protest were held to give expression to the horror which
was felt, and to the dmire which was fervently expressed to hold
out a helping hand to the Jewish victims of Nazi Germany.
Heartrending expressions were used to show how deeply the
general public felt and shared the sufferings of these poor so,uls.

But, as Lady Violet Bonham Carter rightly put it at the Albert
Hall: "There is one thing the Jewish victims cannot share with
us, namely our shame." The audience was stirred and deeply
moved when Lady Violet's voice rang out with great emotion:
"f say it in all reverence that if our Lord carne back to, earth
today to try our faith, it is as a refugee that He would come to
us."

If generals and politicians in Germany were silent, the
churches were not. In Protestant and Catholic churches alike
protests were made, and the co,ncentration camps began to fiIl up
with victims guilty of no other crime than of behaving as

Christians in a pagan land.
It was to our undoing that the Chamberlain government had

been found wanting in spiritual strength and moral courage to
oppose Hitler's vile and criminal acts of aggression throughout
the years.

But Churchill, Lady Violet, Wickham Steed, Sir Archibald
Sinclair and Sir Robert Waley-Cohen, amongst many others,
were foremost in stressing the all important mo,ral issue which
has never failed to appeal to the vast majority of the people o,f

this co,untry. It became ever more apparent tlat Churchiil had
deepened his interest and faith in those unco,nquerable and
eternal spiritual forces. It was obvious from the very o,utset of
Hitler's acts of aggression that the issue at stake was neither
territorial nor financial, but altogether moral. The reasons why
the world had to endure Hitler's criminal acts for several years
desp'ite this was only "because the religious, and moral control
of individual conduct and national policy has been greatly
weakened when it was most required."l

The sands were now running out. As I have already said, the

1 Quoted from the Religious Foundations of Internationali,sm by Professor
Norman Bentwich.
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work of the Focus was done. It had enlightened and, I think,
strengthened the British people; it had failed to enlighten the
Prime Minister. That was left to Hitler who finaIly did so on
March r4th when he marched his tro,ops into' Prague. The sub-
sequent guarantee given to Poland by the disillusioned Chamber-
lain meant either that Hitler would renounce his planned dream
of world conquest o,r that there would be war. And we were
greatly encouraged when throughout that summer popular
d"emand grew for Churchill to, be brought into the Cabinet.
"Churchill must come back" was the headline in the national
press. "Churchill must corne back" was on the boards that the
sandwich-men paraded up and down the streets o,f London,
even in Downing Street itself.

On August 24th after Hitler had signed his pact with Stalin,
Charn-berlain made the speech which he ought to have made
eleven months earlier. "ff in spite of all we find ourselves forced
to embark on a struggle, we shall no,t be fighting for the future
of a far-off foreign country; we shall be fighting fon the preser-
vation of these principles the destruction of which would involve
the destruction of all possibility of peace and security in the
world."

Churchill was most anxious to, learn more about the rea,ction
and mood of the Jugoslav people and was pleased when I told
him that Mazuranic would be coming to, London. Churchill's
secretary asked me to make an appointment with Mazuranic
whom I contacted immediately. To my very great regret he
informed me that his government considered the position so
critical that he had been asked to return to Belgrade at once.
On August 25th I wrote to Churchill : "I wish to thank you
very much indeed for your kindness, in making yourself available
in these critical days to see Dr. Mazuranic. IJnfortunately he
arrived very late last night and in view of the present crisis he
was urged this morning to return immediately to his country. I
had a short general talk with him and hope to he,ar further fro,m
him when he has arrived home." When lllazuranic arrived in
Belgrade war had already been declared.

On Septernber rst Churchill accepted Chamberlain's offer of
a seat in the Cabinet; it was a War Cabinet. So f ar as the
campaign for the future Prime Minister was concerned, the
Focus had won a decisive if belated victory.



EPILOGUE

Ir only remains for me to record my o\,vn fate. Convinced that
Britain could not fail to make a stand for freedom no, matter
what the cost, I had begun to wonder just how my work for the
Focus wo,uld affect me if it came, as I felt it must co,me, to war
with Germatry, and I still a German subject. Through Steed I
had received a pledge from Vansittart that my activities, of
which Vansittart knew and approved, would in no way preju-
dice me in the eyes of the authorities. In fact Wickh am Steed

assured me that I had earned the gratitude of every member of
the Focus and also of the government. In his letter of June 6th,
1938, he confirmed this and wrote : "f should propose to Sir
Robert Vansittaft either verbally or in writing that a condition
of your assistance being given to, any wo,rk which our Focus
might do, would be that you receive a pledge that yo,ur activities
in this country would no,t prejudice you in arly way in the
eyes of the British autho,rities." Sho,rtly afterwards Steed in-
formed me that he had received such a pledge from Sir Robert
Vansittart.

I discussed the matter with other members of the Focus and
only Waley-Cohen did not seem to think much of the pno,mis;es

I had received. "There arose a king which knew not Joseph," he
quo,ted, "the memory of politicians is amazingly short." After
Munich I wrote to the Home Office, as Steed and other col-
leagues advised, and offered my services to the government in
the event of war. I only received the usual acknowledgment, a
printerd postcard saying that my communication had been
received. On September Ist, 1939, I went myself to the Ho,me
Office and asked what I could do to help the common cause. I
was told to send in a new application, and went straight home
to do so. Before I had finished the letter I was intermpted. Two
plain-cJothes detectives from Scotland Yard entered the room
and told me that they had come to, arrest me as an enemy alien.

+9
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None of my papers were seized; there was no search for docu-
ments; no charge was preferred. I was taken to an internment

9amP, set uP mainly for Nazis like Hitler's friend Hanfstaengl.
I asked to be allowed to contact my solicitor but this was
refused. I be,came No. 2 prisoner of war) although war had not
yet been declared.



POSTSCRIPT

Arrnn my wife and I had returned from interrrment I contacted
Richards in order to discuss my experiences during the time of
my internment. He uqged me to write them down and volun-
teered to assist me in the publication of my internment story,
which he successfully negotiated. As a result my book The
Protecting Power was issued soon after the war.

During the remaining years of the wa,r Richards co-operated
with me in a number of charitable activities for the British and
Allied forces. Amongst them he also, organised concerts given
by my wife in aid of Jugoslavia and other countries suffering
from the Nazi terror.

Politically, I discussed with him Churchill's position after the
war when I hoped that he would choose to become the undis-
puted leader o,f a United Europe, which I felt in common with
the people of the free world, wffi the only hope for freedom and
peace. Again Richards pro,mised his full support. We prepared
a number of documents and references for Churchill's consider-

ation when the time arrived.
By the grace of God victory over the Nazi military forces was

won and the Nazi war machine, utterly destroyed, luy prostrate
at the feet of the Allied governments.

Notwithstanding our considerable material shortcomings this
victory was made possible through our spiritual stamina which
inspired us to fight against terrifying odds. From this victory a
world-wide reconciliation and new fellowship couldr emerge; and
the hope and vista of such a peace became the inexhaustible
source from which we drew the moral and physical strength to
bear, resist and conquer the physical cruelties and hardships of
war.

This human fellowship should find its foremost and immediate
expression in the establishment of a United Europe. The idea of
European unity is as old as Europe itself. But now the time had

5r
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matured by the commo,n bitter experience of the past and, in
prarticular, by the events before the war as described in the
precedirg pages.

Winston Churchill was undoubtedly best qualified to rouse the
free world to a po,werful moral challenge against the enemies od
individual freedo,m, freedo,m o,f thought and freedom of religion.
Churchill was surely the man to fulfil this, our greatest hope.

I discussed my views with Richards who at my request
referred *y p,lan in outline to Churchill with a view to arranging
an appointment for me to see him. I was fully p,repared to
co-operate with Churchill once again in the sarne way as I had
done over the work of the Focus.

Richards arranged a meeting with Churchill at which Duncan
Sandys was present. When we met I felt that Churchill was
somewhat embarrassed at meeting me after my internment, so I
anticipated anything he might have said by introducing the
subject : "When the wheels of the war machine are set in motion
these things do happen, and I have taken it all in a spirit of
submission and feel no bitterness towards anyone." Obviously
relieved Churchill patted my shoulder saying : "Very noble, very
noble indeed." I told Churchill that I was about to beco,me a
British su'b,ject and that I had made an application to the Home
Office.

We then discussed my ideas about a United Europe, and
Churchill agree,d in principle with the great importance of this
issue. I specially emphasised that this United Europe ought to be
based on the religious-ethical values of our society and not
exclusively upon material considerations. "LJnity in the sphere of
economy does no,t itself produce uniry in society."l

He then suggested that I should co-operate with Duncan
Sandys, with whorn I left sho,rtly afterwa^rds. Before we parted
Churchill made a few appreciative remarks abo,ut the work I
had done in the years when he was in the po,litical wilderness
and asked me what he could do for me now. I replied: "I have
served a great cause and a great man and I arn content." Later
on he supported my application for naturalisation and I became
a British subject.

And I am still content.
I The Religious Foundation of Internationalism, op,p,. cit.
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r 933
Hitler becomes German Chancellor.
The Reichstag Fire.
Hitler receives emergency powers; end of democratic
rule in Germany.
Germany leaves the League of Nations.
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The Roehm purge.
The Austrian Chancellor Dollfuss murdered.
Death of President von Hindenburg. Hitler becomes
both President and Chancellor.
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The Saar population votes for return to Germany.
Hitler announces constitution of German Air Force; a
breach of the Treaty of Versailles.
Conscription re-introduced in Germany.
Baldwin replaces Ramsay MacDonald as Prime
Minister.
Anglo-German Naval Treaty signed.
Results of Peace Ballot announced.
Hitler accepts the Nuremberg Laws against the Jews.
Italian invasion of Abyssinia.
German Staff College re-opened in violation of the
Treaty of Versailles.

r 936
Death of George V.
Hitler re-occupies the Rhineland.
Hitler signs non-aggression pact with Austria.
Spanish Civil War breaks out.
Conscription in Germany extended to two years
seryice.
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The Focus holds its first public meeting in the Albert
Hall.
Abdication of Edward VIII; accession of George VI.
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The Manchester Manifesto.
Coronation of George Vf.
Baldwin retires and is succeeded as Prime Minister by
Neville Chamberlain.
Hitler takes over command of Germany's armed forces.

I 938
Sir Robert Vansittart is superseded as Permanent
Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office.
Roosevelt's message to Neville Chamberlain.
Eden resigns and is succeeded as Foreign Minister by
Halifax.
Anglo-Italian treaty signed; conquest of Abyssinia
recognised by Britain.
Russian assurances to Czechoslovakia about Prague.
Czech crisis; Chamberlain's first visit to Hitler.
Chamberlain's second visit to Hitler.
Chamberlain returns to London, Hitler's terms to be
rejected; partial mobilisation in France.
British fleet mobilised.
Western statesmen sumender at Munich; Czecho-
slovakia to be divided.
Chamberlain's return to London; "Peace with Honour".
Duff Cooper resigns as First Lord of the Admiralty.
Benes resigns as President of Czechoslovakia.

r 939
Diplomatic offensive against Poland opens.
Hitler occupies Prague; dissolution of Czechoslovakia.
British pledge to Poland announced.
Italy invades and annexes Albania.
Conscription in Britain.
Hitler denounces the Anglo-German Naval Tre aty and
the Treaty of Non-aggression with Poland.
Pact of Steel signed between Germany and ftaly.
Russo-German Pact signed.
Hitler invades Poland; World War II begins; Churchill
enters the Cabinet as First Lord of the Admiralty.
Britain at war with Germany.Sept. 3rd
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